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Gaynor Wellwood, Peter Winstone
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Matthew Rowswell 07901 984749
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Alan Holley  07778 186337
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Guy Livingston  07767 463496
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Ron Jerram 07768 924135
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David Balls  07887 628480
Scott Carter  07816 172025
Wales 
Colin Jones  07879 613494
Barrie Evans 07772 867703
James Evans 07772 867689
Eirian Davies 07767 381653
Chris Hedley 07771 936912
South East
Mark Antrobus  07825 953765
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 Nutritionists

Adam May  07818 017116
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Cornwall / Devon / Somerset
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South East 
Rebecca Moore  07581 499024

South and Mid Wales
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Kenny McDonald 07989 155482
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Please submit your small ad 
by Monday 11th May
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Adverts only accepted and printed at editor’s 
discretion.
To submit your small ad, contact:
Tel: 01769 576243 
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Please remember to quote your membership 
number when placing an advert.
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MVF Engineering  01884 860478
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Mole Insurance 0845 265 7951 
 moleinsurance.com
Pet Vets 01626 835002

newton.abbot@molecarevets.com
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As we move to the general election date here, 
the hot news from the other side of the pond 
is that Hillary Clinton will run for the White 
House. Well not really hot news at all as it’s 
been expected for weeks that this would be 
the case. Despite the fact that Mrs. Thatcher 
won the general election here in 1979, if 
Hillary Clinton were to be successful she will 
be the fi rst female President, having already 
been the First Lady. Could this be the fi rst 
black American president to be followed by the 
fi rst female American President?  Once 7 May 
has passed here then we have 18 months of 
run-up to the Presidential elections. So much 
to look forward to!                                                

The growing season now moves into overdrive 
with May reaching peak growth for many crops 
including grass and cereals. However, early 
season growth this year highlighted again 
the massive difference between traditional or 
older grass leys compared to newer species. I 
think the view is that, in general terms, most 
paddocks/fi elds will grow relatively well in 
optimum conditions, that being May and June. 
Where extra growth is needed to help drive 
effi ciencies and cost effective forage availability 
on the shoulders of the seasons, being 
February through to April and again in the 
autumn, more productive leys are required. 

Grass growth measurement is becoming 
far more common and the systems and 
tools available have moved on considerably. 
Traditionally sward sticks or plate meters have 
been used and still are. This is where grass 
height is measured and with the help of a 
formula or formulae, a calculator, a pen and 
paper, or fi ngers and toes in some instances 
are required to work out grass growth or total 
grass covers. If you have ever seen anyone 
sitting in the middle of a fi eld with a piece 
of equipment, shoes and socks off, trying to 
look like he or she is counting, you can be 
reassured that it was not some fetish or pagan 
ceremony, it could be someone simply trying to 
calculate last week’s grass growth. With some 
relief newer software and monitoring systems 
now enable comprehensive growth curves and 
total cover calculations to establish in some 
detail the total growth through the season 
and which areas are the most productive. In 
March this year, for example, grass growth on 
newer leys was in the region of 30-40kg dry 
matter per hectare/day, whereas some of the 
older pastures were only doing maybe 5-10kg. 
This is a phenomenal difference and when 
the pressure is on for effi cient cost effective 
production, these gaps present a great 
opportunity. 

OK, I fully understand that every season 
is different and the requirements for many 
reasons alter from year to year. Not only that, 
but some fi elds are easier to manage than 
others and the opportunities to reintroduce 
newer grasses are limited due to gradients, 
access, cropping options and so on. However, 
what is becoming more apparent as the 
ability to monitor and measure becomes more 
comprehensive, is that the variation between 
different enclosures with higher or lower 
nutrient status, soil structures, weed burden 
etc. will impact on total production massively. 
Low pH soils with lower phosphate levels 
inhibit growth enormously. 

Regular soil sampling is a must and even 
the more disciplined individuals struggle 
to maximise the potential of every fi eld, 
me included. Of the many thousands of 
soil samples taken every year, the theme 
is constant, many soils are acid or slightly 
acid with low P and K indices. At the positive 
farmers conference in Ireland, reference 
was made to lack of regular soil sampling, 
poor fertility soils and structure which 
would challenge the goal of 18 tonnes DM/
ha production target. This is not only about 
grazing, but conservation grasses too. In 
certain parts of this country, particularly the 
south west where topography limits options 
such as break crops, the challenge is greater, 
on fl atter land more options are available.

The die is partly cast for this year now, but 
as we move into May and peak growth, rates 
will vary from about 90-170kg/DM/ha/day 
depending on weather/season and all the 
other things mentioned previously. Despite 
this, as the need for improvements are well 
documented, incomes are reduced in some 
livestock systems and some very cost effective 
gains can be made where the return on 
investment can be considerable. Planning for 
cropping changes including reseeding through 
the summer will be something that some 
businesses will consider. As farms look to vary 
their options like grazing forage rape or stubble 
turnips, these not only give cost savings but 
can also be used as grass breaks on the less 
favourable slopes.

The inevitable upheaval with regards to the 
change from SPS to BPS have come to fruition 
in that the IT delays and system failures have 
led to the reversion to a paper based system 
this year. This will be met with glee and discord 
in equal amounts by farmers and agents, some 
of whom fi nd the online version far easier and 
effective, whereas the more traditional paper 

based approach suits others better. Either 
way, it is somewhat frustrating that those who 
should be there to lead, who act as judge 
and jury, normally without exception, fi nd 
themselves left wanting. However, once normal 
service resumes, the online approach will be 
the only option available which necessitates 
the need for good broadband infrastructure 
to operate normal business functions, this is 
still seriously lacking in many areas. The old 
infrastructure of lines and copper wires struggle 
to deliver the required speeds.

This year’s Mole Valley Farmers’ AGM was held 
at Holbrook House, Wincanton on Thursday 
26 March. The theme of moving the AGM to 
different geographies again this year enabled 
a number of fresh faces to attend. I would like 
to sincerely thank those who took the time and 
the trouble to be part of the AGM, and show an 
interest in their business. The basic elements of 
the formal proceedings saw the re-election of 
Tim Wall, Peter Delbridge and Steve Edmunds 
as non-executive directors. The comprehensive 
operational and fi nancial overviews were 
given by Andrew Jackson and Andrew Chapple 
respectively, and this was followed as usual by 
a question and answer session.



Presitgious farm business award for Cornish family
Common sense and the involvement of a dedicated staff in decisions have been 
some secrets of success for award-winning farmer Matthew Rowe, as he tells 
Peter Hall
For a professional to gain a top industry award is a considerable honour . . . but how much greater 
is that honour when it is bestowed by his own peers.

So when Cornish dairy farmer Matthew Rowe won the title of the county’s top farmer at the annual 
Cornwall Farm Business Awards it was time for a very special celebration.

Matthew, from Great Tredinnick Farm, St Neot, took the title – more correctly known as the Victor 
Ludorum – from a fi eld of 21 shortlisted contestants in the annual competition, having earlier won 
the Best Dairy Farmer accolade. Scores of farmers from the length and breadth of Cornwall had 
entered the competition, run annually by, and in aid of, the Addington Fund. They were nominated 
for the seven categories by colleagues and industry professionals.

Matthew was naturally self-effacing about the 
two awards he had gained. “It was a great 
honour,” he said modestly. “But it was much 
more important to honour the Addington 
Fund, which does so much for agriculture 
everywhere.”

But his wins came as little surprise to many 
among the capacity audience at the Royal 
Cornwall Showground Pavilion, where the 
glittering awards dinner was held; as anyone 
who knows the Rowe family and their 
impressive, go-ahead, enterprise at Great 
Tredinnick would expect Matthew to be in the 
running for the top prize.

The Rowe family have worked the land at 
Great Tredinnick since the mid 19th century 
– a beautiful land of deep wooded valleys
and lush upland pastures. Five generations 
of Rowes have been there, and 39 year old 
Matthew trades currently with his parents, Joe 
and Judith. He and his wife, Kathryn, have two 
daughters and a son, and 13 year old Andrew is 
already taking to farming ‘to the manner born’ 
- out and about on the land as soon as he gets 
home from school (when he’s not playing rugby 
for Liskeard and Looe).

The holding’s vital statistics chime with other 
successful Cornish dairy ventures: 600 acres, 
plus some summer grass keep, 400 dairy cows 
(mostly Holsteins) and a total of 800 cattle on 
the farm if you include followers and beef, a 
yield of 9,300 litres of milk annually on average, 
and four farm workers (one full-time and three 
part-time).

It is with them that part of Matthew’s successful 
philosophy lies; involving the staff at most 
levels with on-farm decisions. “We feel it’s 
important to involve them in decision making,” 
he explains. “That way they are part of the 
farm, and that’s vital because it’s a team effort. 
We have very good staff who all work together 
. . . and I hope they feel valued.”

The milk goes to Trewithen Dairies, just across 
the valley, who appreciate the constant year-
round supply Tredinnick Farms Ltd is able to 
fulfi l, a mutually highly satisfactory arrangement 
that has been in place for the past three years. 

And current problems with the dairy price? “We 
have a blip at the moment, but going forward 
I’m fairly confi dent,” says Matthew. “We have 
a growing global population, and milk, which 
is a fantastic product, is undervalued. Global 
demand is rising as new markets open up.”

The farm grows 150 acres of feed maize, under 
plastic to ensure a good crop, and 50 acres of 
wheat. “We can buy in concentrates, but not 
high quality forage,” he added. “It has to be the 
best for our cows.”

The drive is on for cow longevity, with a plan 
for heifer continuity. Rearing calves is expensive 
– so the longer cows last the better, he says.
At present the replacement rate runs at 25 per 
cent, which Matthew aims to lower, with cows 
currently averaging four lactations. 

On farm energy is generated through a 225Kw 
turbine, which has been in operation for the 
past 18 months and has dramatically reduced 
the electricity bill. It is not the only recent 
innovation. A 1.5 million gallon slurry lagoon 
has alleviated a situation that became dire in 
the very wet winter of 2012, allowing the farm 
to utilise now as much nutrient as possible on 
the land.

Matthew Rowe stood near the farm’s 
225Kw turbine

Three generations - Matthew (centre) 
with his father Joe, (left) and 

13 year old son Andrew (right)
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And Mole Valley Farmers has enabled a change in the calving regime, 
with a new Volac calf feeder, so Matthew and his team may feed Heiferlac 
through a machine to maximise returns. He explained: “If calves are 
stronger and fi tter the reduction of threats like pneumonia is clearly very 
considerable.”

Calf jackets are another new arrival at Great Tredinnick, maintaining body 
temperatures so baby calves are not burning energy just to keep warm. 
“They go on as soon as the cow has dried off her new-born calf. I know 
some people think they’re gimmicky – but if the calf is warm you know 
it’s got to be the right decision,” Matthew added.

The Rowe family have been involved with MVF since the opening of 
the branch in nearby Liskeard and are now loyal and dedicated Farmer 
Shareholders – Matthew says he has: “a really good relationship with the 
company, who have consistently supplied good advice about when to 
purchase straights” which is just one of the things they buy from MVF.

The admiration is mutual. Dr. Robin Hawkey, the MV Feed Solutions 
senior nutritionist, said: “Joe, Judith and Matthew have continually 
developed their dairy herd over the last 20 years through the various 
challenges the dairy industry has faced by maintaining the highest 
standards in all aspects of their business.

“The cow herself has always been pivotal to most decisions. Cow and calf 
health, especially optimising rumen health, has been the key to improved 
performance. Consistent forage quality is a priority. Lameness and fertility 
are also closely monitored. In order to appreciate the cows’ performance, 
the family do much of the feeding and milking themselves so can closely 
monitor the impact of changes.

“With the ever changing nature of dairy farming, the Rowes also maintain 
a degree of fl exibility, allowing them to react to given circumstances. 
The family is always keen to consider new or alternative approaches, 
making time to visit other farms around the world or listening to new 
technologies. Great Tredinnick continues to demonstrate effi ciency, 
excellent health and performance without undue complication.”

Matthew trained at Duchy College and then spent two years working 
away from home. “It enabled me to see some different techniques and 
other ways of doing things.”

He appears – and claims - to be a genuinely happy farmer! “We really 
enjoy what we do here,” he said. “We’re likely to be here for a very long 
time.”

Tredinnick - a beautiful land of deep wooded 
valleys and lush upland pastures

The calf feeding regime utilises a Volac calf feeder and 
Heiferlac. Calf jackets are also used to help calves keep 
warm

The 1.5million gallon slurry lagoon which has allowed fhe 
farm to utilise as much nutrient as possible on the farm
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With Election day just a few days away and 
the prospects of no clear winner, the political 
landscape remains unpredictable and some 
kind of coalition looks inevitable. Some say 
that is no bad thing and the last fi ve years 
of Tory / Lib Dem partnership has been quite 
successful. Whether the next one works as 
well remains to be seen.

It is probably no surprise to any farmer 
that the changeover from the SFP to the 
Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) has run into 
diffi culties, but at least RPA have reacted 
quickly and revised the deadline as well 
as simplifi ed the application process which 
suggests that they may have learnt something 
from the chaos which accompanied the 
introduction of the SFP. 

It is interesting to see how other member 
states have interpreted the new regulations. 
Our correspondent from France describes 
in some detail what is happening across the 

Channel (see pages 18-19). Are they working 
to the same CAP guidelines I ask myself?

On the home front, both milk and beef 
producers can anticipate a summer of 
depressed prices with the dairy auction 
values dropping again after a brief blip when 
many would have hoped that the worst 
was over, and beef looks set for a repeat of 
last year’s lows. It just goes to show that 
the balance between supply and demand is 
extremely volatile and doesn’t give too much 
confi dence to those who are looking to grow 
their businesses. Anyone who is committed 
to doing so would be wise to ensure their 
processor is prepared to buy their product.

In the beef sector, this is more diffi cult as 
there are few opportunities to enter a birth 
to plate contract, an example of which is the 
Blade Farming system which has continued 
to grow, especially in their Aberdeen Angus 
and Hereford scheme. However, the breed 

specifi c market, which has successfully 
maintained a farmgate price close to £4.00 
pkg, is a relatively small market and could be 
susceptible to over supply.

The month of May sees the start of the 
show season and we will be attending many 
events through the summer. It kicks off in 
earnest with the Devon County Show which 
has successfully recovered from the appalling 
weather conditions of 2014 and invested in 
hard core tracks for the car parks. The show 
itself is increasingly recognised as being a 
true rural and agricultural event. We have our 
usual positions on either side of row 3 in and 
opposite the Westpoint building where our 
retail and agricultural teams will be available 
to talk business or just provide somewhere 
to have some refreshments. We look forward 
to meeting you there or at other shows 
throughout the region.

Sheep South West

Sheep South West organised by the National 
Sheep Association’s (NSA’s) south west region, 
is preparing for a record turnout at its 25th 
biannual event on Tuesday 16 June at Higher 
Nichols Nymet Farm, North Tawton, Devon, by 
kind permission of E W Quick & Sons. 

New this year is the Auctioneer’s Competition, 
sponsored by Kivells. Divided into two classes 
(Age 26; under and over) each winner will 
receive a gavel and £100. The runner-up wins 
£50 in both classes. 

Following on from its success, the Young 
Shepherd’s Competition is all set to return. 
This is divided into an open section, sponsored 
by Mole Valley Farmers, and the student class 
supported by EBLEX.

16 June
Higher Nichols Nymet Farm, 
North Tawton

The lambing season started off with a bang for 
the Balsdon family of Hatherleigh, Devon, when 
one of their ewes gave birth to seven live lambs. 
“The Texel cross Mule started lambing at 6am 
and by 7.30am she had six. We then put her 
in a pen and by 10.30am she’d had two more, 
unfortunately one was dead,” explains Mel, who 
farms with her father, Ian and mother, Amanda. 
“My mum looked up the world record and it was 
eight living lambs in New Zealand in 1991 so it’s 
not quite a record, but it could possibly be a UK 
record,” says Mel.

In general, the family’s fl ock of 900 Suffolk cross 
Mules and Texel cross Mules is quite prolifi c, 
scanning at around 200%.“We’ve been feeding 
Mole Valley Farmers Premier Ewe 18 for about 
two years and we’ve noticed that the ewes are 
milking well.” she says.  Chris Lavis from the 
Mole Valley Farmers Red Meat team, who works 
with the Balsdons, says “Premier Ewe 18 rolls 

Surprise for Devon family as 
ewe gives birth to seven lambs

are a fi xed formula, consistent product with 
soya and high UDP which aids milk production 
to get lambs away quickly, which will help in a 
high prolifi c fl ock,” he explains.

Premier Ewe is fed to ewes twice a day before 
and after lambing. Triplet bearing ewes receive 
0.2kg/day six weeks prior to lambing increasing 
to 1.2kg/day close to lambing. Feeding then 
continues for about one month after lambing.

For more on sheep feeds, contact 
Chris Lavis on 07789 480894

Further details and 
entry forms available at 
sheepsouthwest.org.uk 

Member David Barritt from Cheddar 
contacted the newsletter team recently 
and emailed us a picture.

“I thought you might like this photo for 
your newsletter. Our Portland ewes refuse 
to eat it but at least the bucket has a use!“

HI MAG BUCKET PUT TO 
GOOD USE

If you have any pictures or stories for us, email newsletters@molevalleyfarmers.com

News from MVF members
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Getting the feeding, management and supplementation of your transition 
dry cows right is the key to optimal performance, fertility and reduced 
health issues post calving. Attention to detail in these crucial few weeks 
can make all the difference during the subsequent lactation.  

I regularly come across situations where although the transition ration is 
ideal on paper and a good dry cow supplement is in use, issues are still 
arising due to inconsistency in feeding or housing practices.

Some of the questions that need to be asked to ensure best results would 
include:

• Is the dry cow mineral being mixed properly with the rest
of the ration and consistently being fed at the correct rate?
(every day?)

• Is the ration mixed every day (fresh) or every 2 or 3 days
so it goes stale (or gets wet) and then cows don’t eat it
consistently? Common where low numbers of cows are in the
group. 

• Are the cows sorting the ration or maybe not eating enough
due to trough space or weather, such as cows not going to the
trough when it is exposed to rain or wind?

• Is the dry cow mineral being fed for a minimum of 21 days
prior to calving?

This list is not exhaustive, but will give an idea of the mind-set that is 
needed to identify areas that may be causing an issue.

One of the key reasons for the signifi cance of the ration itself and the 
way that it is presented is that the components of the ration can literally 
defi ne the susceptibility of the cow to milk fever and the conditions that 
are directly associated with it, including: retained foetal membrane, 
metritis, poor milk initiation, infertility and displaced abomasum. This is 
due to the affect that different feed components have on the cow’s ability 
to mobilise calcium.

The ability of the cow to deal with the 5 fold increase in requirement for 
calcium within the fi rst 24 hours of calving, is at the heart of a growing 
incidence of milk fever related problems on many UK dairy farms.

Cows also need calcium for muscular strength and stamina, not only to 
expel a calf, but also to cleanse her uterus of placental tissue. Calcium 
defi ciency will have a signifi cant impact on contraction strength, even in 
subclinical cases – potentially a 50% (Daniel 1983). If a cow cannot fi nd 
suffi cient calcium at calving and the few days afterwards when appetites 
may be reduced, then one or more of the calcium dependent processes 
will be affected. Ensuring an adequate calcium supply at calving is 
therefore a nutritional priority. However, calcium supply is only half the 
story because at a time when her needs at calving are increasing, her 
ability to source calcium from her skeleton and diet is decreasing. This 
calcium ‘double-whammy’ is largely due to increasing levels of potassium 
in grass, which makes the cow’s body systems more alkaline, and less 
effi cient in handling calcium. 

The level and balance of potassium and other minerals which affect the 
blood pH of the cow is expressed in terms of Cation-Anion Balance (CAB) 
which is measured as meq/kgDM. 

The aim is to slightly reduce the blood pH (not to be confused with 
rumen acidosis), to enable the cow to be better able to utilize her calcium 
reserves. To achieve this fully, a supplement that has a negative CAB 
value (anionic salts) to help offset the CAB of the ration itself is needed.

Dry cows - 
attention to detail is key

Nutri-LINK Transition 
Dry Cow (TDC) 400
Mole Valley Farmers Nutri-LINK TDC400 is a blend of anionic salts, 
specifi c sources of calcium and magnesium, trace elements and 
vitamins, in particular very high levels of vitamin E. The product is 
fed for a minimum of 21 days pre-calving. The product includes biotin 
as standard and is also available with a number of optional additions 
including LiFT and/or Actisaf yeast.

John Lawrence, Senior Mineral Supplements Technical Manager

Potassium – the root of the 
problem!
With Nitrogen, this element dominates the mineral profi le of grass. 
Together, they drive vegetative growth. It is therefore not surprising that 
Potassium follows the grass growth cycle which peaks in May, declines in 
July and rises again in the autumn. Potassium, which is the main driver 
for CAB follows this pattern before dropping off as winter approaches. 
Clearly the message has to be avoid feeding lush grass at calving and 
take control of the feeding of the pre-calving cow where CABs are likely 
to be high. 

If you would like to discuss dry cow nutrition 
further, please either contact your local 

Mole Valley Feed Solutions adviser or call the 
mineral line on 01278 420481

email minerals@molevalleyfarmers.com
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To buffer feed or not to buffer feed - 
that is the question!
Dr Robin Hawkey, BSc (Hons) PhD, Senior Nutritionist

Maximising intakes for the freshly calved cow is crucial to optimise yields, 
milk quality and fertility. Transition management, before and after calving, 
promotes intakes and results in higher early lactation peaks and produces 
more milk over the lactation. Above maintenance, each 1kg of dry matter 
intake supports approximately two litres of milk.

The energy supplied to a cow is determined by the energy density (M/D; 
MJ/kg DM) of the ration and the dry matter intake (DMI). The following 
table demonstrates the impact of these fi gures.

Assuming M/D of 12.0MJ kg/DM:
22kg DMI supports M+35 litres

26kg DMI supports M+45 litres

Assuming 24kg DMI
11.5 MJ kg/DM supports M+35 litres

12.0 MJ kg/DM supports M+40 litres

Increasing the energy density (M/D) can be simply increased by greater 
concentrate (especially protected fat) inclusion, but this can be both more 
expensive and reduces health and effi ciency by reducing the forage/
concentrate ration, so milk from forage decreases. The reduction in milk 
from forage has been noted over the last few years.

However, when intakes are not as expected or rationed, cows milk off 
their backs as energy is defi cient, with negative effects both in the current 
and subsequent lactations. There are several management factors which 
can enhance intakes.

Adequate feed space per cow
Early lactation cows should have at least two feet (60cm) of feed space, 
but equally important close up dry cows and very freshly calved cows 
need three feet (90cm). It may be appropriate to consider less space for 
staler cows, but this extra space is crucial for fresh cows, even though 
feed may be available 24/day.

Feed surface
A smooth bottom surface 
of the trough or feed 
face encourages intakes 
but also make effi cient 
cleaning out easier, which 
itself promotes fresher 
feed and greater intakes.

Heat stress
Cows eat less when 
exposed to increased 
levels of heat (>20°C) 
and humidity. Therefore 
simple steps to ensure 
adequate ventilation will 
support intakes.

Management and ration consistency
As research recently conducted by Mole Valley Feed Solutions has clearly 
demonstrated, rumen pH (and hence rumen effi ciency) is enhanced 
by consistency, whether ration constituents, mixing order or timings of 
feeding. As and when changes need to be implemented, these should 
be gradual and ration adjustments made to ensure constant nutrient 

Example of a smooth feed surface. Photo 
courtesy of Robert and Heather Hugo, 
Bokiddick, Bodmin.

continued ...
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provision. As already mentioned, dry matter 
intake is key, so regular ration dry matter 
assessment and consequent adjustment, 
especially in relation to forages, is important.

Forage quality
Although rations require adequate structural 
fi bre, higher quality forages are digested more 
quickly, so intakes are encouraged. Conversely 
lower quality forages are digested more slowly, 
so intakes are constrained. Forage palatability 
is paramount so silage making procedures are 
vital and the use of silage additives is strongly 
recommended to support good, consistent 
silage.

Feed presentation
Feed should of course be available most of 
the day, but for TMR presentation, feeding 
more than once a day or more regular pushing 
up makes a most signifi cant contribution to 
intakes. MVFS research utilising rumen pH 
boluses has identifi ed this management tool as 
a conspicuous, but relatively simple and cheap 
mechanism to increase intakes.

The physical presentation of rations, specifi cally 
dry matter and chop quality (particle size as 
determined by a Penn State Particle Separator) 
in relation to under/over mixing also will impact 
on intakes.

Intakes and grazing
The utilisation of grazing within many diets can 
reduce costs and work load with cows going 
out to graze for a few hours a day. However, 
grazing is normally is low in dry matter, can be 
variable and is susceptible to the weather!

Grass can form part of the diet of a high 
yielding cow, but fl exibility in approach to 
grazing and appropriate supplementation 
is required. Determining the quality of the 
grazing to assess limitations is important. 
Fresh grass normally contains good energy 
and protein levels, but studies at Greenmount 
College have suggested that intake is the 
main challenge. Early lactation cows cannot 
eat enough grass, under normal conditions to 
support higher yields. The lower dry matter 
of spring grass means very high grass intakes 
are required which the cow simply doesn’t 
have the capacity to achieve. It is therefore 
important that grass covers, specifi cally correct 
grazing heights, are monitored so that bite size 
is optimised. Conversely, later lactation cows 
(autumn calvers) should be able to make more 
signifi cant utilisation of grazing.

Therefore systems and management to allow 
grazing to form part of the diet of high yielding 
cows which include supplementation are 
required. The type and extent of buffer feeding 
needs to be considered. Developed at SAC, 
the Crichton Star decision support tool can 
assist in determination of buffer feeding level. 
Simply, cow and grazing details are assessed, 
and points system then suggests an appropriate 
level of buffer supplementation (See Figure 1 
below).

In conclusion, allowing high yielding cows 
access to controlled quality grazing, in 
conjunction with appropriate and fl exible 
buffer feeding, and a quality concentrate to 
enhance grazing utilisation and rumen health, 
can enhance the ration and reduce costs whilst 
maintain performance.

... continued

Accurate measurement of pasture can deliver 
clear economic benefi ts to farming operations 
through optimised grazing programs. A fi gure 
of 10-15% improvement in pasture utilisation 
has been suggested by dairy commentators 
and researchers as being feasible through the 
use of pasture budgeting systems. 

The assumption is based on a number of 
contributing factors, such as better utilisation 
of pasture through advanced budgeting, an 
improvement in actual pasture yield through 
better placement of fertilisers and controlled 
grazing.

The main benefi t is that farmers are able 
to develop a budgeting approach and make 
better decisions regarding feed, production 
and use. The platemeter includes P-Plus 
CoverWalks software that allows you to 
record and monitor your pasture cover 
by individual paddock. P-Plus CoverWalks 
integrates with P-Plus Map and Paddock 
and P-Plus Feed Forecaster Budget Modules 
thereby giving the option of a comprehensive 
feed management program. Using data 
collected by the platemeter as the foundation, 
Feed Forecaster gives you the ability to 
optimise grazing breaks and rotations based 
on predefi ned criteria.

Mole Valley Plus are able to offer a full range 
of Farmworks rising platemeters which allow 
measurement of grass yield, enabling you 
to set stocking rates and drive forage costs 
down considerably. The Farmworks Electronic 
Rising Plate Meter provides a simple, yet 
effective method of measuring pasture cover. 
Able to operate in all weather conditions the 
product is cost effective and reliable. 

Contact our Mole Valley Plus 
Agricultural specialist today 
to fi nd out further details

01769 576201

PLATEMETERS

Optimise your grazing 
programme

01769 576201

Figure 1: The Crichton STAR System
Consider the status of your cows for each of the seven important criteria and award stars, as 
appropriate. Add-up the number of stars awarded and refer to the guide to determine the rough 
level of supplementary feeding likely to be needed.

Grazing Conditions

Poor **

Average *

Good None

Yield

Over 50 litres/day ****

A45-50 litres/day ***

30-45 litres/day **

20-30 litres/day *

Under 20 litres/day None

Condition Score change

Losing condition ***

No condition change *

Gaining condition None

Fertility

Not in-calf ***

In-calf None

Supplementary Feeding Guide

Total number 
of stars Supplementation guidance

0-4* Grazing alone should be 
suffi cient

4-8* Some supplementation 
needed

8-12* Substantial 
supplementation needed

More than 
12*

Full winter feeding 
advisable

Condition Score

Low (<2) *

Medium (2-3) None

High (>3) None

Season

Autumn ***

Summer *

Spring None

Grass Availability

Short **

Adequate *

Poor None

FARMING
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Judith Clifford
Senior Alternative Feeds Trader

Summer molasses
As you will have seen in the press the APHA TB testing tender has been 
awarded to Vets XL Farmcare Devon and Cornwall Ltd, a company set up 
to provide TB services across both counties. Molecare Veterinary Services 
Ltd. will become a subcontractor, which means that our vets will continue 
to carry out TB testing on our clients’ farms when the new contract starts 
on 1 May 2015. 

The TB tender was run because APHA were required to make fi nancial 
savings. They have outsourced the administration of the TB tests and 
other work that we do, to new contractors, although they will continue to 
control the management of TB issues on farm. 

We have to deliver this service at a reduced fee, but are committed to 
continue to ensure tests are carried out to a high standard. From our 
own viewpoint, we need to assess the fi nancial implications of the new 
contract. Ultimately, we need to become even more effi cient in planning 
and managing the work. Of course TB is a very important issue for our 
clients and we fully recognise that the TB test is often a fi nancial and 
logistical inconvenience. However, we need to work with you to try to 
carry out the tests more effi ciently. 

There is no doubt that smaller tests, especially with animals dispersed 
across a farm, will be challenging, but we feel we have a duty to make 
this work and will ask you to help us maximise numbers to test as 
effi ciently as possible. Therefore, we 
are keen to hear any thoughts you 
may have to ensure the process runs 
as smoothly as possible. Call your 
nearest molecare farm vet practice.

New TB testing contract

Badgers live in a system 
of interconnected tunnels 
and chambers called a sett. 
Most badger social groups 
will have more than one 
sett within their territory. A 
sett can have any number 
of entrance holes.

A badger hole is often 
D shaped as opposed 
to circular and does not 
narrow inside the entrance when compared to other species.

There are several signs that indicate a badger sett is active.

• Smooth polished sides around the sett entrance

• Evidence of fresh bedding

• Freshly excavated soil heaps around the sett entrance

• Obvious or well-worn runs radiating out from the sett
Badgers dispose of their faeces in small pre-dug holes in the ground 
which are commonly referred to as latrines or dung pits. Some latrines 
consist of just one pit, while others are larger with several. Latrines 

are often found near to setts, on territorial 
boundary paths, close to food sources and 
along features, such as hedges.

This is just a small part of an article 
published in the South West TB Farm 
Advisory Service newsletter on identifying 
badger setts. For more information, contact 
the team on:

01392 440706 
southwest-tbadvice.co.uk

Detecting an active badger sett
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Lifton    01566 780261   
 Carmarthen    01267 223716 
Hungerford    01488 240010

Demand has remained strong for molasses blends over the winter proving 
the value of sugar in high performing ruminant diets. Research has shown 
that a well-balanced diet should contain 6-7% sugar to maximise rumen 
function and overall performance. While we expect demand to remain 
strong through the summer, for herds that are grazing we would advise 
looking at lower sugar products. While the herd will be getting some 
sugar from the grass it will not be enough to maintain the required overall 
levels without the addition of some form of sugar. 

Sugars are an important food source for rumen microbes, allowing them 
to unlock the benefi ts in degradable proteins which are in abundance in 
lush grazed grass resulting in high microbial populations in the rumen 
which will improve performance. Cane molasses may be nutritionally right 
in the winter but products such as Stimolator could be a better option for 
the summer while still maintaining the palatability of the ration to ensure 
optimum intakes to maintain production.

There needs to be long fi bre in the diet to help slow down the rate 
of passage of lush grass through the digestive system but it will be 
ineffective if the animals can deselect it. Molasses will help to stick the 
ration together leading to a more consistent nutrient intake by ensuring 
long fi bres, meals and powders such as minerals are not sorted out.  
Magnesium can be incorporated into the molasses which is a very 
effective way of ensuring daily requirement to avoid grass staggers.

Fresh-Guard Ration Conditioner
Over the last few summers a number of our customers have been 
using Fresh-Guard Ration Conditioner which is added to their normal 
molasses. Microbes and moulds become active in the exposed layer of 
stored forages and high moisture products. When this material is used 
in a TMR, the numbers of active organisms can continue to increase, 
consuming nutrients that should be in the ration. Their activity generates 
heat, odours and tastes in the TMR all of which reduce intake and affects 
production. 

Fresh-Guard contains a microbial inhibitor and surfactant that can be 
added to your existing molasses product meaning there is no overall 
change to your ration. Our customers found that using Fresh-Guard

• helped control the build-up of heat in the TMR mix

• helped reduce TMR wastage (on average by 10%)

• helped increase dry matter intake
Molasses including Fresh-Guard must be applied over the forage in the 
TMR wagon and not left to stand in the premix. This is a cost effective 
way of improving feed stability and feed intake.

It is still possible to buy new molasses tanks on an interest free tank 
scheme that can be spread over 12, 24 and 36 months. This is a great 
way to purchase a brand new tank 

• no lump sum payment so cost is spread with no interest to pay

• safe and easy way to handle bulk liquids on farm

• solves potential farm storage issues
If this is of interest please ring your local offi ce for more details and for 
summer molasses contract prices.

Tony O’Loughlin, Molecare Farm Vets

Contact our Alternative Feeds teams on:

FARMING
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A 650kg plus cow prefers a cool ambient temperature and relative 
humidity. At 5°/7°C cows become uncomfortable and above 23°/25°C 
will start to lose milk yield and butterfat over and above 65% humidity, 
leading to an increasing risk of Sub Acute Rumen Acidosis (SARA). Heat 
stress has also shown to reduce rumen pH levels challenging milk solids 
and resulting in SARA – either clinical or sub clinical.

Typical signs of heat stress in dairy cows
• Fall in dry matter intake (DMI)

• Cows tend to be standing longer, leading to an increased risk
of lameness

• Enhanced lethargy and seeking out shady areas

• Panting, open mouth breathing and drooling

• Increased water intake demand

Key tips
Prevention of heat stress during lactation
• Provide plenty of clean water

it is estimated a 35 litre cow requires around 85 litres (18 gallons)
of clean water per day. During times of sustained heat stress this
can increase by up to 50% due to increased respiration losses and
perspiration.

• Ensure plenty of water trough space is available
especially at the parlour exit where cows generally drink most post
milking. Consider adding extra water troughs if necessary and clean
out troughs regularly to keep the water fresh and free of sediment.

• Provide plenty of loafi ng space
high yielders and pre calvers are most prone to heat stress. Try to
keep cows in a comfortable environment, especially in the collecting
yard, open up as much of the sides and roof ridges of the buildings as
possible to allow air fl ow through the building.

• Installing effective air fl ow fans
in the collecting yard, parlour and cubicles can help make a big
difference to cow activity. Ideally, a USA style water misting system
should be added to make the air circulation system even more
effective. Contact MVF for further details on our range of fans.

• Review the TMR diet accordingly
maximise DMI, increase the forage in the buffer to keep the forage:
concentrate ratio balanced.

• Feed twice a day
removing any rejected feed to avoid any heating of the TMR fed.

• Consider adding 100g-200g of our new MVF Rumen Buffer Elite
to the diet to guard against acidosis. Also, feeding a yeast may help to
improve fi bre digestion and promote benefi cial rumen health during
the summer months.

• Provide access to some structural fi bre
e.g. hay/straw or big bale silage via a TMR if possible. This will help
diagnose a problem, as cows with acidosis will preferentially select
long chop rumen scratch factor fi bre, it will also provide an important
source of effective fi bre to help stimulate saliva and bicarbonate
production.

Optimum nutrition at grass - heat stress in dairy cows

MVF Rumen Buffer Elite 
A specialist multicombination rumen buffer for dairy cows
Rumen Buffer Elite is a multicombination rumen buffer. Designed to 
provide greater rumen pH protection for a longer period of time for 
maximum effect to improve cow performance where a rumen pH 
challenge is suspected. 

Dietary requirements of energy and fi bre are not easily met for the 
high yielding dairy cow. This is especially true for early lactation cows 
because their energy expenditure exceeds the energy consumed. 

Diets high in starch and low in fi bre are fed to increase intake of 
energy, but these diets increase the risk of subacute ruminal acidosis 
(SARA). SARA occurs when the production of fermentation acids 
exceeds the ability of the animal to remove or neutralize the acids 
produced. This ultimately leads to a drop in rumen pH which has 
detrimental implications for animal health and performance. Hence a 
multicombination rumen buffer will help to address this challenge.

Why do we need to add a multicombination 
rumen buffer?
o Modern dairy diets are high in concentrates and low in structural

fi bre at grass.

o This results in the accumulation of lactic acid in the rumen.

o Reducing rumen pH and acetic acid levels – required for butterfat
production.

o A consistently low rumen pH can result in metabolic disorders such
as SARA and reduced production performance.

o A low rumen pH will also have a negative effect on fi bre digestion,
reducing both diet effi ciency and milk fat yield.

o For optimum milk yield and quality rumen pH should be between
pH 6.0 to 6.4. This will lead to increase volatile fatty acid
production and improved rumen effi ciency.

o As always it is important to get the base ration balanced as much
as possible fi rst.

Hydor fans in cattle sheds are a way to help reduce heat in 
cows. Available through Mole Valley Plus on 01769 576201

Please contact the Mineral Team on 01278 420481 or your local MVF feed representative for further 
information on Rumen Buffer Elite. Alternatively email minerals@molevalleyfarmers.com
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2015, the International Year of Soils

Call your Crop Nutritionist today or our HelpLine on 01769 576405

FARMING

The Food and 
Agriculture 
Organization of the 
United Nations has 

declared 2015 the “International Year of Soils”. 
This means the FAO has vowed in collaboration 
with governments to increase awareness and 
understanding of the profound importance 
of soil for food production and to promote 
sustainable soil management.

“The multiple roles of soils often go unnoticed. 
Soils don’t have a voice, and few people 
speak out for them. They are our silent ally in 
food production.” José Graziano da Silva, FAO 
Director-General 

Unlike air and water, there is no EU legislation 
protecting soil. Proposals for legislation of 
this kind have so far proven controversial. 
Therefore, it is currently down to our own good 
sense to put in place measures to protect it.

A source of food and fuel
Increasingly, we rely on soil to produce fuel 
as well as food. How many of you grow crops 
for anaerobic digesters? In the UK alone, 
over 1.4million hectares are estimated to be 
producing crops for biofuel. It is predicted that 
by 2020 as much as 125million hectares of land 
worldwide may be used to produce biofuels.

On top of this, soil is also a hugely important 
store for moisture. Healthy soil is better able to 
absorb water during periods of heavy rainfall 
and retain water during periods of drought. It 
is essential then that we focus on increasing 
production but also pay heed to sustainability in 
the way we do this and place emphasis on soil 
health.

One daunting estimate is that UK soils may 
only have 100 harvests left (1). To increase 
production, soil has often been treated as a last 
priority to get yield benefi ts “now”. Ignoring 
soil health could risk jeopardising the long 
term fertility soil in the future. It’s doubtful that 
anyone aspires to hand down a farm to children 
and grandchildren that is not in a condition to 
be proud of. 

Soil as a foundation
To this end, we should focus on maintaining soil 
health at the same time as trying to improve 
crop yields. This is the entire basis of the Mole 
Valley Forage Services “Foundation Approach” 
to crop nutrition. By treating soil as the 
building blocks of your entire business, getting 

your soil in a good condition and utilising on 
farm resources properly, we hope to improve 
effi ciency of production. 

You wouldn’t dream of building a new barn 
with no foundations, so why would anyone 
not think the same was true when trying to 
build the productivity of a farm – start from 
the ground up before introducing more inputs. 
Before ordering fertiliser it is important to test 
soil to ensure you are supplying what is actually 
needed, rather than what has been needed in 
the past. Aside from cultivation techniques, pH 
correction and crop rotations, fertiliser inputs 
play a major role in soil health.

Conventional fertiliser
No one would argue that conventional 
chemical fertilisers can’t be very effective at 
increasing yields and certainly have their place 
in agriculture. However, it would also be fair 
to say that few people would think of these 
fertilisers as benefi tting the soil itself (structure 
and biology). If effort is made to improve your 
soil fi rst, you could potentially reduce your 
chemical fertiliser inputs. 

Compaction, poor drainage, poor aeration, 
excessively low or high pH and very low levels 
of soil organic matter all negatively impact on 
crop yields and need correcting. Aside from the 
crops themselves, soil bacteria will also fl ourish 
if given the right conditions.

Soil biology – releasing nutrients for free
Soil microbes play a key role in soil productivity. 
Most nutrients in soil are in an organic form 
that plants cannot absorb. Microbes mineralise 
these into a form that crops can take up. 
Given the right conditions, bacteria could 
vastly increase the availability of nutrients and 
improve your yields without additional fertiliser 
inputs.

Try out this calculation at home based on your 
latest soil test. You may be surprised. 

It is estimated that nitrogen can be mineralised 
at a rate of 0.5%-2.5%, depending on soil 
conditions. Mole Valley Forage Services Crop 
Nutritionists are here to help you identify how 
to maximise the potential of your soils.

To refer back to the quote from the FAO 
Director-General at the start of this article – we 
at MVFS strive to be a “voice” for soil and its 
essential role in your business. 

REFERENCE
(1) Philip Case, Farmers Weekly, October 2014

Calculation:  Value of Organic Matter
A basic calculation on how much nitrogen 
your soil could contain using 6% organic 
matter content as an example and a bulk 
density of 1.4 (sand is higher, silt is lower) 
and a depth of 15cm. 

In 1ha we have: 

10000m2 x 1.4 x 0.15 x 0.06 
= 126 tonnes of organic matter

(Area x bulk density x depth in metres 
x % organic matter)

Nitrogen makes up 5% of organic 
matter  5% of 126 tonnes is 6.3 

tonnes of organic nitrogen per hectare
This cannot be taken up by plants but must 
fi rst be mineralised. If this were at a rate 
of 1% a year it would mean that there was 
63kg plant available nitrogen

Felicity Lenyk, Regional Technical Manager 01769 576405

An example 
of well 

structured 
soil

Mole Valley Forage Services’ Crop Nutritionists can discuss soils and talk 
through options on how to identify and maximise the potential on your farm. 



Building fi rmer foundations 
for more profi table forage

Reviewing the cost of inputs when output prices 
are low is a natural reaction, something we 
hear all the time and is logical.

However, what is less logical is jeopardising the 
future production of the single most important 
crop on a livestock farm, and is also the most 
cost effective feed to the animals, i.e. grass.

Putting aside the understandable cases for 
prolonging some grass leys when times are 
challenging, it is only right for farmers to plan 
ahead and introduce new, more productive 
grass leys in the same way that new livestock 
genetics or modern machinery are regularly 
introduced to farm businesses.  

Although sometimes perceived as a costly 
operation, a well planned grass reseed of a 
less productive and poorer quality grass sward 
is essential for maintaining future profi t from 
forage production. The benefi ts are straight 
forward, the choice of grass seed relates to 
use and the reseeding method depends on the 
objectives.

Benefi ts
There are four primary advantages for grass 
reseeding:

1. Improve the quality of grass swards to 
increase feed value

2. Increase cutting yields and grazing 
periods for production

3. Improve nutrient use effi ciency to 
reduce losses

4. Relieve soil problems and improve soil 
conditioning 

RESEEDING BENEFITS
(for GRASS to GRASS reseeding)

Method

Plough and 
cultivate

Minimum 
cultivation

Direct drill
Overseed / 
renovation

Preparation Spray, tight 
graze / cut

Spray all 
plants

Spray all 
plants

Graze or cut 
tightly

Low pH remediation (lime) at depth    

Soil condition for below optimum pH    

Relieve deep compaction    

Relieve shallow compaction    

Incorporate FYM/slurry    

Improve P & K soil indices    

< 50% PRG content    

< 75% PRG content    

Pre-drill weed control    

Post-drill weed control    

Include clover mixtures at drilling    

Clover sown post-herbicide    

Hugh Frost, Product and Technical Manager

01769 576405

Reseeding

Grass seed
The choice of grass seed mix depends on:

1. Cutting or grazing requirement

2. Length of ley planned

3. Clover content

4. Local environment
The adage ‘if a job is worth doing, it is worth 
doing well’ applies to the sowing of all crops, 
but is especially true for grass which needs to 
persist several years, maintaining quality for as 
long as possible. However, this does not mean 
throwing everything possible at the reseeding 
job, but instead paying strong attention to 

the soil and the rooting of the new grass 
crop, whilst considering why the reseeding is 
required and how best to adapt it to a farm’s 
requirements.

So there are a few decisions possible, but these 
are relatively straight forward and whichever 
grass seed mix or establishment method used, 
the important objective is to be prepared for 
the future and ensure forage production is 
resilient to what lies ahead.

Further details of grass seed mixes and 
suitable soil nutrition and conditioners 
are available from our Mole Valley Forage 
Sservices Crop Nutritionists.

‘Nutri-Active’ assessment of 
soil and sward, including:
1. Half price slurry analysis £20.00 

(usually £40)
2. Summary Report on Farm Pastures 

(sward assessment, reseeding and 
soil testing plans) by MVFS Crop 
Nutritionist

Please call 01769 576405 
or email fertiliser@molevalleyfarmers.com 
with your name and contact details.

Slurry analysis offer ends Friday 
12 June 2015.

Slurry Analysis Offer
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Getting to the root of the problem
Thistle and dock control

Mark Shaw 
07966 561599

Dan Loe
07816 324163

Spray HelpLine  01769 576297

For more information or help 
in managing your grass and 
maximising the benefits to your 
farm, contact:
Mark (07966 561599) or 
Dan (07816 324163) today. 

Spray Helpline on 01769 576297

Probably the two most talked about weeds 
on farm are thistles and docks and they are 
certainly the two that are targeted the most. 

Fig1, Target weeds in treated grassland. 

So why do they persist to be such a recurring 
problem? A broadleaved dock can produce 
60,000 seeds and a curled dock can produce 
40,000 seeds, these seeds can remain viable 
in the soil for 80 years. This means there are 
approximately 12.5 million seeds/ha in the top 
15cm of soil. Not only are they unsightly but 
they decrease production and only have 65% of 
the feed value of grass. 

Creeping thistles similarly produce 40,000 seeds 
which remain viable for 10-21 years, even root 
fragments can remain viable for several years. 
Creeping thistle roots can cover 5 sq.m. in year 

one, and can progress to cover up to 12m per 
year and weigh up to 2t/ha. Spear thistles grow 
from seeds to form a rosette with a tap root 
that can extend 70cm below. Each fl ower head 
produces 200–400 seeds meaning each plant 
can produce 4,000–8,000 which stay viable for 
at least three years and can be dispersed up 
to 30m. There can be as many as 16 million 
seeds/ha. 

Putting this into context a 10% weed 
infestation causes a 10% loss in forage yield. 
So what can be done? For effective control of 
these weeds a wider whole farm approach is 
required, we can clear the affected fi elds using 
products such as DoxstarPRO and Thistlex, we 
must also look at the current farming system as 
a whole to enable effective control. Look at the 
margins of cattle tracks, how clean are they? 
And then there’s potentially the slurry pit, how 
many of us have undertaken a weed control 
programme only for the problem to return the 
following year?  

Banks full of weeds surrounding slurry pits 
and manure heaps may disperse hundreds of 
thousands of seeds into these nutrient rich 
resources that are then spread over the farm 
and can cause major problems such as the fi eld 
below left. 

However, even problems of this scale can be 
tackled with the right approach, by targeting 

the weeds at the correct stage whilst they are 
actively growing and not allowing them to head 
and fl ower, and by putting plans in place to 
safeguard against this in the future. 

If you are concerned about the weed burden on 
your farm, call our spray helpline and arrange 
for a Mole Valley Forage Services Grassland 
Agronomist to visit or discuss matters over the 
phone. 

Before and after shots of a dock laden fi eld. Right is the same fi eld after the weeds had been targeted at the correct stage.

Spraying at the correct growth stage
Docks and thistles should be sprayed at the correct growth stage for optimum results and the 
pictures below show the ideal time.

FARMING



Forage for Profi t - focus farms
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The Mole Valley Farmers “Forage for Profi t” 
initiative was established in 2009 to encourage 
farmers to focus on reducing inconsistencies 
in forage quality and increase productivity and 
profi tability from quality forage. Success was 
measured via a number of categories across a 
range of farming enterprises and was assessed 
annually by external judges, culminating in an 
awards evening in late January.

The focus on the production of quality forage 
is ever more important, given the volatility of 
the market place, changes to the CAP, rising 
input costs on farm and challenges with milk 
price. Whilst we have seen a year on year 
improvement in performance indicators, we felt 
the time was right to review our approach to 
the “Forage for Profi t” initiative.

As a farmer owned business, we are proud of 
the range of quality products available to our 
members and customers and more importantly, 
the technical specialists we have within our 
business who are there to enhance and support 
our farming customers. 

With that in mind, we have decided to 
evolve the “Forage for Profi t” initiative by 
putting together a programme of activity that 
demonstrates, with on farm input from our 
specialists from around the business, including 
agronomists, crop and ruminant nutritionists, 
red meat team, vets and  hygienists, that we 
can bring tangible benefi ts to a farm business.

Working with focus farms
We are, therefore, pleased to announce we will 
be working with a number of focus farms from 
various sectors over the next 24 months. 

Julie Edwards, Head of Agri Marketing and Corporate Communications

These farmers have identifi ed areas within 
their businesses where they feel there are 
opportunities to improve their approach and 
productivity. Working with the relevant technical 
specialists, we will aim to demonstrate the 
progress and benefi ts being made through 
an enhanced, integrated approach. We also 
understand that a ‘one size fi ts all’ approach is 
not appropriate or effi cient and that every farm 
has different needs, which must be understood 
to ensure opportunities are maximised.

The Focus Farms will be regularly featured in 
the Mole Valley Farmers Newsletter, providing 
progress reports, discussing key issues affecting 
farming businesses within the relevant sectors 
and hosting farm walks, which will be supported 
by the staff involved with that particular farm.  

The focus farms will be provided with any 
necessary analysis of soil, silage and slurry 
to monitor key indicators and will identify key 
performance indicators that will be assessed 
throughout the initiative. In addition, any areas 
of concern will be jointly discussed and targeted 
for further attention, with an action plan 
developed and updated for each farm as the 
programme evolves.  

This activity will culminate in a Forage 
Conference, with speakers from across the 
agricultural sector and feedback from our Focus 
Farm participants.  With the introduction of our 
Focus Farms we aim to encourage knowledge 
transfer and to demonstrate the benefi ts of 
our integrated agricultural offering to farm 
businesses. Read more in coming newsletters.

Members of FWAG SW visited North Wyke 
Research Centre on 1 April. Following a short 
talk there was a site tour with Manager Robert 
Orr to see hydrological systems. This fl ume 
at the bottom edge of a fi eld group measures 
what trace elements etc. are coming off the 
fi elds behind it in the drainage system, with 
measuring equipment in the hut behind. For 
more information contact:

fwagsw.org.uk 01823 355427

Features and benefi ts

• Made in EU

• Extremely  lightweight due to 100%
EVA construction (less than 1kg per boot)

• Removable and washable inner sock

• Acid and oil resistant

• Suitable for use on dairy farms and
for general farming

• Polycarbonate toe cap and mid sole

• Hard wearing

No Bull EVA wellingtons
After a year of rigorous on-farm testing, MVF 
are pleased to announce the launch of the No 
Bull EVA safety wellington!

It is lightweight with a removable sock 
liner and cold insulated to -17°C. It has a 
polycarbonate toe cap and midsole and an 
acid and oil resistant outsole.

MVF CODES 
1089895-902

£36.00

Available 
in sizes 
5-12

No VAT

NEW
EVA 

BOOTS

If you would like to find out more about the Forage for Profit 
initiative, please contact your Feed or Crop Nutritionist

Introductory 
offer until 
28/5/15 

Normal price £45
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South West breed celebrated at 
Royal Cornwall Show

BEEF

As I start to write this article for the May newsletter it is a glorious Easter 
weekend, the biggest percentage of the lowland fl ocks have fi nished 
lambing with only the hill fl ocks to go and the spring calving herds are 
getting under way. Let’s hope this spell of weather will continue with the 
odd intervention of rain just to keep the grass growing nicely and leave us 
all with good quality forage and grazing, what a difference that would make 
to the season. 

Only this morning I spoke to a large beef fi nisher in Cornwall and it did not 
take very long for the conversation to change to a level of frustration from 
the farmer. That what had looked like a good potential for beef production 
in 2015 (all the farming press and pundits were forecasting this) is now 
back to a position of fi ngers crossed and a fair wind. 

Surely it is no good for anyone in the supply chain - retailer, processor or 
farmer - not to have some sort of continuity for a period of time where 
everyone in the supply chain benefi ts. Why can’t we have a system in place 
where all the animal cost; rearing and fi nishing, fi xed costs and the end 
price, are on the table for everyone who is committed and work out a fair 
price that leaves a margin for everyone? 

It beggars belief that although there are two or three schemes running very 
effectively and hats off to them. There’s nothing been done on any large 
scale that would provide the continuity and security that everyone in the 
supply chain needs. 

Due to the ever present volatile market, surely there has to be some logic 
in doing this, a high price (£4.00/kg dw) or a low price (£3.20/kg dw), is 
no good to anyone in the supply chain. Too high a price and consumption 
drops, too low and production drops, because it becomes uneconomic. This 
type of system is not for everyone as there needs to be commitment from 
all to make it work properly, dipping it in and out at will, will not benefi t 
anyone. Enough of my ramblings, now back to practical matters for the 
season.

FINISHING CATTLE AT GRASS
With the cattle price moving all over the place, it is more important than 
ever to fi nish cattle at grass. Why would we want to house them, to take 
them to fi nish with concentrate and straw costs where they are? I regularly 
get farmers say to me ‘the cattle always kill out better when fed inside’. 
That is true, but the extra cost to do this is outweighed by the opportunity 
to fi nish at grass on a fi nishing system that can easily be half the cost of 
fi nishing inside. 

There can be all sorts of reasons put to me about the lack of convenience 
of feeding at grass, but surely these can be overcome if the driver is to 
optimise the profi tability of the beef enterprise. We can’t always blame the 
beef price for a poor level of profi t, or maybe no margin at all, if all the 
opportunities are not explored.

Feeding stronger, 450kg/500kg cattle at grass will need up to 5kg of a 
starch based concentrate to fi nish. The average feed cost being about 
£1.00 head per day, close on half of the cost of fi nishing inside. 200kg 
stores turned to grass should be fed 0.5kg per 100kg per head per day. 
This rule of thumb applies all the way up to 450kg, when they should be 
switched onto a fi nishing regime, if not sold as strong stores. The quality 
of spring grass varies hugely from farm to farm, therefore, this needs to 
be taken into account when making a decision whether to feed in April, 
May and June. The target growth rate should be 1.0kg per head day for 
growing cattle and some good quality grazing would support that. On the 
other hand some ground not on a regular reseeding programme will need 
concentrate supplementation at the above levels, preferably with some 
weight monitoring.

Contact Lachie Maclachlan on 07818 542859 or call a member of 
the Red Meat Team - see page 2 for details.

Thoughts on the 
beef situation
Lachie Maclachlan, Beef and Sheep Specialist

FARMING

Red Ruby Devon cattle are part of the region’s agricultural heritage. 
With their wavy ruby colour coats they are an easily recognised part 
of our south west landscape. As much as they are loved for their 
contribution to our heritage, they continue to play an important role in 
beef production nationally whether in pedigree or crossbred herds.

Aberdeen Angus Cattle Society Youth 
Development Programme 

The Aberdeen Angus Cattle Society 
run a Youth Development Programme 
for eight to 24 year old’s interested 
in the breed. Workshops are held 
throughout the year across the 
country. For more information, contact 
Gayle Bersey 07792 777889, or
see the YDP Facebook page.

They are prized by farmers for both their easy temperament and their 
ability to produce premium quality beef from grass. The UK is blessed 
with a plethora of wonderful native breeds and the Red Ruby Devon 
is known for its ability to convert grass into beef with no, or very little, 
supplementary feeding. This aspect of the breed is only going to grow in 
signifi cance as increasing demand on resources by a growing population 
will require farmers to meet the challenge of producing healthy, quality 
meat for a growing population.

Devon Cattle Breeders’ Society (the breed society for Red Ruby Devons) 
is holding its biennial National Show at this year’s Royal Cornwall Show,  
showcasing the contribution local food producers and farmers make 
to the region. The Red Rubies are always well represented at Royal 
Cornwall, but the Devons’ National Show is set to take the celebrations 
up a gear with up to 100 animals anticipated in the livestock rings on 
the opening day of the Royal Cornwall Show. 

Mole Valley Farmers are supporting this event and our marquee is close 
by the livestock arena where we look forward to welcoming you. You 
can follow the Red Rubies on the morning of Thursday 4 June when 

their National Show 
classes get underway.

For more information 
about Red Rubies 
and the Devons’ 
National Show, visit 
redrubydevon.co.uk.  
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Offers for May

FARMING

No matter how long ago, many of us will remember how stressful it 
was moving from the junior to big school...losing old friends, trying to 
make new ones, avoiding bullies, different school dinners, alien buildings 
and more. Funnily enough, the same applies to calves when they move 
between farms to the next stage of the rearing process. This stress is 
particularly acute when recently weaned calves are moved at three or 
four months of age.

At a recent demonstration of Blade Farming’s beef fi nishing business 
system - designed for lifelong good health, high performance and farm 
profi ts - farmers heard how this stress can be minimised, from James 
Jackson of the Mole Valley Farmer’s Red Meat Team.

“A gradual changeover from one diet to the next will greatly reduce the 
nutritional causes of stress” he said, “You should allow at least three 
weeks for this.”

For at least the fi rst week and ideally two on the new unit, James advised 
that calves should be on the same feeds as before they moved. On the 
Blade system, this would be ad lib rearing pellets and straw. At the start 
of week three, silage can be introduced and the rearing pellets gradually 
reduced to 3kg/head. Then at the end of week three, a gradual change 
can then be made from rearing pellets to 16% protein grower nuts.

Thereafter, the amount of concentrates should be adjusted to achieve 
the target growth rate in conjunction with regular weighing. On the Blade 
Angus cross system, the target is in the range 0.85-1.0kg/day to reach 
550kg fi nished weight at 19 months of age to produce the system’s ideal 
270kg carcase.

In addition to nutrition, disease protection - especially against pneumonia 
- is another signifi cant stress reducer. On all Blade Farming’s dedicated 
rearing units, calves get an intranasal pneumonia vaccine on arrival 
against the two viruses most commonly associated with pneumonia in 
very young calves, RSV and PI3.

Then, shortly before they leave the rearing unit, calves undergo a further 
two-course vaccination against the same two viruses plus BVD and IBR. 
This is licensed for six months’ duration of immunity, thereby protecting 
calves - and their new owners - from the serious damage caused by a 
pneumonia outbreak.

The demonstration’s hosts were James and Liz Tabor at Home Farm, 
Sutton Montis, where 300 cattle a year - mostly Angus and some 
continental crosses - are fi nished on a Blade Farming ‘fi nisher franchise’. 
The Blade business continues to expand and is seeking new fi nishers. 
More information is available from www.blade-farming.com or from our 
Red Meat Team at Mole Valley Farmers.

BLADE FARMING / THE RED MEAT TEAM

Remember fi rst day at big school 
for insight to beef rearing secrets

Mole Valley Plus trade with keen and reliable pricing and are able to 
offer heating oil, DERV, Tractor diesel, Ad-blue and LPG following this 
core principle, giving you the peace of mind that we are working hard 
to bring you the best service available.

Ad-Blue is available from 20 litres to up to 1000 litre IBC bulk 
containers and can be stored for 1 year in the correct conditions, away 
from direct sunlight and protected from extreme temperatures/Ad-
Blue’s freezing point is -11°C. Mole Valley Plus offers special member 
pricing with nationwide delivery within 3 working days.

LPG is available in bulk for domestic, commercial and vehicle use. 
There is a discounted pricing structure for members with a free, ‘no 
obligation’ installation survey. We are able to take over your current 
contract so whether you have an existing tank or are looking to install 
a new tank, we will be very happy and able to help you.

Heating oil can be offered as you need on demand or within a top-up 
system which takes away the need to monitor your tank levels. For all 
of your fuel needs, look no further that Mole Valley Plus and let us that 
the hard work of fuel sourcing away from you with the confi dence that 
we will offer you a good deal.

Call our Fuel Traders today to get your quote 
and for further information on the complete 
service available 01769 575668.

James Jackson, Red Meat Team

Fuel

• Easy application, cap contains valve core
remover and pouring cap

• Can be used on tubeless tyres and inner tubes

• Prevents punctures; stops defl ations

• Seals the hole in the tread area the moment the
puncture happens

• Deals with loss of air and provides a permanent
seal to any hole in the tread area caused by
puncturing objects with a diameter of up to
10mm

MVF CODE 1006842
£6.50

Universal OKO 
Puncture Free tyre 
sealant

1.25L bottle

BUY 2 
for £10

• Suitable for equestrian and agricultural uses

• Contains 2 x 35 a/h batteries

• Automatic battery charger

• When one is in use the other is charging

SAVE 
OVER 
£15

F1 C1 Electric Fencing 
Battery System

MVF CODE 50911 £94.00

Normal price £109.20



Steve Hull and his family, who have been MVF members for 20 years and lived on both 
sides of the Channel, gives us an insight into what farming in France has to offer…..“C’est tres mouille”, (“it’s very wet”) seems to 

be the most common greeting over here at the 
moment. For the third year in a row we are 
suffering a very wet spring. Fertiliser is still in 
the barn on most livestock farms, and we have 
already lost grass production as grass wants to 
grow but root systems are waterlogged.

That spring is fi nally imminent has, however, 
been confi rmed by the fi rst cuckoo on the 
29th March, arrival of the swallows on the 1st 
April, and the cacophony of sound during the 
night, which emanates predominantly from the 
multitude of natterjack toads freshly emerged 
from the bottom of ponds. The countryside is 
crawling with frogs and toads at this time of 
year, it’s no wonder that the French decided 
to start eating them (frogs that is), although I 
have been told by various French friends that 
it was the English who fi rst started eating frogs 
when this part of France was under English 
rule, a rumour which I strongly refute!

The Six Nations has been and gone for another 
year, the frustration of seeing England miss 
winning the championship, yet again, on points 
difference in the France/England game, was 
made slightly easier to bear by the fact that a 
French neighbour dropped in for some fencing 
materials, and ended up watching the game 
with us. His pain was defi nitely the greater.

This time of year also sees us submitting our 
subsidy claims. This is the third year that we are 
on a paperless system, and we tend to use our 
local Chambre d’Agriculture to submit our claim 
for us. The 2015 CAP reforms, like in the UK, 

Lambing went pretty well for us over here, 
although as normal we are disappointed with 
lamb numbers. We had no real problems in 
the lambing shed, and were able to turn out 
large numbers during a period of fi ne weather. 
However, a fair few have been brought in 
dead since, as the weather turned against us 
in the latter half of March. There is nothing 
more demoralising - we have also lost more 
than a few lambs to predation, bitten through 
the neck and left, neighbours tell me it is a 
badger, others have had the head and neck 
completely eaten, they tell me this could be 
wild boar.

A small 
selection 
of the 
abundance 
of 
natterjack 
toads on 
the farm!

Waiting for the Snacka feeder

Spring strip grazing

have seen several changes over here, the most 
notable (unlike the UK) being a strengthening 
of the production/headage aspect of support. 
Ewe premium is now worth up to €29/head 
provided that you meet production and/or 
quality criteria. Suckler cow payments are now 
tiered, €181/head is paid on the fi rst 50 cows, 
€136/head on the 51st–99th cow, €73/head on 
the 100th–139th cow, and nothing over this. 
Individual producer limits have also been set 
and producer claims for suckler cow payment 
will be limited to the amount that they claimed 
in 2013. A dairy cow payment has also been 
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• The farm extends to 335 acres within a 
ring fence and is approximately 800’ - 850’ 
above sea level.

• Annual rainfall is in the region of 40”/year 
but extremely seasonal.

• Stocking and cropping consists of a 
fl ock of 525 Texel/Charollais ewes, 
a small pedigree fl ock of Greyface 
Dartmoors, and 50 Limousin suckler cows. 
Approximately 10-20 acres of forage 
maize and 20-30 acres of triticale are 
grown annually. Approximately 25 acres 
are down to woodland/ponds/buildings.

• Investment in machinery is kept to a 
minimum through membership in a 
CUMA, a farmer owned machinery and 
labour ring.

• The Hull family can be contacted at 
steven.hull@wanadoo.fr

introduced. In terms of cropping, signifi cant 
biodiversity elements have been introduced, 
but they are unlikely to impact upon the small 
mixed livestock farms prevalent in this area. 

Of more interest is a payment for reseeding 
grassland with mixtures containing at least 
50% clover. We often sow approximately 5ha 
of clover/chicory/plantain/hybrid ryegrass 
mixtures in the spring and with an annual 
payment of €150/ha for 3 years, this may 
encourage us to drill a bit more, although it is 
going to be a while before the ground will be fi t 
to plough this year, and silaging looks like it is 
going to be a bigger challenge than normal.

On the domestic front, we have long been 
used to the boys coming home from school 
and recounting bizarre and relatively weird 
(to English minds) incidences, such as being 
confi ned to classrooms for the whole day, as 
angry parents set fi re to a pyre of car tyres in 
protest over a lack of teaching staff, resulting 
in the school and playground being enveloped 
in thick black smoke. The latest incident, 
recounted in a matter of fact way over our 
evening meal, involved their personal nemesis 
Celine. Celine is a teaching assistant who is in 
charge of the canteen and after school crèche. 
She appears to hate children and it is hard to 
comprehend just why she has chosen to work 
in a school. Anyway it appears that Celine 
decided one day that the children were wasting 
too much food at lunchtime, so each day she 
nominated 1 child/table of 8 to scrape all of the 
uneaten food onto a plate, Celine would then, 
in a scene that could be straight from a Charles 
Dickens novel, make the nominated child eat 
it. The boys recounted stories of some of their 
French friends, with tears streaming down their 
face gagging as they forced the food down. 
Celine, however, must have realised that it was 
only a question of time before the task fell to 
an English child, which of course it did. The boy 

Sowing clover, chicory and plaintain
in question, Neo (his parents were Matrix fans) 
did what most English children would have 
done, he folded his arms and issued a resolute 
“non”, a Mexican standoff followed in which 
both parties were saved by the bell. However, 
it didn’t end there, that evening his mother 
posted an account on Facebook, this was 
brought to the attention of the headmistress, 
and a showdown/screaming match, conducted 
with the aid of a translator took place in the 
playground the next morning. Voices were 
raised and tears of anger/rage were shed, all 
in front of a bemused crowd. The outcome? 
- Neo is now considered something of a hero 
amongst his peers, and Celine has to clear 
the plates herself. Unfortunately, they stopped 
short of making her eat the slops! - Only in the 
Limousin!
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Review of the 
last 12 months

Looking back to 2014 the last 12-18 months 
have seen some positive fi gures for organic 
farming. Sales of organic dairy products rose 
by 6.5% against 2013 making up 27.9% of all 
organic consumer spending while conventional 
dairy saw a decline of 3.3%. Eggs and poultry 
saw a similar result but red meat had a more 
conventional result with a 6.1% fall in sales.

On a more negative note continuing the trend 
since 2009, the number of organic producers 
fell by 6.4% with fully organic land dropping 
3.9% and in conversion to organic down 24% 
to 4% of the total. The largest drop was in 
Wales which probably contributes to the fall in 
red meat sales. The bigger drop in producers 
corresponds with the trend that any new 
in-conversion land tends to be entered by an 
expanding organic farmer. 

Potential new entrants to organic farming 
over the last year may have been dissuaded 
by the uncertainties over regulation changes 
within the EU over the last year. After years of 
uncertainty, support for organic farmers under 
the CAP was withdrawn and the English OELS 
support system closed in September. However, 
although still not fi nalised the new settlement 
seems better than expected.

In addition the proposed changes to the EU 
organic regulations including the proposals 
restricting breeding from non-organic stock and 
use of imported feed would have had a major 
effect on U.K. organic livestock production. 
In a debate on the 3rd December 2014, the 
European Parliament confi rmed the need for a 
change in the approach to a new EU organic 
regulation. Commenting ; “The European 
Commission understood that they went too 
far with their legal proposal, turning the whole 
sector upside down  - If we want to achieve 
the common objective for sustainable growth 
of organic in the EU, we need a new proposal.” 

In the last few weeks before the term of the 
Italian presidency ended in December, there 
was signifi cant progress on improving the 
proposed text of the draft regulation. 

The focus now will hopefully be on ensuring 
that Organic farming grows and remains an 
economical proposition while giving 100% 
consumer confi dence, but the recent confusion 
over the licencing of organic sunfl ower expeller 
from the Ukraine due in part to the difference 
in regulation between different EU states shows 
we still have a way to go.

Nigel Mapstone is available on 
07979 708294.  The FeedLine contact 
number is 01278 444829

Nigel Mapstone, Feed Nutritionist

ORGANICS

FARMING
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What is Nematodirus?
Nematodirus is one of roughly 20 species of nematode parasite that affect 
sheep. As a family of parasites the Nematodes (“gut worms”) all share 
a broadly similar lifecycle with individual differences accounting for the 
varying timings or types of disease. 

Lifecycle:

been grazed the previous season. The ability of 
Nematodirus to cause disease is directly linked to its seasonal occurrence, 
resulting in a synchronised “mass-hatch” of accumulated eggs on the 
pasture. Unfortunately, he sudden wave of infective larvae often coincides 
with lambs grazing for the fi rst time at 6-12 weeks old, where no acquired 
immunity exists.

What are the signs?
After being ingested the infective larvae target the small intestine, 
damaging the delicate surface, preventing normal absorption of water and 
nutrients. The severity of symptoms will be proportional to the amount 
of infective larvae grazed, but typically symptoms are sudden onset 
diarrhoea leading to severe dehydration and often death.  

Can you predict when it might occur?
Yes. The best approach to combating Nematodirus is to predict the risk:

1. Avoid grazing new season lambs on pasture that carried lambs the
previous year by having a rotational grazing plan.

2. Make sure other parasites are well controlled (e.g. Coccidiosis and
blowfl y)

3. Watch the weather - specifi cally, the parasite forecast by NADIS and
SCOPS:

http://www.nadis.org.uk/parasite-forecast.aspx

http://www.scops.org.uk/alerts-detail.php?AlertID=38

4. Faecal egg counts from early season grazing lambs. If done routinely
can give an early warning of the presence of Nematodirus eggs and
when to start drenching. Consult your vet.

How and when to treat?
Based on a correct diagnosis the current advice from SCOPS is to treat 
high-risk lamb groups with a white drench (Group 1 - BZ, Benzimidazol). 
It is important to time the dose(s) correctly to cover the seasonal 
risk period effectively. In this case faecal egg counts, NADIS parasite 
forecasts and previous pasture history will dictate the timing. For further 
information it would be prudent to contact your vet.

Is Nematodirus resistant to white drenches?
Until recently there was no widespread resistance recorded to white 
drenches with regard to Nematodirus. However, as with the other 
Nematode species resistance will inevitably increase with inappropriate 
use of wormers. It would be highly advisable to check your drenching 
routine against the SCOPS guidelines (http://www.scops.org.uk/
anthelmintics-treating-correctly.html), and submit a post-treatment faecal 
sample (7-10 days post-treatment) to your vet to test for effectiveness. 

Nematodirus
Chris Gregory, MRCVS 

Fig 1. Eggs are passed in faeces on to the pasture and develop to the 
infective stage over a few weeks. Once at this stage the eggs tend to 
lie dormant until the correct weather conditions prevail before hatching, 
usually the following spring.  

When does it occur?
Nematodirus has traditionally been thought of as a seasonal occurrence 
between April and June, affecting lamb crops at pasture. This seasonality 
is in part due to a quirk in its lifecycle requiring a specifi c set of climatic 
conditions to become active: a chill period followed closely by a sustained 
average day/night temperature of >10°C (akin to a ‘freeze-thaw’ cycle). 
Historically these conditions have been most likely to occur between April 
and June, but with changing weather patterns Nematodirus has recently 
become less predictable, with outbreaks reported both earlier and later in 
the year. 

How does Nematodirus cause disease? 
Nematodirus eggs will survive long periods on pasture, even over winter, 
leading to substantial contamination of pastures where lambs have 



The energy consumption of traditional lighting can be of signifi cant cost 
to any business and is a huge consideration when choosing how long 
to light your shed for each day. However, studies have shown a that 
LED replacement lighting  replicating daylight can maximise comfort 
of livestock and can result in an increase in milk yield of up to 7-8%. 
Quality light is an essential factor when considering both the welfare and 
profi tability of your herd.

LED lighting for increased welfare 
and profi tability

01769 576201

Over the past year, Mole Insurance Services has received over 1,000 
enquiries and has had the pleasure of meeting many of you either 
in store or at the various country shows. Having steadily built up an 
ever increasing list of happy customers, they are looking forward to 
an exciting year ahead.

Insuring everything from farms, smallholdings, agricultural vehicles, 
property owners and contractors, to homes, cars and horses, the 
team thrives on offering a thorough service that takes time to fully 
understand each individual’s needs, offering solutions for the usual 
and the not so usual!

Partnered with South West based Pavey Group, an independent 
insurance broker, Mole Insurance Services searches the market so 
you don’t have to, offering you the best solutions that take into 
account the quality of the cover as well as value for money.

Gain advice and quotations on products including:

Mole Valley Farmers Ltd is an Introducer Appointed Representative of Pavey Group Ltd. Mole Insurance Services 
is a trading style of Pavey Group Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for 
insurance and risk management only. (Registration No. 308106). Pavey Group Ltd (Registered in England No. 
3419086) is wholly owned by Pavey Group Holdings Ltd (Registered in England No. 02979493). Registered 
address: 50 The Terrace, Torquay, TQ1 1DD.

mole
Insurance Services

Have you considered changing 
your current energy supplier?
Electricity and gas like all fuel, has experienced a marked downward trend 
over the last 18 months. In such a situation it is always a challenge to 
decide when to agree your business contract and for how long. In such a 
volatile situation any advice offered will have been written several weeks 
before you are reading it.

Consequently it is crucial to obtain up to the minute advice as to market 
position and options 3 or 4 months before your current commercial 
contract is due for renewal. This will allow you to get competitive 
quotations from a range of suppliers and for different contract terms 
of between 1–5 years. You will be able to discuss the value of different 
tariffs and look at the profi le of your consumption throughout the week 
and seasons to ascertain if certain types of multi-rate tariffs are benefi cial.

If you decide to look into changing your energy supply, a contract renewal 
service will ensure that termination is submitted in good time to allow you 
to choose your future supplier and contract, rather than be rolled over 
onto an uncompetitive tariff. 

Expertise available from Nationwide Energy
As a Mole Valley Farmers member you are eligible to use the expertise 
of Nationwide Energy to secure you great contractual rates, alongside an 
outstanding range of billing and metering services including:

• A single point of contact for your utility related issues

• Help with any billing problems

• Arrangement of new supplies or upgrades for electricity and gas

• Arrangement of new electricity and gas meters, or for your current 
meter to be exchanged to a more suitable type

In order to access Nationwide Energy’s services, please contact Mole 
Valley Plus on 01769 576201 with your energy supply requirements.

Switching to LED lighting is the most effi cient way to achieve energy 
savings of between 50% and 80% and additional savings can be achieved 
by installing lighting controls e.g.  setting your lights to be at 200lux for 
16 hours per day and 20lux for 8 hours per day. The cost of installing LED 
lighting can be neutral over a short term and makes a huge amount of 
fi nancial sense.

To show the possible savings to your business, analysis has been taken 
from a 120m x 22m cattle shed using 24 x 440w traditional lighting 
fi ttings, with operating hours assumed at 24 hours per day 7 days per 
week. Annual electricity costs with traditional lighting totalled £13,876 
and with the same quantity of LED lights the annual costs were just 
£4,730. Therefore, savings totalled £9,146 and with LED lights having 
a lifetime of more than 10 years and requiring no maintenance, the 
payback  time for this building was only 1.1years, after which the energy 
saving is seen as profi t for the business

To fi nd out more about replacing your current lighting for LED 
and the huge savings that would be available to you, call Mole 
Valley Plus on 01769 576201

Request a quote today 
0845 265 7951 

www.moleinsurance.co.uk

farm • smallholding commercial motors

 public liability • horse • home • car • travel 

SAVINGS
WITH LED 
LIGHTING

RDPE grant for LED lighting now available
The Rural Development Programme for England has opened the Countryside Productivity Scheme, which runs until 30th June 2015. Items included in this grant 
cover improvements to animal productivity, health and welfare. This includes LED lighting systems for livestock housing and LED lighting using controls. 

For more information on how to apply for the grants visit https://www.gov.uk/how-to-apply-for-grants-countryside-productivity

Mole Insurance Services one 
year on ...
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The importance of water
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A good water supply is extremely important for production, health and 
welfare of livestock. The water supply system must be good enough 
to supply adequate water needs in paddocks, the parlour and dairy, 
and the dwelling. On most farms the water system consists of a series 
of expansions or additions carried out over the years as requirements 
changed. Only when the system fails to cope, such as during a dry 
summer, do people realize how marginal their system has become.

A fact often overlooked, is that improving water supply can result in an 
increase in milk yield. A dairy cow can be satisfi ed long before she is full, 
so if the water is slow to come through to the trough, she may be quite 
contented, but milk yield can suffer by over 20%. Common problems 
on most farms centre on inadequacies in areas such as, water source, 
pumping plant, pipe sizes, ballcocks and troughs.

Drinking behaviour
Peak water intake generally coincides with peak grazing periods. These 
demands occur especially after evening milking and to a lesser extent 
after morning milking. Water fl ow rates must be capable of supplying 
these peaks of demand. Allow trough space of 450mm (18 inches) per 
cow so that as many of your herd can drink at any one time.

Small pipe sizes
Undersizing of pipes is probably the most common problem with water 
supply on farms. This is illustrated in table 1 which shows the pressure 
loss in psi for different pipe bores over a range of fl ow rates for 100 
metres length of water pipe. For example, at a fl ow rate of 3m3 per hour 
(50 lit/min or 11gal/min) with a 32mm (1¼ inch) pipe the pressure is 
reduced by 4.83psi for every 100 metres of pipe. The reason the fl ow rate 
reduces because of friction between the water and the inside surface of 
the pipe.

Table 1

Pressure loss in psi for different pipe sizes at various fl ow rates 
for 100 metres length of water pipe

Pipe bore (mm)
Flow rate m3 per hour (litres per minute)

1 (17) 2 (33) 3 (50) 4 (67) 5 (83)

20 14.20

25 3.27 11.50

32 0.64 2.27 4.83 7.60 11.65

38 0.34 1.21 2.49 4.05 6.25

50 0.11 0.38 0.88 1.34 2.06

The net effect of pressure loss is reduced fl ow rates. Increasing system 
pressure to maintain fl ow rate is not a good solution. It would be 
extremely energy ineffi cient and give rise to damaging levels of pressure. 
The answer is to use the right pipe size.                                             

Water troughs
Cows can drink anything from 10 litres of water on a cold, wet day to 60 
to 110 litres on a really hot day. They can typically drink at the rate of 14 
litres a minute from a trough. Allow cattle 10 to 15 litres per 100kgs of 
body weight per day. Carefully consider trough location; cows don’t like 
to walk more than about 250 metres to get a drink. Locate water troughs 
away from paddock gateways and farm roadways.

This will shorten the walk to water, prevent bottlenecks and reduce the 
wear and tear at gateways. A major consideration within this is selections 
of the correct ballcock as this has a massive effect on the fi ll rates of the 
trough.

The table below illustrates how valve selection can increase fl ow rates.

Laying pipes
If you are using a mole plough to lay the pipe, do it in stages, using a 
digger to make holes at intervals where connections are going to be 
made. Try to get the pipe down to a depth of 450mm or more. Tractors 
with double-acting rams on the arms can add enough weight to the mole 
plough to get the depth. Do a “dummy run” fi rst before feeding in the 
pipe and allow the pipe time to recover from the stretching before making 
connections.

Leaks
Troughs can overfl ow and pipes can leak. Leaks can make a mess and 
add considerably to water bills. Overfl owing troughs and leaking pipes 
frequently go unnoticed. A leak in a metered supply downstream of the 
meter may lead to massive water bills. Leaks in a private supply are 
costly also because electric motors are very expensive to run if running 
continuously. Use Philmac fi ttings and install Philmac ball valves on 
pipelines to isolate different sections of the paddock water supply. Isolate 
all the sections during the housing period.

Table 1 doesn’t take into account the extra pressure required if you are 
pumping uphill or the pressure gained pumping downhill. Pressure lost 
due to restrictions at ballcocks and fi ttings is also extra. It also doesn’t 
show values for 12.5mm (1/2 inch) pipes because at any of the fl ow rates 
shown the pressure loss would be very high. Where 12.5mm pipes are 
used on farms the fl ow rate is reduced to a trickle due to pressure loss.

With regard to pipe size it’s the change in cross-sectional area in relation 
to its bore (diameter) that’s important. It’s hard to imagine that a 20mm 
(3/4 inch) pipe has approximately twice the cross-sectional area of 
12.5mm (1/2 inch) pipe. Similarly, a 25mm (1 inch) pipe has four times 
the cross-sectional area of 12.5mm (1/2 inch) pipe, although it’s only 
twice the bore.

The pressure loss is also affected by the pipe length. The pressure loss 
and the resultant reduced fl ow rate are directly proportional to the length 
of the pipe, i.e. if you double the length of the pipe you double the 
pressure loss. You can use Table 1 to judge how much pumping pressure 
is lost with various pipe sizes and fl ow rates, while taking the pipe length 
into account.

Flow rate comparisons (litres per minute)

1/2” hp Full Flow valve

150mts

½”/20mm 7.6 12.5

¾”/25mm 10.2 42.3

1”/32mm 10.2 93.5

1¼”/40mm 10.2 160.3

1½”/50mm 10.7 178.2

300mts

½”/20mm 6.7 11.6

¾”/25mm 9.4 27.6

1”/32mm 10.2 66.8



Philmac water fi ttings
There is an extensive range of fi ttings 
and valves available from Philmac and 
manufactured to the highest quality and 
standards providing solutions to water 
supply on farm.

Branches stock a full range of fi ttings 
including couplings, joints, valves, 
compression fi ttings both metric and 
imperial. Ranges include the 3G metric/
imperial compression fi ttings, universal 
transition couplings, large bore metric, 
BSP fi ttings and valves. 

Water troughs
We can offer an extensive range of water troughs in a variety of materials 
to suit different situations. Finishes include concrete, plastic or galvanised, 
in various depths and widths.
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Concrete troughs 
from Moore Concrete ranging from 20 gallons to 500 gallons

Galvanised troughs 
from IAE ranging from 36 gallons to 500 gallons

Plastic troughs 
from JFC ranging from 20 gallons to 500 gallons

Please speak to staff at your local branch to fi nd out what is available ex 
stock and the wider selection that can be ordered specially for you.

Philmac 3G Metric/Imperial Joiner 
PE x Copper/PEX

Philmac Metric/Imperial 
End Connector POL X FI BSP

Philmac Metric/
Imperial Stopcock

MVF CODE 
229821

MVF CODE 
51151

Visit your local 
branch to see the 
range in stock 
and our staff will 
be happy to help 
with advice on 
products.

FARMING

Rain water storage
Rain is a free resource which can fall in abundance and if captured and 
used, can save you a huge amount of money for your business. For 
example, using a roof measuring 40 x 20m and an annual rainfall of 
0.8m you could potentially capture 640,000 litres just from one roof! 

The water captured can be used for livestock drinking water, washing 
down or even fed back into the drains in a controlled way.

Portable water troughs
It may be necessary to use portable water troughs in some situations 
e.g. strip grazing.

To provide a portable trough use frost-proof gate valves and Philmac 
couplers. Connection points should ideally be away from fi xed 
troughs because they can be damaged and some valve types can be 
opened by stock, causing leaks.

Key points
•    Daily drinking water requirements vary but can be 60 – 

110 litres per cow

• Milk production and animal health are affected by 
inadequate water supply

•  Many water systems are inadequate especially for 
expanding herds

• Allow 450mm (18 inches) drinking space per cow so that 
close to 10% of your herd to drink at the same time

•  Main pipelines should be at least 25 or 32mm and 40 or 
50mm for larger herds

• Use high fl ow ballcocks

• Correct siting of water troughs is important

For more 
information 
about how 
harvesting 
rainwater 
could save your 
business money, 
call Mole Valley 
Plus on 01769 
576201

£5.85

£3.30

£20.50

MVF CODE 
221321
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Welfare of man and beast
I have always been passionate about welfare, but before 
my Nuffi eld Scholarship, it was more about livestock, and 
less about the farmer!
I spent my childhood living and working on the family dairy farm, which 
is where this passion (some may say obsession) for welfare commenced. 
Farm life enabled me to experience fi rsthand the triumphs and traumas 
of farming, albeit as a somewhat protected child. I saw the stress my 
parents were under at times, due to the unpredictable forces of nature, 
the sadly predictable rules and regulations and, of course, inspections 
from those ‘special’ people who enforce them. 

However, my strong desire to improve the quality of life for animals, 
in particular those bred for meat, took me away from a career in 
agriculture and into becoming an RSPCA Inspector and then a Trading 
Standards Animal Health and Welfare Enforcement Offi cer. For eight 
years I inspected livestock premises, farms, markets and abattoirs in a 
proactive, and, reactive manner when necessary. I was involved in cases 
concerning illegal slaughter, emaciation, ingrowing horns, abandonment 
and mutilations to name a few. Some cases were black and white 
clear cut cruelty, others were varying shades of 
grey, ignorance or neglect due to unforeseen 
circumstance. But my main job was routine visits 
to establish legislation was being adhered to 
and no animal was being caused unnecessary 
suffering.

In 2011, it became apparent to me that growing 
consumer awareness had brought about a rise 
in farm assurance schemes and farmers were 
receiving increased inspections from various 
bodies. I questioned whether they were all 
necessary, if they could be combined, and what 
actual benefi t they were to the farmer, stock or 
consumer. TSS (Trading Standards Service) and 
Defra were making huge cut backs and the career 
I loved was becoming solely reactive, responding to complaints with no 
time or funding for preventative work, helping, or educating.

Nuffi eld path begins
I had never heard of Nuffi eld, until by chance I sat by Huw Davies, a 
2009 Scholar, at a conference on veterinary and animal ethics. After 
listening to me ranting on, he encouraged me to apply, to fi nd the 
answers to my questions! To try and make a difference. My life changed!

My journey commenced in Eastern Europe, Poland and Estonia. I 
found little evidence of routine inspections. EU regulations concerning 
traceability were spot-on, but transport and welfare I found alarmingly 
wanting. There appeared to be little joy in farming, it is not a well-paid or 
attractive industry in which to seek employment and the intensive dairy 
and beef systems seemed to take its toll on the staff as well as the stock. 
I witnessed cows tethered 24/7 and was informed the average lactation 

is two. I saw downers hydraulically 
dragged onto lorries whilst herdsmen 
turned away unable to watch, but 
helpless to interfere.

NZ was the opposite - extensive in 
the extreme. Thankfully, practices 
such as tail docking cows and 
mulesing ewes are the rarity 
now, not the norm. I assisted the 
ministry in a large scale welfare 
case involving emaciated dairy cows 
that was particularly harrowing, but 
which highlighted the suffering of the 

farmer as well as his cattle. However, overall I found standards high in NZ 
and fi rmly believe it is due to the positivity of the industry, the goals they 
set themselves, and the high standards they are determined to achieve.

Turkey and Spain confi rmed my views on culture and reluctance to 
change. Tradition is important, but at what cost 
to a sentient being? I only saw a snapshot of 
farming in these countries, but it was one of hard 
work, without much reward or compassion.

Post Nuffi eld
My travels and experiences in the UK and further 
afi eld made me examine more closely the link 
between the welfare of stock and the welfare 
of those that are responsible for them. I began 
volunteering for the Farming Community Network 
to try and help those at the end of their tether, it 
is hugely rewarding and has given me a far better 

insight into human suffering and the causes and, I 
hope, remedies.

In May 2014 I started working as a Livestock Scheme and Technical 
Manager for NSF Certifi cation, the largest independent certifi cation body, 
delivering farm assurance schemes such as Red Tractor. 2001 Scholar Bill 
Young, Head of Commercial Operations at NSF Agriculture, had watched 
me give my Nuffi eld presentation, and broached the idea of a challenging 
change of direction!

Farm Assurance is vital to the integrity of the human food chain, disease 
control, the farmer, the livestock and the consumer; but only if conducted 
in a competent and consistent manner by experienced, knowledgeable 
and empathetic assessors who have a good grasp on the realities of day 
to day farming. They need to inspire, motivate and give value to their visit 
and if this means raising a non-conformance, then at least that is helping 
the farmer to attain the standards set and not to worry about offi cious 
inspections.

If we are open minded, non-judgmental and work together, assessor and 
farmer visits will be of value, consumers will be reassured and the welfare 
of the farmer and the livestock, the man and the beast will be enhanced.

Joe Nash

Hi I’m Joe and I live in Upton-upon-Severn in 
Worcestershire. I was raised on a dairy farm 
which is where my passion for cattle, dedication 
to improving welfare standards and supporting 
British farmers, developed. I have a beautiful daughter Ruby who is now 
14 and a gorgeous Border 
Collie Molly. 

I love the work I do and try 
my utmost to help and advise 
farmers in a pro-active manner. 
In my limited spare time I 
enjoy climbing, riding, walking 
and studying bovine behaviour. 

See more at: nuffi eldscholar.
org/scholars/joanne-nash/
blog/

vve ae ae a bebebeautautautifuiful dl daugaugghtete yy

My time with TSS - getting to grips 
with a rabies net

During a course on lameness 
and its many causes

Teaching welfare to younger generations

On a large sheep farm in New Zealand as part of my 
Nuffi eld travels
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moleenergy 
renewable energy solutions

01769 575674

On Tuesday 5th May moleenergy experts will be 
at Mole Valley Farmers Yeovil advising farmers 
and business owners on how renewable 
energy can benefi t them. A guest speaker from 
Lombard Green Energy Finance will also be in 
attendance. 

There are 4 seminars during the day, 9.30am, 
12.30pm, 3.30pm and 6.30pm

This is a bookable event, so to secure 
your place, either book in store or call the 
renewables team on 01769 575674.

If you are considering installing  
biomass, we are always happy to 

discuss what is involved.

Please call the moleenergy 
team on 01769 575674 

providing impartial 
renewable energy advice

You wouldn’t buy a tractor without 
knowing who made it and investing in a 
Solar PV system should be no different. 
Manufacturers and the quality of their 
panels can vary greatly and degradation 
plays a major part in determining the 
profi tability of any system. 

REC recognise that 
degradation is a 
natural process and 
all solar panels will 
lose some power 
as time goes on. 
Therefore, they 
only use the highest 
quality materials 
which have to 
pass demanding 
qualifi cation criteria 
(double that expected 
by international 
standards). They 
independently carry out annual degradation 
studies of panels of different ages and from 
climates from real installations internationally in 
order to track power loss over time.

At moleenergy, we pride ourselves in working 
with REC, one of the leading industry 
manufacturers. As a company, they have more 
than 15 years’ experience in the solar industry. 
The leading global analyst company, Bloomberg 
New Energy Finance, recently quoted REC Solar 
as “fi nancially, the safest panel manufacturer” 
in the solar industry.

Combining their experience, quality and 
security, we strongly believe this gives our 
members’ unrivalled reassurance in a long term 
investment. Put simply, better quality solar 
panels suffer less degradation and are proven 
to be a better option for maximum income and 
savings.

To add to the above, the company has just won 
the ‘Best Company for Sustainability” award in 
the category Global Solar Energy Solutions’ by 
IAIR Group. This is the second year that REC 
has won the award. Voted by a judging panel 
and over 50,000 readers of the independent 
magazine and research institute, the award 
recognises their excellence in ecologically 
sustainable products and a responsible global 
business conduct. 

If you would like a free of charge survey 
to assess the viability of solar PV for 
your home or business, please call the 
moleenergy team on 01769 575674.

It’s just a solar panel 
right? Wrong….

Renewable Energy Seminar 
Tuesday 5th May, MVF Yeovil

Ben Sander-Jackson talks to customers at 
the Ashcott demonstration site

After having contractors in to clear some woodland, 
resulting in 1500 tonnes of wood to burn, Martin 
Vanstone, who farms near Lifton in Devon decided to 
explore the option of a log fi red biomass boiler.

“I researched log fi red biomass on the internet and then 
being a member of Mole Valley Farmers, I contacted 
moleenergy who told me about their information days 
at Lifton. The Lifton visit was very helpful as it was good 
to see some of the products and really good to speak to 
other people who were thinking of installing biomass”.

New Viessmann log 60kW biomass 
system for farmer from Lifton

“My advice to others would be to do thorough research 
before going ahead. My own experience of working with 
moleenergy was very good and I have already recommended 
them to others”.

“We chose moleenergy and their preferred installer Glevum 
Heating over others for our install because they are local and 
we wanted to ensure good aftercare. It was good to know 
that we could have face to face contact with the moleenergy 
team at any time”.

“My parent’s home is now consistently warm and there is instant heat in the mornings. Before 
installing biomass we had several wood burners to start every morning which was very time 
consuming. I am burning fewer logs and heat the properties more effi ciently”.

moleenergy.com/renewables
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Stock ear tags
Hi, I’m Sarah, the new eartag 
specialist for Mole Valley Plus. I joined 
Mole Valley Farmers in November and 
I am currently learning all there is 
to know about eartags, so that I can 
offer you helpful information alongside 
the best service and prices for your 
tags.

On a daily basis I order eartags, 
answer any queries and continue 
to keep up to date with new eartag 
legislations. I am very excited 
about my new role and really look 
forward to continuing to develop my 
understanding of all things eartags 
and hope to speak to you soon!

Bespoke timber 
buildings
Have you ever thought of extending 
your living space by creating a larger 
storage space within your yard or 
garden? Mole Valley Plus are now 
able to offer timber buildings made 
with the highest quality materials and 
fi xings to your individual specifi cation, 
complete with a free of charge 
waterproof membrane, giving you 
peace of mind that your belongings 
will remain safe and dry and you will 
have a building that you can enjoy for 
years to come.

You are able to put the vehicles through their paces on steep hills, side 
slopes, mud and of course water! The company also offer professional 
driver training courses, LANTRA and BORDA together with trailer 
handling, B+E and winch courses.  

For further details contact Land Rover Experience West Country on 01404 
549333 or info@landroverexperiencewestcountry.co.uk and quote your 
MVF Membership number to get your exclusive member discount.

01769 576201

Timber buildings

For the month of May, Mole Valley Plus are offering you free of charge 
delivery and installation of the Orpington chicken house within *Dorset, 
Devon, Somerset and Cornwall. The house starts at 8ft x 12ft which 
is suitable for 100 birds and can be extended to cater for more birds 
if needed. These houses are built to the highest specifi cation and are 
designed to give your fl ock the best standards of living and at the same 
time will make life much easier for you throughout the winter.

Have a 
Land Rover 
experience!
Land Rover Experience West 
Country is based just outside 
Honiton and covers 135 
acres of outstanding East 
Devon Countryside, with 35 
acres of challenging off-road 
course. They offer the chance 
to drive a brand new Land 
Rover or Range Rover on the 
extensive and challenging, 
off-road course. 

Orpington large chicken house

MOLETAGS FOR SHEEP
• A durable one-piece, single 

loop tag 

• Strips of 10 for easy handling

• Size open: H= 9mm x L= 
74mm

• Available in 8 colours

• Waterproof and shock resistant 
EID chip

• Lightweight and easy to apply

• Outstanding readabilityTo order your tags, call me today on 01769 576201

FREE
Delivery & 

installation*

Call Mole Valley Plus today on 01769 576201

As part of the 2014 show season 
prize draw, Land Rover Experience 
West Country offered a full day off-
road experience worth over £1,000 
for one lucky person and we are 
pleased to announce the winner as 
Richard Smith from Warwickshire. 

Richard will spend his day testing 
out vehicles on hugely varying 
terrain with a qualifi ed instructor 
on hand to explain off roading and 
what Land Rovers can offer. 

If you would like to know more 
about Land Rover Experience, call 
01404 549333

Land Rover whole day 
experience winner!

FARMING



BRANCH

Mole Valley Farmers are delighted yet again to be main sponsors of the 
Devon County Show where we will also have a signifi cant display of 
products and services for our Farmer Shareholders, Country Members, 
customers and potential customers alike. 

In the Westpoint building we will have a wonderful mix of items for sale, 
food tastings from various suppliers and an opportunity for you to talk 
to our renewable energies team about photovoltaic panels and biomass 
boilers. 

Across the road and up the short grass slope, you will fi nd our marquee 
set amongst an array of interesting displays from our partner suppliers, 
arranged by our member benefi ts team, Mole Valley Plus. Inside the 
marquee our agricultural staff can discuss our approach to maximising 
on-farm profi tability with a range of precision farming tools to assist the 
individual farming enterprises. 

The show team really look forward to seeing you there!

The Royal Cornwall Show is rapidly approaching and plans are fi rmly in 
place for another three days of farming, food and fun. Renowned for 
being one of the best agricultural shows in the UK, the cattle section at 
this year’s show will host the prestigious Burke Trophy for not only the 
beef but also dairy cattle. The Devon Cattle National Show is also taking 
place in Cornwall this year. 

The usual pig, goats and horse sections will be there. The sheep section, 
always one of the highlights of the show, is once again being sponsored 
by Mole Valley Farmers.

The agricultural trade section will be bursting to the seams with the 
latest machinery and other allied goods and services. It really is a true 
agricultural show.

There’s plenty of fun to be had as well. With a main ring rammed with 
headline acts to wow the crowds. Two live music stages, a dance festival 
plus street entertainers complete a wide range of entertainment to suit all 
ages and interests. There’s of course over 1000 trade stands, so you can 
shop until you drop. 

Tickets available at royalcornwall.co.uk

Events

21-23 MAY - WESTPOINT, EXETER

27-30 MAY
THE SHOWGROUND, SHEPTON MALLET

4-6 JUNE
THE SHOWGROUND, WADEBRIDGE

Tickets are available at Yeovil and Bridgwater branches. 

ADVANCE TICKET PRICES:
Adult ticket £19.00 (16 years and over. Includes up to 2 children free) 
MVF CODE 7964. Additional Child ticket £5.00 (5-15 years) MVF CODE 
61405. Under 5’s are free.

As long as you buy your tickets before travelling to the show, you qualify 
for the reduced rate, even if this is on a show day. MVF Mermbers also 
qualify for usual cash discounts.

Tickets available from all MVF branches.
Cash discounts of 3% (Farmer Shareholders) 
and 2% (Country Members).

See Newsletter 611 (April) for a list of agricultural show dates. 
asao.co.uk is a very informative website with lots of details on country events throughout the UK
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A fortnight later we will have decamped to the Royal Cornwall Show 
where, for the second year running we are sponsors of the Sheep section, 
and continue sponsorship of various classes including Jersey, Guernsey, 
Ayrshire, Holstein and Ruby Red Devon cattle, alongside the Working 
Hunters and Exmoor Ponies, which we have supported for many years. 

Our staff will be available to assist you with technical solutions to the 
challenging agricultural market place or just catch up with you and your 
families for a chat. We really hope to see many of you on our stands.
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New product to combat 
fl ies

• Deltamole is a pour-on insecticide containing the proven active 
ingredient deltamethrin

• Deltamethrin has a high level of potency compared to alternatives, 
making it highly toxic to insects with a good safety margin for 
mammals.

• The unique micronised formulation of Deltamole enables effective 
spread over the body

• The deltamethrin within Deltamole is highly lipophilic which 
means it binds onto the natural oil secretions of the coat to 
improve coverage and provide long protection

• Up to 8-10 weeks’ protection against biting and nuisance fl ies, 
sucking and biting lice

• Studies have shown Deltamole to be effective in killing midges for 
up to 4 weeks after application1

• Proven deltamethrin pour-on in a micronised formulation

• Apply from bottle or use the molecare applicator gun

• Rainfast, biodegradable and low environmental impact

Flies (including midges) and lice are two of the 
most common ectoparasites which cause serious 
problems for cattle farmers.

STABLE FLY (Stomoxys calcitrans)
can reduce milk yield by up to 20% and reduce 
weight gain in beef cattle by 50-300g per day.

FACE FLY (Musca autumnalis)
has been linked with the transmission of a bacteria - Moraxella bovis - 
which is associated with Pink Eye.

HEAD FLY (Hydrotea irritans)
is associated with the spread of summer mastitis.

MIDGES (Culicoides spp.)
are responsible for the spread of bluetongue virus

To help combat this, we have introduced a new product to our molecare 
range - Deltamole for the control of biting and nuisance fl ies, biting and 
sucking lice.

VISIT YOUR LOCAL 
BRANCH AND SPEAK 
TO AN SQP FOR 
MORE INFORMATION 
ON DELTAMOLE

NEW 
PRODUCT

o 67 assorted 
drillbits and 
screwdriver bits

o Handy pocket 
size screw bit set

o All in tough 
storage cases

Dewalt “Help for Heroes” 18v 
brushless twin pack 
Includes:

o 1 x 18v brushless compact hammer drill

o 1 x 18v brushless compact impact driver

o 2 x 18v 4 Ah lithium batteries

o 1 x multi-charger

• brushless motor for longer life
• 2 speed metal transmission 

for longer life
• led work light for better 

visibility
• light weight and compact
• storage kit box
• drilling capacity wood/metal/

masonry 38/13/13mm

Roughneck 3 piece 
wood splitting set  

• Twister wood wedge

• 1.25lb axe with fi breglass handle

• 6lb sledge hammer with fi breglass 
handle

Highlights for May
Dewalt 67 piece accessory 
set

whilst stocks last

whilst stocks lastUse medicines responsibly. Please visit www.noah.co.uk/responsible for more information.

Deltamole

Reasons to use Deltamole

FARMING

MVF CODE 1091400

GREAT 
VALUE

£16.66

MVF CODE 1091401 £279.00

MVF CODE 1091402

£24.99

GREAT 
VALUE



Mower blades

S77051 90mm to fi t Fahr, Krone or 
PZ £0.70

S77052 To fi t PZ drum mower CM £0.65

S77074-5 To fi t Lely mower LH & RH £1.05

S77083 To Fit JF Fieldfarer £1.10

S77057 96mm to fi t Fahr, PZ or Claas £0.80

S77060-1 95mm to fi t JD and Kuhn 
disc mowers LH and RH £0.95

S77066-7 105mm to fi t JD 328-1360 or 
Kuhn FC mowers £0.95

Tedder tines
1079518-9 Krone green/yellow £3.95

1079520-21 To fi t Kuhn Gyro LH / RH £5.95

Haybob tines S78149-52 Yellow or blue, narrow or 
wide £1.75

Buckrake 
tines

S77007 Conus 1 1400mm £42.95

S77021 Conus 2 1400mm £46.90

S78662 Twose heavy duty £38.10
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FARMING

Harvest wearing parts

Good condition mower blades will reduce tractor torque 
and power requirement which will save your fuel 
consumption!

Partnered with Sparex, we can supply almost any part you 
could wish for. Selected items including mower blades, 
tedder and buckrake tines are kept in stock, many others are available 
from Sparex’ comprehensive website or catalogue, most for next day 
delivery.

GREAT 
VALUE

Just a small sample of our harvest wearing parts and prices. Visit 
your local branch for more details on the full range available.

NoTyreTex is a heavy weight protective silage cover that is widely used 
on the continent and increasingly by UK farmers as its many advantages 
become apparent. Correctly disposing of 1000 tyres could cost over 
£2000.  

Manufactured by Dorset based Huck Nets and supplied by Mole Valley 
Farmers, the 300gsm black polythene woven sheet is exceptionally tough 
and works in exactly the same way as tyres, protecting the silage from 
fl apping sheets, bird and vermin damage. 

Available in three standard sizes with gravel bags to weigh it down. 

Standard sizes:
 7.2 x 13m (23.6 x 42.6ft) weight 28kg

 10.8 x 14m (35.4 x 45.9ft) weight 45 kg

 12.2 x 15m (40.0 x 49.2ft) weight 55 kg
Standard size sheets and gravel bags are kept in stock or can be delivered 
direct to farm. Alternatively, any size can be made to measure - please 
allow 10 days for delivery.

Gravel bags are approximately 1m long and should be laid around the 
edges and across the clamps every 4.5m. i.e. a 36m x 14m clamp would 
require three NoTyreTex sheets 12.2m x 15m and 184 gravel bags (100 
around the edges and 6 rows of 14 across). Gravel is available ex branch 
or direct through Mole Valley Plus 01769 576201.

NoTyreTex offers the benefi ts of: 

NoTyreTex the environmentally 
friendly silage cover!

For further details or prices on sheets, 
please contact your local branch

NoTyreTex eliminates the 
use of old tyres and makes 
covering silos quick, clean 
and easy.

• covers silos quickly, cleanly 
and easily with labour savings

• protects silage, whole crop 
and feeds from damage by 
birds and animals

• ensures better preservation 
and reduce surface water

• eliminates the need for tyres 
and the potential to use fewer 
plastic sheets

• protects feeds from 
contamination and reduces 
diseases

• stops problems from wired 
cows and young stock

• reduces waste disposal and any 
charges

• helps achieve compliance 
with the Agricultural Waste 
Management Act

NoTyreTex is reusable, and with care, can last for over 15 years.



BRANCH

Safety around the home and business
It is extremely important that we are always aware of fi re safety and, of course, having the 
appropriate equipment to deal with a fi re should it break out in your home, business or farm.

1m x 1m

MVF CODE 28906

£15.48

12 months’ 
warranty

MVF CODE 59597

£37.92

MVF CODE 28909

£25.14

6kg

Suitable for fi res involving wood, paper, 
textiles, fl ammable liquids, gaseous fi res 

and live electrical equipment

2kg

MVF CODE 28908

£19.98

1kg

Prices include VAT where applicable

MVF CODE 28911

£43.20

Suitable for 
fi res involving 

fl ammable liquids 
and live electrical 

equipment.
2kg

£

MVF CODE 28910

£38.40

Suitable for fi res 
involving wood, 

paper and textiles.
9L

Water extinguishers
Water extinguishers are suitable for Class A 
fi res involving combustible materials such as 
wood, paper and textiles. Water is a fast and 
effi cient means of extinguishing these materials 
as it gives a rapid cooling effect. As a result, 
insuffi cient heat remains to sustain burning and 
continuous ignition ceases.

Fire blankets
Our Fire Blankets are made from a glass fi bre 
fabric, coated with fl ame retardant silicone 
rubber. The properties of glass fi bre blankets 
are well recognised. With the addition of 
silicone coating on both sides of the fabric, this 
greatly enhances its performance by reducing 
the risk of fl ammable vapours passing through 
it and re-igniting. All blankets comply with BS 
EN 1869: 1997 and are BSI kitemarked

Dry powder extinguishers
Powder extinguishers are suitable for use on 
Class A, B and Class C fi res involving fl ammable 
gases such as propane and butane. Powder 
is also highly effective for electrical hazards. 
This multi-purpose powder interferes with the 
combustion process and provides rapid fi re 
knock down.

Carbon dioxide extinguishers
Carbon Dioxide extinguishers are suitable for 
fi res involving fl ammable liquids and electrical 
hazards. The non-corrosive and non-conductive 
qualities of carbon dioxide make it an ideal 
choice for dealing with fi res involving electrical 
equipment and machinery.

The carbon dioxide used is a recovered 
industrial bi-product, thereby reducing carbon 
levels contributing to greenhouse effects.

Health and Safety and Risk Assessment courses
If you are interested in completing a Health, Safety and Risk Assessment course to make sure you 
are up to date with the latest legislations and regulations, Mole Valley Plus can offer discounted 
courses for members in the Devon, Dorset and Somerset areas. Call us on 01769 576201.

Smoke and carbon 
monoxide alarms

MVF CODE 1079496

BKR CO850MI mains 
alarm

£35.40
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The UK Fire Services offers lots of very 
helpful information and guidance 
on legislation. From barbecues to 

fuel storage, escape plans, types of 
extinguisher and vehicle fi res.

www.fi reservice.co.uk

Masterplug 
smoke alarm
DC operated, photo-

electric, battery powered

MVF CODE 1088000

£6.00

Carbon monoxide alarms
Fire Angel CO-9B battery 
operated alarm

£19.98

MVF CODE 1088808
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Luceco – A smarter use of electricity
There is an EU change in legislation on the sale of light bulbs coming 
into effect from September 2016 which means any light bulb sold must 
be of a B energy rating or higher. This will mean all traditional halogen 
and clear bulbs must comply with the higher energy rating (they are 
currently below a B rating with the exclusion of those with an R7 or G9- 
base unit). All units with a voltage above 60V will also be phased out 
before September 2016. Certain lines that we stock are classed as “rough 
service” and we can supply these up to 100W but we envisage that this 
will change with the next review of the legislation.

Late in 2014, we began to stock Luceco LED as LED is the technology 
which is replacing all other traditional light bulbs. The LED lamp range 
from Luceco provides outstanding value for money. Using the latest 
LED technology, their lamps provide up to 90% energy saving when 
compared to GU10 halogen and 10 times the life. The ‘Truefi t’ benefi t of 
Luceco LED lamps means you can change an individual bulb rather than 
the expense of changing all bulbs at one time. They have the same look 
and appearance as traditional lamps. LED lamps can be combined with 
fl uorescent or tungsten fi lament lamps, allowing gradual replacement over 
a period of time. There is no need to replace your fi ttings; just install your 
new LED lamps and start saving money.

LED lamps help save energy and money on electricity bills. Additional 
benefi ts include long life (over 25,000 hours), instant light output and 
no hot lamps. With the instant light, they also work very well in cold 
temperatures and are very suitable for use in sheds and outdoor fl ood 
lights.

Luceco lamps are available in GU10, MR16, Classic, Candle and Mini Globe 
styles, with the options of different cap sizes. GU10 lamps are available 
in colour temperatures of Warm (2700K) and Cool White (6000K), as 
well as different wattage outputs and come with a 3 year manufacturer’s 
guarantee. We stock 4ft and 5ft tubes in Cool or Warm and there will be 
further additions to the range in future. There is also a range of domestic 
guardian and commercial fl oodlights available and we have listed the two 
top selling domestic PIR units but they are also available without PIR in 
10w, 20w, 30w and 50w. The commercial fl oodlights are available in 25w, 
60w, 120w and 200w.

The bestselling lines are stocked but do ask in store if there are other 
requirements for your home or business and we will work with Luceco to 
see what options can be offered. 

When we tested the products, we had some great feedback and tips:

For the tubes
• The equivalent wattage output product to conventional tube in the Eco 

range is not as bright, so a trade up in wattage is required to maintain 
equivalent lumen performance.

• If replacing a single tube on a double fi tting, both tubes would need 
changing if conventional tubes are being replaced as the light emitted 
is very different and has the impression of being dull in comparison.

• The real bonus for the Eco tube is the almost instant light compared to  
a lag with conventional tubes.

For the domestic bulbs, check the packaging as the bulbs are available 
in dimmable and non-dimmable variations.

To show how good they are, Luceco have given us a competition prize to 
have your home kitted out in Luceco LED light bulbs worth at least £160 
(depending on light bulbs selected).

Terms & Conditions
Competition closes 31 May 2015. To enter, either hand in at your local branch or post to: Charmaine Reed, Mole Valley Farmers, Moorland 
House, Station Road, South Molton, Devon EX36 3BH. The winner will be notifi ed by 12 June 2015. Competition is not open to Mole Valley 
Farmers’ staff. For full terms and conditions see molevalleyfarmers.com

Name

Address

P/code

Email

Account no. Mobile no.

The benefi ts of Luceco LED lamps include energy saving, reduced electricity bills, long life, instant light output, 

no hot lamps and come with a 3 year manufacturers guarantee?     True or False     (Please circle)

Please tick here if you do not wish to 
receive any further mailings or special 
offers from Mole Valley Farmers

Have your 
home kitted out 
out in Luceco 
LED light bulbs*
*40 light bulbs in total and 
worth (depending on light bulbs 
selected) at least £160

GU10

Mini globe
Candle

MR16

Classic

For more information visit luceco.co.uk/led-lamps

   Visit luceco.co.uk to fi nd out more
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Pet parasites

All prices include VAT where applicable and offers are for May or whilst stocks last

Mole Valley Farmers Guide to Kitten Care and Guide to Puppy Care are available at all branches. 
Learn about settling your puppy or kitten in to a new home, vaccinations, training and behaviour, 
fl ea control and their nutrition and wellbeing.

PDF Copies of our guides are available online, look for the “guides” link near the bottom of the 
molevalleyfarmers.com home page, this link takes you to a wide selection of information available.
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There are an abundance of 
benefi ts we as humans gain 
from sharing our lives with our 
pets including companionship 
and increased exercise. It is 
however vital to be a responsible 
pet owner and treat our pets 
for parasites such as fl eas and 
worms, as they can pose a risk 
not only to our pets, but also to 
ourselves, family and livestock.

There are a number of different 
types of intestinal worm that can 
infect your dog. Roundworms 
are the most common parasitic 
worms found inside a dog or 

cat which may accidentally swallow infectious roundworm eggs from the 
environment. Humans can also pick up and swallow these roundworm 
eggs. Children can pick up eggs while playing outside so always ensure 
hands are washed before eating.

Worm facts:
• One female adult Toxocara roundworm can produce 85,000 eggs a day

• Eggs can take a few weeks to develop to an infectious stage and can then 
survive for at least one year under optimal circumstances

• Toxocara (Roundworm) eggs have been found in 1 in 5 soil samples taken 
from parks1

• Half of all dogs in one study were found to have parasite eggs in their coat2

Serious issues
Dogs can present a risk to livestock through transmission of certain 
tapeworms. The adult tapeworm lives inside the dogs gut and eggs are 
passed into the environment contaminating agricultural land. Your dog 
may be carrying these worms without showing any symptoms, so don’t 
assume he or she does not need worming. 

Dog faeces containing certain types of tapeworm eggs can cause serious 
diseases in sheep through the contamination of grass and water and have 
a huge impact on livestock. When swallowed by sheep the larval stages 
can cause serious problems such as impaired vision and neurological 
symptoms, and can even be fatal.

Some worms can also be passed through dog waste left on grazing land 
to other dogs and wildlife, so it is just as vital to clear up after you dog 
in the countryside as it is the town. The eggs of worms can survive on 
the ground for a very long time, so dog mess must even be cleared from 
fi elds that do not currently have livestock grazing in them.

RABBIT AWARENESS WEEK

9th-17 May

Learn more about rabbits, their welfare, 
what their behaviour means, how to look 
after them with correct diets and more 
rabbitawarenessweek.co.uk

Product Pack MVF 
Code Offer price Normal 

price

Drontal Puppy Suspension
50ml 54605 £11.04 £13.80

100ml 54606 £19.30 £24.12

Drontal Plus XL Dog, 
fl avoured bone

8pk 55923 £52.32 £65.40

2pk 55629 £14.40 £18.00

Drontal Plus Dog, 
fl avoured bone

6pk 57584 £14.69 £18.36

2pk 57583 £6.82 £8.52

Drontal XL Cat 2pk 52228 £6.62 £8.28

Drontal Cat 2pk 29969B £4.22 £5.28

SAVE 
20%

Frontline Spot-On 
6 pipettes

SAVE 
£5

Drontal for 
puppies, dogs 
and cats

Product MVF Code Offer price Normal price

Cat 32451B £18.52 £23.52

2-10kg Small Dog 32974B £24.40 £29.40

10-20kg Medium Dog 32455B £26.80 £31.80

20-40kg Large Dog 32453B £28.24 £33.24

40-60kg XLarge Dog 32837B £36.10 £41.10

It is important to keep your dog thoroughly wormed all year round. 
Worming your dog at least every three months not only benefi ts your pet, 
but also other dogs, people, wildlife and livestock.
1 Kirchheimer and Jacobs, Veterinary Record (2008)163, 394-395
2 Wolfe A,Wright IP.VET REC 154:208, 2004

Puppy and kitten guides

per 
tablet

GREAT 
VALUE

Molecare Dog Wormer
Individual tablets

MVF CODE 1086300

£2.00
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NEW AND EXCLUSIVE CLOTHING RANGE

MENS HOLNE JACKET
Sizes S-XXL.
Grey/Black. £49.99
• Waterproof and breathable fabric
• DuPont water repellent fi nish
• Concealed hood with adjustable and 

reinforced peak
• 2 lower pockets with hand warmer
• Zipped phone pocket
• Adjustable shockcord hem

MENS & LADIES DAINTON 
OUTDOOR TROUSERS
Mens sizes 30”- 40” waist 32” leg length. Black.
Ladies sizes 8-18. Grey.
£29.99
• Lightweight 4 way stretched fabric
• DuPont water repellent fi nish - helps water to run off 

the fabric
• Part elasticated waist
• 2 side pockets and 1 back pocket
• Comfortable fi t to ensure ease of movement

LADIES BRAMPTON JACKET
Sizes 8-18. Grey. £49.99
• Waterproof and breathable fabric
• DuPont water repellent fi nish
• Concealed hood with adjustable 

andreinforced peak and blue lining
• 2 side pockets
• Zipped phone pocket
• Adjustable shockcord hem

WOODY SHIRT
Sizes S-XXXL
Blue Stripe
£19.99
Men’s long sleeve shirt.
• 100% cotton
• Regular fi t
• Two back pleats for added 

comfort
• Classic collar
• Adjustable cuff
• Machine washable

LYNTON SHIRT
Sizes S-XXXL
Chambray Blue
£19.99
Men’s long sleeve shirt.
• 100% cotton
• Regular fi t
• Two back pleats for added 

comfort
• Classic collar
• Adjustable cuff
• Machine washable

ORLEY
SOFTSHELL
JACKET
Ladies sizes 8-18
Black.
£24.98
• Stretch windproof fabric
• Polar fl eece lining
• 2 zipped hand pockets and 

1 inner pocket
• Comfortable fi t
• Adjustable shockcord hem 

and adjustable cuffs

HAWKRIDGE
WELLINGTONS
Green and blue Sizes 4-12
Purple sizes 4-8
£40.00
• Fully waterproof natural rubber 

wellington
• Comfortable durable lining
• Gusset and buckle to adjust for 

comfort
• Deep tread for enhanced grip

See page 8 of our CountryStore Magazine for a competition to win a pair of Hawkridge wellingtons!

GREAT 
PRICE

Prices include VAT where applicable 33 MVF Newsletter 612
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Visit your local branch for 
a wide range of timber 
for your garden. From 
decking to fencing to 
gates and gate posts, 
spindles and newels, 
rustic sleepers and trellis.

Fiskars trim 
and shape 

shears
8” steel blades

SAVE
OVER 
45% 

MVF CODE 61297

£15.98

Blade tensioner. 
Non slip tubular 

handle for added 
grip. Normal price 

£29.99

Wilkinson Sword HALF 
PRICE 

MVF CODE 61835

£14.99

For trimming 
lawn edges 
and borders. 
Long handles 
to reduce back 
strain

Normal price 
£29.99
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long 
handled 

edging 
shears

850mm steel 
tubular handles

Staff will be pleased to help you work out what timber you need for 
a project. Bring your ideas and measurements of the work in to your 
local branch and talk through your requirements with us.

Wonky fence? Rotten timbers? Take advantage of better weather and plan a 
spruce up or even a brand new project for your garden.

Measure up the area you want to cover, decide what style and work out 
what your budget is, then come and have a look at the wide range of 
decking and components including deck boards, newel posts, spindles, 
hand and base rails kept in stock at your local Mole Valley Farmers branch. 
Alongside the timber, we also stock deck screws, fasteners and associated 
fi xings, along with saws, hammers, tool pouches, screwdrivers, drills and 
other tools you may need.

Feather edge, trellis, capping, gravel boards and sleepers are all kept in 
stock plus associated posts, rails and timbers. There is also a selection of 
wood preservatives and paint plus brushes and brush cleaners.

Project for the weekend?

MVF 
Code Item Description Size Price

21959

Decking boards
All our deck boards are 
produced from joinery grade 
redwood for quality and longlife

125mm x 38mm x 3.6m £6.93

14909 125mm x 38mm x 4.2m £8.08

21960 125mm x 38mm x 4.8m £9.23

22324 Decking hand rail 3.6m £9.15

22325 Decking base rail 3.6m £9.15

22326 Decking spindle 41mm x 41mm x 900mm £1.35

22328 Decking acorn post 1.25m £11.10

Plus all popular sizes decking screws in stock 

46522
Professional 
fencing lap panel

Sturdy, double framed 
professional lap panels

1.8m £17.20

46523 1.5m £15.00

46524 1.2m £13.80

51155

Elite St Melior 
fencing panel

A slatted panel with shoulders 
and a diamond trellis section 
at the top. Made from specially 
selected softwoods, planed and 
pressure treated for a longer life

1.8m £44.90

51156 1.05m £35.30

58355
Rustic sleeper Pressure treated softwood rustic 

sleeper
1.2m £10.40

58356 2.4m £18.20

47216

Trellis Heavy duty, 140mm squares

1.83m x 1.81m £18.85

47217 1.83m x 1.2m £13.80

47218 1.83m x 0.9m £11.50

47219 1.83m x 0.61m £9.20

MVF CODE 1089862

Cuprinol Decking 
Cleaner 2.5L

£10.39

Normal price 
£12.98
NoNNorororrmmalmal pprrrrppp iceicicecececececececeiceccecececeeceeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeiceeee 
££121212112.98.9898989898989999899899998999998999999888999899999998988888999999998899989888888998888888

Normal price 
£12.98

SAVE 
20%

Prices include VAT where applicable and offers are for May or whilst stocks last
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Cuprinol decking and fence care

SAVE 
30%

MVF CODES 1089857-61

SAVE 
30%

Cuprinol Decking 
Stain 

2.5L

£14.27
Normal price 
£20.39

MVF CODES 1089855-6

Cuprinol Deck Oil 
5L

£25.00
Normal price 
£33.32

MVF CODES 1089853-4, 
64588-90

SAVE 
25%

£6.98Normal price 
£9.98

Available in 
Cedar, Oak, 
Maple, Teak 
or Slate

Available in 
Natural or 
Natural Oak

Cuprinol Fence 
Care Less Mess

Available in 
Autumn Gold, 
Autumn Red, 
Woodland 
Green, Rustic 
Brown or Rich 
Oak
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Prices include VAT where applicable and offers are for May or whilst stocks last

Although March and April are probably the two busiest 
months in the garden, May is certainly not far behind as 
Spring enters full fl ow. The weather starts to warm up 
and once the likelihood of frost has passed, it is at last 
possible to plant out your summer bedding and tender 
vegetables. Be careful though, as there are still frosts in 
the early part of the month, so if you do feel tempted to 
start planting out early, be prepared to cover with frost 
fl eece or move inside if the temperature drops. 

May
in your garden

With plants beginning to grow 
vigorously, it is important to feed your 
roses, shrubs, hedging and border 
plants to replace the nutrients in the 
soil, with a general fertiliser such as 
Growmore or chicken manure pellets. 

Landshire poultry 
manure pellets

BUY 2 
for £12

£7.99 ea
10kg

33cm

York ribbed fl ower 
pot

MVF CODE 61615

BUY 1 
GET ONE 
FREE

£19.98

With barbecue weather upon us, come and see the 
range of charcoal and gas barbecues and  garden 

furniture available from your local branch
MVF CODE 1077227
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Slugs will also continue to be a problem so to make sure 
that your seedlings and young plants are not destroyed it 
is important to take some action now. 

We have a selection of products for slug control, 
including killers, such as Doff slug pellets, Slug Clear 
liquid or the child and pet friendly Slug Rid. 

Alternatively we stock a number of barriers that deter 
slugs rather than killing them, including copper tape, 
slug blocker and the new 3.5L Slug Gone, made from 
100% British Wool and is ideal for organic gardening.

These wool pellets are spread around the plants that you 
want to protect and as soon as water is added the fi bres 
swell to form a barrier or insulation blanket. When slugs 

climb onto the fi bres it irritates 
the slug’s foot and causes 
it to seek easier feeding 
elsewhere. The pellets, once 
they swell to form a mat, act 
as a mulch, absorbing and 
retaining moisture and helping 
to suppress weeds. The pellets 
then biodegrade over 6 to 
14 months releasing organic 
nutrients into the soil.

Now is the time t start checking for greenfl y 
and other aphids and either pick them off or 
spray with a suitable spray, such as Provado 
or Bug Clear, remembering to check the 
packaging to ensure that they cover the 
pests that you are trying to control and 
the plants that you are spraying. Provado, 
being a systemic pesticide, controls pests 

for up to 6 weeks so is ideal as 
a preventative control for many 
sap sucking pests.

In the vegetable garden you should sow rows of peas 
and mangetout and fi nish planting your main crop 
potatoes. Early May is also a good time to sow many 

seeds outside, such as beetroot, 
broad beans, brussel sprouts, 
cabbage, carrots, swede, lettuces 
and turnips.

It is not only shrubs and lawns that 
are growing at this time of the year, as 
all around the garden weeds are also 
bursting through.

There are a number of ways to control 
these weeds, from physical barriers, 
such as weed control fabric to chemical 
controls, such as weedkillers. 

Weed control fabric is porous, so that 
it lets water through to the shrubs and 
plants, but stops weeds from growing. It 
is an ideal method for controlling weeds 
without the use of chemicals.

Your lawn also needs feeding to ensure that it 
stays green and healthy. If it is like mine and 
has a signifi cant amount of weeds and moss, 
then the ideal product is Westland lawn feed, 
weed and moss killer which we have available 
in 80sqm, 150sqm and 500sqm sizes. 

Lawncare

4 months feed and superior 
moisture control

All prices include VAT where applicable and offers are for May or whilst stocks last
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Weed woes

With the weather warming up and the chances of 
frost diminishing, May is the month when many of 
us, especially those without greenhouses, plant up 
our tubs and hanging baskets. Use the Westland 
Gro-sure Container & Basket compost as this will 
mean that you need to water your baskets less 
often than with standard compost and also, thanks 
to the 4 months feed they will need feeding less 
often as well.

MVF CODE 1077219

BUY 2 
for £10

£5.99 ea

Gro-Sure all purpose compost

This month you should sow hardy annuals in any gaps in your shrub 
beds for a splash of colour this summer. Also plant out and train 
sweet peas around 6” apart at the base of trellis or netting, tying in 
the fi rst shoots to get them started. We stock a wide range of wire, 
canes, stakes, trellis, fencing and netting for helping to support your 
climbers and herbaceous plants. 

Weed control fabric
Suppresses weeds without the use of chemicals. Allows air, water and 
nutrients to penetrate but not weeds 1m x 15m

ng for h

500sq.m

Westland lawn 
feed, weed and 
mosskiller

MVF CODE 24097

BUY 2 
for £36

£19.99 ea

MVF CODES 3442-6

£2.29-£9.49

Garden net
Green extruded plastic with 15mm 
diamond mesh. In sizes 3m x 2m, 
6m x 2m, 6m x 4m and 10m x 4m.

MVF CODE 53372 £9.98

BUY1 
GET ONE
FREE

MVF CODE 1089982

£19.98

SAVE 
£8

Weedol Pathclear 
Ready to Use 5L

Normal price 
£27.98

MVF CODE 1089843
£4.99
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All prices include VAT where applicable and offers are for May or whilst stocks last

Electric grass trimmers
These are light, quiet and comfortable. 
Designed for use around the home and garden. 

Petrol grass trimmers

Tools to 
help around 
the garden

Stihl FS55 2 stroke 
brushcutter 
• Entry level 

brushcutter

• 27.2cc engine

• 2 mix technology 
means up to 20% less 
fuel used and up to 
70% less emissions 

• Straight shaft with 
‘bike handle’ style

• Complete with 
mowing head

Stihl FS40 2 stroke grass 
strimmer
• Simplifi ed start system

• Ideal for hard to reach 
areas

• Suitable for mowing 
smaller areas of grass

• 27.2cc engine

• 2 mix technology 
means up to 20% 
less fuel used 
and up to 70% 
less emissions 

For the keen gardener and people involved 
in ground care then Stihl Kombi system may 
be worth considering. Whether it’s mowing 
a lawn, footpath to be swept, tree to be 
pruned, hedge to be trimmed.

All you need to do is purchase the engine 
unit (six engine sizes available) then choose 
the tool you require.

Stihl Kombi system

MVF CODE 
55941 £163.80 MVF CODE 

55942 £246.00

h 

g 
rass

y 
% 

£££££163.8MVF CODE 
1076432 £75.00

Stihl FSE52 
• For trimming and thinning 

jobs in the garden

• Telescopic loop handle

• Spaced bracket to protect 
trees

• Pivoting mowing head

MVF CODE 43409

£198.00

Kombi KM56 R-CE engine

MVF CODE 29552

£236.28

135° hedge trimmer 

MVF CODE 27441

£170.28

Pole pruner

Kombi system attachments
Brushcutter with 
mowing head

Brushcutter with 
grass cutting blade

MVF CODE 27446

£132.60

MVF CODE 27445

£119.40

We have a wide range of lawnmowers including ride on, petrol driven and electric in stock

Shaft extension 
for use with 135° 
hedge trimmer 
£83.64
(MVF CODE 42468)
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Winners one and all!

Mole Valley Plus held a prize 
draw competition throughout 
the 2014 show season with 
the chance to win a Tru-Test 
Weigh System Eziweigh7 
plus 600mp loadbars worth 
in excess of £1500 kindly 
donated by Ritchey. 

Our picture shows prize 
winner was Mr Hitt being 
presented with his prize by 
Tru-Test technical product 
sales manager John 
Garthwaite. 

Our online competition to win a framed, limited edition Butcher’s Cuts 
print plus a box of delicious organic beef from the Well Hung Meat 
Company (www.wellhungmeat.com), has been won and we offer our 
congratulations to:

 - Alex Minton from Bristol

 - Hazel Rea from Essex

 - Mrs Whistance from Wales

The competition was held to raise the profi le of The Farming Community 
Network Charity (FCN). FCN strives to make itself known to anyone in the 
farming community who might need their help, or wish to support them. 
FCN has a clear Christian ethos in everything it does, although its services 
are available to those of all faiths, or none, in a non-judgmental manner. 

The charity is run entirely by volunteers who are all actively involved 
in the agricultural sector. Their role is to offer support and assistance 
to farming families who are in need of practical, business assistance or 
personal support for family or even health issues. 

The FCN are organising a day trip to 
Lundy island, just off the coast of 
north Devon on 19 June. More details 
on the back page of this newsletter, 
and we would recommend the 
excursion as a great day out to this 
unusual and interesting island.

To fi nd out about the 
Farming Community Network 
charity go to fcn.org.uk

Galway bound

On 1 June, horse trainer,
 Emma Massingale will be arriving on a 

remote, uninhabited Irish island off the 
coast of County Galway, with just six 
indigenous ponies for company. 

While four of these will be Connemaras 
from Emma’s existing Liberty team, 
(Atlantis, Nahla, Comet and Calypso) 
two will be unhandled youngsters 
purchased fresh from the pony sales 
at Clifden, Ireland. Her overall aim 

is to show how, contrary to thousands of years of tradition, force is not 
necessary when training these sensitive animals.

Emma, who is based near Holsworthy, Devon, will be training her two 
new ponies at liberty, without utilising any equipment, such as halters, 
lead ropes, saddles and bridles, which are usually considered vital. 

While on Freaghillaun South, Emma will begin building her relationship 
with the new ponies. However, the challenge she has set herself is 
daunting, as she will be working single handed on the 70 acre island, 
without the benefi t of any facilities such as stables or training arenas.  
Emma won’t even take large supplies of food or water, as she intends to 
catch fi sh, crabs and lobster from her stand up paddleboard, and fi lter 
spring water to drink. With just a tent to call home for a month and a 
camping stove, this is certainly not for the faint hearted. 

The Island Project was conceived by Emma, to push herself to her 
personal limits, while also demonstrating the power of the extraordinary 
bond she forges with her ponies and horses. It will be fi lmed and 
eventually televised, but Emma herself has editorial control, as she 
emphasises that this must be a true record of her relationship with her 
ponies, her solitary survival and the inevitable highs and lows that will 
need to be encountered and overcome. Island Cam will also be up and 
running, so social media fans can follow her trials and tribulations in real 
time.

Mole Valley Farmers have been delighted to work with Emma for some 
time and are pleased to be able to help realise her island dream by 
sponsoring her adventure.

Beef print and organic 
meat box competition

Tru-Test weigh system winner

Woodland capital grants are open for 
applications with deadlines of 30 June for:
• woodland management plans 
• plant health  
Latest information from Defra. 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/cap-
reform-february-2015-update
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SMALL ADS

For Sale
Machinery
Quality new & used farm equipment & 
attachments from Moulton, Albutt, Quicke, 
Trenona, Chilton, Logic & others. For info 
visit www.blackdownfarmservices.co.uk 
call Taunton.  01823 429431
KTM Machinery tractor log splitters, 10T 
£445, 14T £595, 18T £745, 26T towable 
diesel log splitter £2250, chain harrows 
from 4' - 20' trailed or mounted, 8" tractor 
mounted PTO driven wood chipper 
£1475, tractor mounted pallet forks £220, 
Major saw bench tractor mounted PTO 
driven £1365, Rosselli saw bench tractor 
mounted PTO driven £1200. All prices are 
inc VAT & free UK Mainland delivery.   
 ktmmachinery@Hotmail.co.uk  
 www.ktmmachinery.co.uk 
  07968 183358 / 01409 259986
New chain harrows. Range of sizes, 
suit tractor/quad/4x4 from £150. Framed 
sets from £325. Grass tine harrows 4' 
£385, 6' £485, 8' £585, 12' folding frame 
£995. New rollers 4' £595, 5' £695, 
6'6" £795. Fert/seed spinners £340. 
Comprehensive range of machinery for 
farmers & smallholders including toppers, 
trailers, transport boxes, box graders, 
sawbenches, logsplitters, hedgetrimmers, 
rotovators, haymaking machinery; drum 
mowers, balers etc & much more  www.
cowlingagri.com. For free brochure kim@
cowlingagri.co.uk or call 01458 250978
MF 735 loader with bucket £70 + VAT.  
  01823 672244
Redrock diet feeders, sheargrabs etc., 
Herron dump trailers, low loaders. Call 
Brian Anning.  07779 143439
Ford 4610 good cond good tyres all round 
£4500ono. Penzance  07768 782450
A S Marston 10T silage trailer, 1998 super 
singles, re-lined brakes & grain door inc. 
£5250 ono. 01288 381409
9’ pasture topper, LSM, vgc, c/w end 
hitch kit for narrow gateways, £950. 
Barnstaple.  07840 189043
International baler for repair or spares 
£50 + VAT, set of grain sides for Teagle 
Super 7 trailer £100 + VAT. 01823 672386
Ifor Williams twin axel livestock trailer 10’ 
long new aluminium floor & jokey wheel. 
£600.  01404 891605

Al-KO Scythe Mower BM5001-RII 102cm 
blade with reverse gear. Less than 1 
days use & in as new condition. £875. A 
fantastic saving on new price of £1209. 
Holsworthy.   01409 241276
Burdens 4 row transplanter for bare root 
or modules. Taunton area.  
  07966 422641 / 01823 253808
Husqvarna CTH222T, garden tractor, 
Kawasaki engine 22hp petrol exc cond. 
£2400 inc VAT, hydrostatic transmission, 
3 different cutting systems, 2 blades, deck 
42"/107cm, cutting height 38 - 102mm 1 
owner used for 3.5 seasons. Liskeard, 
Cornwall.   07740 610835
Refurbished bulk milk tanks for sale. 
20000ltr new Roka, 14000ltr Roka, 8200 
ltr Fullwood Packo D/X, 7500ltr Delaval, 
6000ltr Roka, 6000ltr Fabdec – only 5 
yrs old, 6000ltr Fabdec, 6000ltr Mueller, 
5000ltr Fabdec, 5000ltr Mueller + new 
wash/cooling controller,  4000ltr Mueller, 
4000ltr Delaval, 4000ltr Fabdec, 4000ltr 
Delaval + almost new Mueller washer, 
3800ltr Packo Fullwood RMIB, 3800ltr 
Vaccar, 3200ltr Packo Fullwood open top, 
3000ltr Mueller, 2500ltr Manus / Delaval, 
2200ltr Packo Fullwood RMIB,  ½ Ton 
+ 1 Ton refurbished ice builders for up 
to 7000ltrs per day, 2 Ton ice builder 
for up to 14000ltrs per day, main dealer 
for new Roka milk cooling systems, 
talk to us about our “green machine” 
heat recovery system.  With almost all 
installations returning a 30-50% return on 
investment, can you afford not to install 
it on your dairy farm? Please see www.
southwestrefrigeration.co.uk for more info 
or call S.W Refrigeration specialising in 
“On farm cooling equipment”  
  01392 210344 or Paul on 07974 140949 
Large selection of Quicke loaders, 
buckets, grabs, pallet forks etc. Taunton. 
www.parristractors.com     07932 775676
New 40hp Landlegend tractor with 4in1 
loader. 4x4. Easily lifts large silage bales. 
Choice of turf, agri, wide agri tyres. Only 
£9100 + VAT. www.cowlingagri.com Huge 
selection of new & used tractors in stock. 
Complete range of machinery.   
Tel:  01458 250978 / 07813 847128
Trailer 4 Ton tipping. Rebuilt £950 no VAT. 
Launceston. 01566 880131
Workshop operators & parts manuals for 
many tractors, balers, combines, mowers 
& other machines. All ages  & makes.    
 07831 256933

Compact tractors new & used 16-50hp. 
Over 70 in stock. Kubota, Yanmar, 
Iseki, Mitsubishi, Landlegend, Mahindra, 
Siromer. Nationwide delivery. Visit www.
cowlingagri.com or email/call for free 
stocklist & machinery brochure.     kim@
cowlingagri.co.uk  01458 250978
Amazon ZA-M Novis 1500 fert spreader, 
12-24m spread, complete with hopper 
extension & cover, lights & mudflaps, 
holds 3 bags, no cracks, very tidy & ready 
to work. £1750 ono + VAT.  
  01398 341217 / 07770 814179
John Deere 3040 4WD 1986 (C) feeder 
wagon tractor air seat reg maintained. 1 
owner. £6750.  01935 872586
Drum mower ex demo mowed 15 acres. 
5' cut £1150 no VAT. New 5'-6'-7' mowers 
available soon. Plus 30kg fert spreaders 
+ 400 - 1000L sprayers. 01566 880131
Vitara van diesel good runner taxed 
as tractor with 2nd identical vehicle for 
spares all for £500 ono.  01598 740578  
  eve/ w/ends 01598 740330
Einbock 5M folding grass harrow, good 
order, ideal for repairing & reseeding, 
£1500 ono.   01404 871216
Peugeot Partner Escapade 1.6 HDi 2006, 
125k miles. MoT until March 2016. 1 
owner from new. Fully serviced every 
year. 2 new front tyres, brand new battery. 
Dented rear door but still works perfectly 
hence price: £1995 + VAT. Holsworthy 
area.  01409 254421 / 07947 079231
Volvo 5 Ton rubber tyre 360 excavator 
year 2004 working cond some buckets 
£8500 + VAT. Somerset. 07774 676434 
Logic MFG 300 flail mower, new clutch, 
regularly serviced, good order, £500 ono.  
 01404 871216
Weight & frame for Case or McCormick 
£450 ono, haybob 300 £450, 5’ loader 
bucket £350 ono Liskeard area. 
  07890 104221
International 856XL. 4WD 5133hrs. B 
reg. Full front weights & good tyres. 
£6500.  07966 530811
Allen Commander 18hp hydrostatic 
ride on mower - front 44" mulching cut. 
In good order with new belts, blades, 
battery. Many spares included. £450 
Wellington area.  01823 672123
Landrover 90 defender.  TD5, 06 plate 
hard top ,114k miles with county pack in 
tongan green. Goodyear G90 tyres on 
steel rims, sun roof electric windows, 1 
owner since new. £6500 + VAT.   
 East Devon 07970 119407

A/S Marston 8Ton grain & silage trailer, up 
& over silage door, grain door with chute, 
good tyres & brakes, lights all working, 
solid trailer in tidy order. £3750 ono + 
VAT.        01398 341217 / 07770 814179
Bale wrapper Lawrence Edwards £789.   
 01300 341250
Valmet 4WD tractor fitted Chiltern loader 
75HP 1998 £7950 +VAT. Claas liner 
430S grass rake very little use excellent 
condition £3950 + VAT. Riko tedder 4 rotar 
hydraulic fold £600 + VAT.  
Bude area.  07866 459093
Land Rover 90 TD5 2006, hardtop, county 
pack, low mileage, excellent cond, always 
garaged. POA.  
          01823 421681 / 07860 401407
Vicon RF124, opticut round baler, Astwell 
170 sward wilter. 07966 369560
Enibock Grass Manager 300 – 2 sections 
- working width 10', as new £1650 ono  no 
VAT.  07583 240817
Nissan Terrano 3 door, 2001 regd, 98k 
miles, diesel, red colour, ex cond. for age. 
2 new tyres. AC, fitted tow bar, serviced. 
£2000 ono.  01363 83836
Massey sunshine binder, power drive, 
new canvases. MF no. 10 baler, old but 
vgc. Somerset.     07836 565458
Keenan Klassic 140, 2003, 6 paddle, 
£3500, Helston area.  07815 136015
Lawnflite 903GLT ride-on mower, 3 yrs 
old, good condition £900 ono.  
  01884 259196 / 07967 276319
Vicon DMP 2401 mower conditioner.
Fransgard RV390 hayturner. Both in good 
condition.  07889 825796
John Deere 1065 combine, 12' header, 
2377hrs, £7500 Farmmac 1300 gallon 
vacuum tanker £1000 Pottinger 3m power 
harrow £1000 Bodmin.      07836 552642 
McConnell all work saw bench good 
blade. £900 ono.  01637 880305
Mountfield ride on lawnmower 13hp, 33" 
cut, hydro. Very efficient, 2yrs old. £875.  
 01398 361202
MF30 drill 4m, transport kit, following 
harrow, tramlines vgc ready to go. Ripvator 
RFL 1500 tractor mounted forklift. Stocks 
dual wheels. Walthambury 3m bagging 
line conveyor. Bamford roller mill on stand. 
Evans & Pearce slug pellet applicator.   
 01458 272091 / 07850 310998
Tractor 28hp 4wd 16 gears 2 speed 
PTO  diflock good tyres, front loader + 
bucket, forks, bale spike. Taxed Chinese 
manufacture £3950.  07859 414285
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Burgon & Ball
sheep shear 

single bow - 5½"

MVF CODE 25412

£16.15

Burgon & Ball
sheep shear

Drummer Boy

MVF CODE 25414

£16.70

Burgon & Ball 
sheep shear 

double bow bent 5½"

MVF CODE 55460

£17.45

FARMING

Supersharp
footrot 
shears
only 
£2.50 

when you buy any 
Burgon & Ball hand 

shear

Sheep shear offers for May

The world's best selling 
sheep shear. 

Double bow with red 
painted handles.

Double bow handle 
provides softer 
squeeze.

MVF CODE 2541

£16.70

sheep shear. 

Double bow with red 
painted handles.

.

We have a wider selection of shears on offer this month, please contact your local branch to find out moreW
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SMALL ADS

For Sale
Livestock
Rull Aberdeen Angus, young bulls 
ready to work, well fleshed, member of 
SAC Health Scheme, BVD & Johnes 
accredited. Cullompton.      01884 34981
Westwilmer ped Ab Angus, selection of 
bulls & females, good conformation, very 
quiet. Breedplan recorded, FABBL, Herd 
Health scheme.   
Porlock, Somerset. 01643 862524
Ped. Aberdeen Angus quality bulls &   
females. Easy calving; gd growth rate 
& conformation. Very quiet. Premium 
cattle health scheme. FABBL. Breedplan. 
TB free. Irwin Rowe, Bosullow Herd.  
Zennorbells@yahoo.co.uk 01736 364070
British/Belgian Blue ped bulls & heifers. 
Breeders of Genus’ NewPole Easy & 
Semex’s NewPole Chalky White. 
Coloured & white bulls available -  
 www.newpole.co.uk  
 07885 721217 / 01823 673314
Meldon Charolais, selection of quality 
young bulls. BVD & Lepto vac Phil 
Heard.   07966 522363 / 01837 52409
Selection of home bred ped Aberdeen 
Angus bulls, enquiries welcome.  
 07970 979819 / 01963 31771
British Blue bulls, top quality, sensibly 
priced, easy calving from Stoneleigh 
Herd. Haste.  
 01409 281230 / 07967 023680 / 683
Ped Aberdeen Angus bulls, traditional 
well fleshed type for easier calving. 
Taunton area. www.kingston-angus.co.uk 
 01823 451619
Nealford Limousins, quality young bulls. 
High EBVs, Lepto & BVD vaccinated. 
SAC healthplan. Also selection of ped 
females. JH Neale.  
 01566 772919 /  07929 662074
Killiworgie Simmentals, quality bulls from 
12-24 mths, good EBVs, members of 
HiHealth, BVD accredited, also selection 
of females. Mid Cornwall. For details 
& photos email steveandgill@killiworgie.
co.uk  or call Steve.  01637 880523
Ped Red Ruby Devon bulls & heifers, top 
bloodline.  01271 867285
Ped Charolais bulls, 23 mths old, easy 
calving strain, breeder, Taunton.  
 01823 430764 / 07740 087552
Priorton Ruby Devons & Simmentals  
2013 born bulls ready to work. Quiet, well 
grown, halter trained. Hi Health status, 
IBR, BVD vac, semen tested. Mid Devon. 
John May.  01363 772685 
Lakemead pure British Friesian bulls for 
fertility, longevity & male calf value.  
Jon Wilson  07768 943380
Llanwenogs for economy ease of 
management & excellent quality meat 
see us at Sheep South West 16th June. 
  01837 840714
Exmoor Aberdeen Angus. Bulls & heifers. 
Easy calving, bulls are ideal for dairy 
heifers. Check breeding, EBV & photos 
on our website or Facebook page. 
SW winner Aberdeen Angus stock bull 
2014 exmoorangus.com email oliver@
westermill.com or call. 07970 594808
Alpacas, beautiful quality, various colours, 
wonderful fleece, pregnant females, 
guard & companion boys, young healthy 
stock, BAS reg, all husbandry given. 
Affordable sensible prices.   
 07801 734823 / 07768 932424
Oak Royal Holstein Friesians well bred 
service age bulls suitable for cows or 
heifers.   
Dennis Smith, Exeter.  07870 645978

Ped Charolais bull good conformation 
Hi Herd health, halter trained quiet. 
Bridgwater area   07801 100266
Ped Poll Dorset shearlings & older/
ex-stock rams available from April. Signet 
recorded. M.V. Accredited. Various 
prices.  01409 231291
Stabiliser & Gelbvieh bulls in health 
scheme very well grown & quiet. Also 
heifers.  01392 434056
Woodington ped Angus. Quality young 
bulls & females, bred for easy calving & 
fast growth. Biobest, Hihealth, vac BVD. 
Closed herd over 20yrs.   
Mid Devon. 01884 860606
Holstein Freisian bulls well grown & ready 
for work Jerry Palmer.  07854 810584
North Devon ped bull & heifers 2yr old 
bull, bulling heifers & in-calf heifers, good 
traditional Red Ruby Devon bloodline. 
etc188@btinternet.com  01326 280188
Speckledy, Rhode Rock, Light Sussex, 
Bluebelle, Rhode Island Red & Fenton 
Blue, also drinkers, feeders, chicken food, 
egg-boxes, straw etc. www.fentonpoultry.
co.uk.  01823 672075 / 07779 247805
Poll Dorset rams born & raised out on 
grass  Sep 2013 & Sep 2014. Signet 
recorded with impressive figures full 
pedigrees www.greatgarlandhayes.com 
Langford. 01823 680086 
2 outstanding young Devon Bulls. 
Registered. Tested negative & vaccinated 
BVD. Great depth of pedigree with a lot of 
excellent & very good.   
 john@prideauxoffice.com 
  07767 447183 / 01643 841327
Day old goslings commercial white 
available April onwards.  07590 266902
Frenchstone Herefords ped bulls & 
heifers all from reserve bull of the yr 2012 
excellent conformation from clear health 
tested herd.  01769 579460 / 572294
Bulls ped Simmental bulls galore. Top 
notch quality. Very good conformation. 
Member of Hi Health Scheme. Accredited 
for BVD & Johnes. Prices to suit all 
pockets.   
R H Widdicombe T. N  01803 732277
Ped Poll Dorset shearlings. Signet 
recorded. M.V Accredited. Upto 50 
available from April/May.     01409 231291
Ped regd & recorded Hereford bulls, 
various ages warranted for all systems. 
Females usually available. 01460 234394
Donkeys, 3 miniture jennys 2 geldings 
from regd stock. 3 standard jennys, also 
3 jacks 10mths.   
 01237 472201 / 07779 488445
Cornbel ped polled Herefords, bulls & 
females of all ages. Closed herd, high 
health scheme, EBV’s nr Illminster.  
 01823 480321 / 07917 583637
Young A-A bulls from the Gear Herd. Elite 
Health status. Good conformation & easy 
fleshing. Good birth weights. Breedplan 
recorded. 01736 795471
Free range Utility Rhode Island Red 
hatching eggs. Can be posted to any UK 
address. Please call Lansdown Poultry 
Farm on   01225 334819 / 07592 449826
Stockleigh ped, Beef Shorthorns, 
SAC HiHealth scheme, BVD, Lepto, 
IBR, Johne’s, young polled bulls. Call 
Anthony.  01363 866541 / 07764 354412
Blonde d' Aquitaine bulls.   01769 580692
Killerton Limousin ped bulls, 16 - 25 
mths old, + 5yrs old stock bull all, quiet, 
good EBV's, easy calving. In cattle health 
scheme. Lepto & BVD vacc., semen 
tested. Patrick Greed. Exeter. 
  01392 841228 / 07850 952983
Kune Kune pigs, free to a good home.   
 01398 341128 / 07831 829190
200 sheep couples, born Apr. Totnes.   
 07891 633564

Pedigree & pet female pygmy goats. 
Various ages & colours including this yrs 
kids. 01363 866204 / 07837 923365
Top quality, grass reared, pheasant & 
partridge poults, over 30yrs experience, 
orders now taken for 2015 season.  
 07795 927677 / 01237 425086
Fleckvieh stock bulls out of high quality 
dams by top German sires. Elite 
Fleckvieh semen always available. Try 
some German engineering on your herd! 
Call Tom Voizey.        07967 816675
Hampshire Down. Choose a proven 
native breed ram for your commercial 
flock. Easy lambing, quick to suck, fast 
growing on grass with good conformation. 
The Hampshire has it all! Shearling rams 
& ewes & ram lambs for sale from the 
prize winning Millfields flock. Signet 
referenced, Heptavac, foot vac etc. Geoff 
& Jean Boyles g.boyles@btopenworld.
com. 01884 861398
South Devon bull, 30mths, quiet, ped not 
regd.  01823 253808 / 07966 422641
Mallard poults, grass reared orders now 
taken for this season.  07967 595666
Suffolk Punch gelding, Merrijohn Boris 
DoB 21/6/2013. Sire Randy Hiscock’s 
Garrettlands Golden Eagle, dam 
Debenmaisey.  
 07779 944737 / 01409 271199
Grass reared pheasant poults available 
July, Aug competitive price.  
 07863 360647
Ped Limousin bull born 2008 very good 
natured & excellent conformation & easy 
calving offspring can be seen.  
  01769 550357 / 07778 690773
Colhayne Aberdeen Angus bulls, easy 
calving AI sires, breedplan recorded, 
very high EBV's, SAC premium health 
scheme. B.S & V.J Fry, Axminster.  
 01404 831103 / 07969 604287
Small herd of ped Highland cattle. 5 yr old 
bull (yellow- throws white calves) 5 senior 
cows due to calve in May. 3 x 3yr old 
heifers now running with bull, 5 yearling 
bulls, 1 yearling heifer. Nr Wellington.  
   01823 680307 / 07970 650031
Miniature Mediterranean donkeys. Show 
quality but also adorable pets for the 
family as well as for the holiday trade.   
 More info www.highfield.eu/animals  
 07963 646402
Hereford bulls, traditional style, Jack 
(horned) Jay Jay (polled) 3yrs old, 
registered, lovely colour, conformation & 
temperament. Naturally reared from small 
non-commercial herd. Sensible prices. 
Wellington.  01823 663450
British Blue quality recorded bulls, from 
the Coldridge herd.  
 01363 83807 / 07790 386309
Ped Aberdeen Angus bulls, 21 mths, IBR 
& BVD vacc, Johnes accredited.   
 01769 550745
Ped Aberdeen Angus bulls, 18 - 24mths, 
modern & traditional styles, strong forward 
bulls ready for work, health accredited.    
 01398 341217 / 07770 814179
10 organic ewes with lambs at foot.  In 
Heptavac P system. 01409 211236
Pure Jacob ewes with lambs at foot. 
North Devon.  07817 881301
Bees for sale £250 per colony + 1 super 
Julian Willford.  01643 841555
Snipelands ped polled Hereford bulls. 
Excellent ped 23-24mths old. Nice 
length &  dark colour Sire - Maxstoke 1 
Lionheart.  01934 712279 / 07729 625888
Aberdeen Angus, selection of pedigree 
young bulls & yearling heifers. Closed 
heard, TB tested & ready to move. Top AI 
sires used.01460 221763 / 07887 572908
Collie x lab puppies (lollies). Ready in 
May. £150.  01598 741162
Ped Limousin bulls, 18-24 mths. Where 
rumps are trumps. Lepto & BVD vac. 
John Robinson.  01363 866310

Marshall 7.5 cube rota spreader. Vicon 
PS1154 fert spinner. Choice of 165 & 185 
2 drum mowers. Choice of single rota 
rakes, PZ300 haybobs, Pottinger, Kuhn, 
Reco Fella 4 & 6 rota tedders. Chain 
harrows 14' mounted. Call anytime.   
      01769 550623 / 07770 782238
Tyres 2- 18.4.38, 2 -18.4.34, 1 -16.9.38, 2 
-14.9.28, 2 -18.4.26,        07831 172896   
 01398 323864 /351308
Leyland Daf N reg horsebox/lorry 7649 
genuine miles MoT May carries 3 ponies / 
2 horses, gwo. Nr Bude £8000ono.   
 07792 281030
PTO driven corn blower mounted on 
trailer, spares or repair £80, JF forage 
harvester, spares or repair. £80, triple k 
to suit MF135 £320, 3no. front weights for 
MF135 £30.  07971 233762
Pair 16.9 R34 rear tyres, lots of tread, 
£400 + VAT. Also pair 14 x 34 wheels to fit 
Ford £300 + VAT.  01823 662151
Tarrup 622B forager, serviced & barn 
stored, nr Taunton.  07974 815673
Marshall 60 cubic yard rota spreader, new 
lid & chains. Gwo £1525 + VAT. Tarrup 315 
mower conditioner, hydraulic folding, gwo 
£850 + VAT.   
S. Devon  07970 471773
BS fert spreader like Vicon, £350. Claas 
Rollant 44 round baler £1250. No VAT. 
Churchill.  07504 334797
Graham Edward 14’ tri axel cattle/sheep 
trailer with folding decks & sheep partition 
gate in exc cond very genuine sale 
£3750.  01823 681549 / 07860 802355
Teagle crop drying fan 3pt linkage pto 
driven used for drying hay, root crops & 
corn £500 +VAT.  07989 587388
Pottinger hit 69 6 star tedder gwo £3000 
ono, NH 376 small baler gwo £900 ono, 
PZ300 haybob, new gates, £300, 16’ bale 
trailer steel chassis & laides £300.  
All +VAT.   01823 663855
Set of stocks row crop wheels to fit New 
Holland 11.2/R48, 11.2/R32, Alliance tyres 
£2250. Fullwood plate cooler £750.   
 01208 850259 / 07788 562952
Case 580G wheel digger. 4WD, 
extendahoe, 4 in 1, 4 buckets. 1983, 7200 
hrs, capable digger, £4250 + VAT.  
  07970 641042 / 01364 652449
Ford 550 digger in working order; good 
tyres £2750 + VAT. Bideford area.   
 01237 473338
Stock box 6' wide new galv. steel. Also 2 + 
3 man work platforms. HSE compliant.  
 01566 880131
Toyota HiLux 2.4 Td, Y reg, 4 x 4 reliable 
work horse complete with new tyres & 
clutch. Ifor Williams canopy genuine 
reason for sale £3500 + VAT.   
 07989 587388
John Deere 1640 c/w Quicke loader - 
good tyres - £4250 + VAT.   
Bideford area.  01237 473338
For restoration wheel horse comando 7 
unidrive Kohler engine £100.   
 01566 880131
Bale trailer 7’6 by 20’ needs new floor 
£300.  01392 832317
Nissan Navara 54, crew cab pick up 5 
mnth MoT, carry boy canopy £3500 ono.  
 01823 336445 / 07845 893122
12' Ifor Williams trailer c/w new sheep 
decks, hitch lock & spare wheel. Fully 
serviced. £2495ono.  
Exeter. 01392 875952
Toyota HiLux 2.5 extra cab, 58K miles, full 
service history & long MoT. Very good BF 
Goodrich tyres, v reliable. £10k + VAT.   
 01598 710202
Kioti CS2610 Compact Tractor. May 2013. 
165hrs. Lawn tyres. Robust machine in 
as new condition. Suit smallholder. Save 
£4000+ on new price. £6000 + VAT.   
 07971 233762
Vicon 185 drum mower, good cond, £950. 
Barnstaple.  07840 189043

Taarup kverneland 10x flywheel forager, 
1999, metal detector, chute extension, 
2m pick up, hydraulic drawbar, PUH, high 
output forager in lovely condition & ready 
for work. £8850 ono + VAT.   
 01398 341217 / 07770 814179
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SMALL ADS

For Sale
Miscellaneous
Low cost polycarbonate panels for 
conservatories, car ports, canopy roofs, 
windows, tractors, greenhouses etc. We 
supply multiwall, corrugated & solid sheet 
cut to order at competitive prices. Fitting 
service available. Glazing bars, carports 
& DIY secondary glazing also available  
at  Omega  Plastics. South Molton.   
www.omegabuild.com  01769 574426
Crash barriers, RSJ’s, sleepers, crossing 
timbers / telegraph poles.  01458 832976
Rayburn, solid fuel model, Regent. Royale 
MF Supreme. Sales, repairs, restorations 
& new boilers, various colours in stock.  
Call  07792 755103
The static caravan specialists, ideal 
accommodation for farmworkers, hands 
& stable staff, even granny. We have 
over 40 caravans always in stock with 
immediate delivery, visit our web site & 
come & view. All sizes & budgets to suit, 
inc some with double glazing & CH.                   
 www.ianjamescaravans.co.uk  
  01278 780565
Static caravans, ideal self build, farm 
workers accomm, extra living accomm.  
Prices to suit all budgets. In house 
transport. www.strandcaravans.co.uk 
email info@strandcaravans.co.uk    
 01823 672800 / 07970 906156
Solid oak flooring, wide boards also 
suitable for underfloor central heating. 
Green oak framing available at 
competitive prices.  01392 434056
Yacht 19’ Seawych water tight family 
cruiser indeed of some TLC quality Honda 
outboard trailer, mooring at Watermouth 
subject to harbour master £2400.  
 01271 342426
Ifor Williams canopy to fit HiLux d/c good 
condition £200 ono.  
            07909 697709 / 01398 371529
Granit lintols 7' - 5' various styles call for 
photo & prices. 01566 880131
Timber pole barn 60' long x 15' wide x 13' 
high. 4x 15' bays. Full length box profile 
tin roof & back, timber cladding on the 2 
end bays. Supplied & fitted in the South 
West only. Other sizes available upon 
request. Fully erected £5950 + VAT + 
delivery. All sizes also available in steel. 
Visit website for pictures.   
 southwestpolebarns.com   
 Email: alexvenn@msn.com  
 07811 299343 / 01823 461817

Ped Aberdeen Angus females. Cows, 
bulling heifers, yearlings. Traditional well 
fleshed cattle. Taunton area. Visit us at   
 www.kingston-angus.co.uk  
 01823 451619 
Ayrshire Bull. Born 31/03/12 sire Palmyra 
Pardner Baltimore.   
Boscastle.  07739 083894
KC reg black & yellow labrador puppies. 
Hips & eye test. Both parents excellent 
picking up dogs. Dogs & bitches available. 
Looking for a good working home. Ready 
from 15 May.  01747 855906
Pedigree Charolais bull 4yr old. Very easy 
calving. Lepto, BVD, IBR vac. Taunton 
area TB free farm.   
 01823 481146 / 07711 603846
Macchina Aberdeen Angus bulls. Closed 
herd in SAC High Health status, all cattle 
blood tested annually. 4 yearly TB testing 
area on the Isle of Wight. Terrific growth 
rates on home produced forage, still 
maintaining easy calving. All bulls vet 
inspected & semen tested before sale to 
ensure purchase with confidence. Only 
new blood lines imported into herd from 
semen & embryos. Delivered to your farm 
with own transport to keep health status. 
Ian McDowall  01983 882881
Ped Devon bull for sale 18mths old sire 
Ford Abbey Night grand sire Stonegrove 
High Almighty EX92.   ` 
Bristol   07971 185111 / 01275 393259
Blue roan quarter horse mare 14yrs. 
15.1hh western ridden.  07739 515093
Huntaway x Collie pups for sale. Good 
temperament & working parents.   
 01278 671661
900 free range layers 72 wks old still 
laying well available late May buyer to 
collect any offers considered.  
Braunton area.  07976 942618
South Devon bull, 30 mths, ped. But not 
regd.  07966 422641 / 01823 253808
Ped Limousin bulls, IBR / BVD Lepto vac 
Herd Health Scheme.  
Sutton Hoo Limousins.  07885 145311
Ped Charolais bulls.  01984 656638
Ped. Lim bulls, choice of 18mths +, 
good feet & shape, reasonably priced. 
Endacott.  eves 01409 221858  
  07974 387934
1, 2 & 3 yr old reg'd 75% Boer does & 2 yr 
old reg'd Boer buck. 01822 840528
Regd Simmental bull 22 mths, high EBV’s, 
high health, quiet £2100.  
                01747 861879 / 07974 260579
Collie pups, gd working parents & temp, 
ready end May.  01823 480244
3yr old Dartmoor x Welsh Sec A. Bay 
gelding. Nice little pony with no health 
problems. Free to a kind home.   
 01643 831669
Ped Simmentall bulls easy calving strain 2 
yrs old ready to work.   
       01643 841492 / 07970 824608
Ped. Devons, 1 bull 4 yrs, 4 cows & calves, 
6 bulling heifers, BVD vac Somerset.   
 07590 850526
Pure bred poll Dorset hoggets, also ram 
lambs & shearlings all from best ped 
stock. Witheridge.  01884 861198
Devon bull rising 3yrs suitable for heifers.  
 01237 451438
Heywoods Simmental bulls, breed plan 
recorded herd sure health scheme. BVD 
Lepto vac’d.   
D. Barker, Taunton.  01823 432171
Ped Limousin & Simmental bulls 
quiet easy calving ready to work ideal 
commercial crossing.   
Sampson                       07860 580498
Ped Charolais female Hi Herd health call 
for details Bridgwater area.07801 100266
Severnvale Herefords, bulls ready to work 
+ ped cows & calves.  01454 632309
Kea ped polled Herefords autumn calving 
cows/heifers with calves at foot.  
  01872 273037

Solway pig ark 8 x 8 with door & wooden 
skids not used. £475.   
Cornwall.  07812 462424
Static 24’ - 28’ caravans in good cond, 
been in regular use but now surplus 
to requirements, no reasonable offer 
refused.     01823 253808 / 07966 422641
Titan SM1300 bunded diesel tank 
dispenser, 12V, on purposed made pallet 
£650.  01404 841495
Oak beams & boards, up to 30' long, 
100Ton to go from £20 per cu ft.   Contact 
Ernie.   07768 332707
Aga’s & Rayburns cleaned & re-enamelled, 
worn tops a speciality. Solid fuel Rayburns 
always available. Oil & gas servicing 
available. 01392 841391
Twin unit park home approx 28' by 20' 
2 double bedrooms full size bathroom 
£2500 Braunton area.  07976 942618
Marquee equipment in very good condition 
for enterprising person/couple seeking 
good additional income. Pretty tents from 
36-90sq.m  connectable up to 360 sq m. 
Full supporting equipment to wedding 
standard, inc. 02 Sprinter van with low 
mileage, chairs, elecs, lighting, decor, 
flooring & dance. £15000.   
          Call  Philip anytime. 07816 221959
Crockery (victorian orchard) complete 
dinner service or individual piece from 
£2.50. Boscastle.  01840 250545
30 bags of caustic soda.  01769 550443
Old irrigation system comes with 400m of 
90mm pipe on reel £1500.   
Pilton, Somerset. 07710 608115
Nissan canopy, 2 gates, mesh/solid, for 
D21, 22 NP300. £230.  01364 661115
Snapper ride-on mower/tractor (rear 
engine rider) 12.5hp B&S engine 
63cm cut. GWO, little used. £750+VAT. 
Torrington. Pics avail. 07796 306879 
Up to 100 30 gallon pheasant self- 
feeders, plastic, modified suitably £4 ea 
ono.  day 01598 740578  
 eve/w/end01598 740330
4 creep feed lamb shelters wheels & 
drawbar, cheap.  01297 442369
IAE, cow comfort cubicles, c/w all brackets 
& head rail, approx 70. £20 ea. Bateman, 
cow comfort cubicles, c/w all brackets & 
head rail, approx 30. £25 ea Call for info. 
P Daniel.   07887 943121 
Lister laser 2, 12 volt shears plus extra 
blades less than 1 yr old.    01398 371306
20 Renusol solar panel ground mounted 
support buckets. Buyer collects from 
Wincanton area.  01749 812652
2 galvanised house type sheep creep 
feeders £250 + VAT vgc.   
Call Sue   01647 253671
Titan Truckmaster, 400 litre diesel tank, 
with gauge & electric pump, nearly new, 
£395 ono.  01805 804593
Aga Deluxe for sale. Pre 74 purpose built 
oil.  01398 322863
Lister clipper shearing set. 1 x lister 3 
speed soild shaft shearing set complete 
with stand & counter. No hand piece. £500 
+ VAT.  01409 221288
Silent Herdsman heat detection system. 
Wireless system with 25 collars, ariel & 
wireless internet connection. £2000 ono 
Aga, removed, bottled gas. Brown very 
tidy, best offer.   
Exmouth  01395 222402 / 07813 132073
Pallet forks, HydSideShift, QEuro brackts, 
£625 + VAT, N/Abbot.          07540 969761 
British made plate racks & drying racks for 
all range of cookers inc Aga's, Rayburns, 
Stanleys, Heritage, Esse, Redfyre etc. 
Ideal gift. www.plateracksanddryingracks.
co.uk   01823 672640
2 Holm & Laue calf igloos only used once, 
clean & tidy & hold up to 15 calves. £1600 
+ VAT ea. ono. East Devon 07970 119407
Quality poultry houses & pens.  All sizes. 
At reasonable prices & can deliver.   
 01460 242608 / 07854 128223

Large incubator holds 1000 pheasant 
eggs made by Bristol incubators £450 
working order + bruder holds 1000 
pheasant chicks all working £450. Brinsea 
190 ovaeasy series 2 incubator holds 190 
chicken eggs brand new unused comes 
with dehumidifier unit £650.  
       07860 423139
Car trailers x 2, 4 wheel & 2 wheel.  
  01984 623703
Dorma linen & towels large quantity, inc 
quilt covers, sheets, pillowcases etc used 
but in good condition. Shower doors, glass 
bath screens etc.      01271 373834
Carpenter made, wooden Belfast type 
sink unit- 3 cupboards + 1 drawer 64.5" 
long, £150 ono.  01460 73614
Level pasture for sale at Rackenford, 4.7 
to 8.3 acres. Direct road access, water. 
Seddons  01884 253500
Alfa Laval milking parlour 5 10  being 
dismantle parts available + dual Vacs 
available. Cablevale cake auger.    Exeter 
area.  07759 859812
Coleman modarc chicken houses 20 
sections available, any offers considered 
buyer to collect.   
Braunton area.  07976 942618
Aluminium 8’ x 4’ leanto greenhouse, all 
glass, cheap to clear £40 ono.   
 01363 83836
Tractor tyres: 1 Goodyear 16.9x38 plus 
tube 30% tread £50. 2 x 14.9x24 Kleber 
25% tread £50 for the pair. 01749 870297
IAE Sheep turnover crate. Excellent 
condition. £395 + VAT.        01984 623427
Rhododendrons £6+(bushy too), choice 
trees, shrubs & hedge 200 species. 
Rackenford.     goakey101@aol.com  
 07976 807510 / 01884 881633
Cast aluminium house signs & plaques, 
manufactured locally for farms, houses, 
restaurants, hotels etc. for catalogue visit  
 www.dorothysfoundry.com  
or call  01823 672640
Only used 1 season, shower & toilet cabin, 
all ready to plug in, superb condition, cost 
£4500 new, only £3500.      07836 333548
Colvic Sunquest 39 flybridge motor yacht. 
Part finished abandoned project. Never 
launched from new. Best offer over £15k.  
 07971 233762
Delabole slate 19 x 6'6"- 3'6" 6 x 3'6"- 
2'6" 10 x 2'6" -2', 20 x smaller best offer 
Launceston.  01566 880131
New & unused shower bath £50 also 
new corner bath £60. 10 new & unused 
whb with semi pedestals £25 ea. Manual 
aluminium work platform on wheels, 
platform heights of 2m, 1.1m or .55m. 
£160.  07971 233762
Cell grown trees & shrubs for hedge & 
woodland. Grown outside on Exmoor to 
produce strong hardy trees. Comp prices 
www.exmoortrees.co.uk      07971 580057
Up to 40 pig arks, kit form for easy 
transport £75 ea. Ring for details.  
  07909 697709 / 01398 371529
Access platform. HI-Brid P830CE scissor 
lift. Clean, robust & in vgwo. Working 
height 14'. Photos available. £780 ono.   
 07971 233762
Stable partitions + fronts, galv frame + 
various infill panels, purpose made any 
size. Also field shelters.       01566 880131
Portable cross-country jumps. Sale stock 
clearance due to moving workshop. 
Heights ranging from 60-110cm & prices 
ranging from £80 - £350 per jump. 
Professionally built by an accredited 
British eventing course builder. For  info 
ring:           07843 560304 / 07717 575924
Tempur cloud 22 king size mattres, 
24mths - in excellent condition. £750.   
              01769 581422
Modern foot trimming crush 2 yrs old 
in excellent condition very reliable. 1 
yrs labour / parts warranty £10000 ono. 
Contact Andrew.  07907 796836

Ped regd Herefords. Young bulls & heifers, 
polled & dehorned. Hilfield Herefords.   
 01963 210709 / 07974 810806
Aberdeen Angus bulls for sale from 
Standlynch Herd upto 2yrs old elite health 
status. Salisbury.   07971 239993 
Peacocks for disposal. 2 females, 1 
male, all 1 yr old. Healthy, semi-tame. No 
charge. Collector will need transportation 
cage.  01300 321281
Ped. Dexter cows with calves at foot, 
many in calf again. Short & non short. 
Good temperament. Downsizing herd.   
 01823 681054
15.3hh thoroughbred x chestnut mare. 
Been hunted, big jump. No rider for 
18mnths, needs bringing back into work. 
Must go. Offers.  01566 773962
Ped Charollais rams, can deliver.   
Call Roy   07816 636435  / 01837 840328
Burrow herd ped South Devon. Strong 
well grown bulling heifers, 24mths. Very 
quiet. HiHealth status.  
W. Somerset      01643 841427
3 blue merle & 1 collie male 1 blue merle 
female ready 21 May.      01884 855319
Pietrain x piglets, ready to go. 1 gilt, 3 
boars.  01598 740150
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Wanted

Services
J Penfold Tarmacing Contractors Ltd. 
Surfacing specialists in roads, drives, car 
parks, paths, farm lanes, tennis courts 
etc. Contractors for local authority. Free 
estimates, all work guaranteed.  
 01769 574853 / 07778 036925
Avalon Assessments Ltd. For all your City 
& Guilds NPTC land-based assessment 
needs. Foresety & Arboriculture, 
pesticides, machinery & livestock. 
mt.clements@btconnect.com www.
avalonassessments.co.uk 01934 862288

Planning consultancy - All aspects of 
your planning dealt with, including barn 
conversions, essential rural workers 
dwellings, change of use, permitted 
development, enforcement issues & 
agricultural buildings.  
 XL Planning & Design Ltd - 01884 38662
Rotaseeding direct seeder, grass, kale, 
rapeseed, all done in one pass. New 
technique for seeding, enqs welcome.  
 01769 550443
West Country bore holes, competitive 
prices for water boreholes, dowsing, 
pump & filtration supply, installation, after 
service & maintenance.   
 www.westcountryboreholes.com  
 01398 371441 / 07971 103906
On Tap Water Treatment (est 1988). 
Borehole, well & booster pumps, water 
softening (Ecowater premier dealer), 
pH/metals/nitrate treatment, sediment 
filtration, reverse osmosis, UV sterilisation 
& water quality testing. Supply, installation 
& service.  www.on-tap.co.uk  
adrian@on-tap.co.uk  01458 274289
Exmoor Air Conditioning, agricultural 
HGV & plant aircon service & repairs. 
Most pipes made or repaired on site. 
Aircon parts & blower motors supplied. 
Mobile service. Mid/North Devon & W 
Somerset area. Phone anytime Jon Mew 
Ash Mill, South Molton.   
   07733 063658 / 01769 551828
Mike Ford fencing. National Fencing 
competition winner 2008/09/10/12. Stock 
fencing, post & rail, equestrian & poultry.  
 01769 580472
Bovine Hooves foot trimming service, 
using the latest techniques & research 
to provide the best possible results for 
cow & farmer. Professional, experienced 
service at unbeatable rates.   
 07974 766233
Town & Country planning consultancy, 
specialising in planning applications & 
general advice relating to householder, 
equestrian, small renewables, 
agricultural, enforcement issues & 
agricultural appraisals. Judith Hayes 
Planning.  01598 740481
Karcher industrial pressure washer & 
steam cleaners all makes & models. 
Sales, service & repairs, all repairs carried 
out on site from our fully stocked service 
vehicles or call into our workshop & 
showroom in Yeovil. For info Email: Lee@
precisionce.co.uk  / www.precisionce.
co.uk / call Lee  01935 411876 
Pest management, moles, rats, wasps, 
fully insured.  k30bws@gmail.com  
 01805 625223 / 07974 040276 
Clarke farm services feed augers & 
bulk feed bins. All animal feed systems 
supplied bulk bins always wanted & 
supplied.   01823 680512 / 07850 444810
GreenPaddocks Ltd offers a full range 
of grassland management services incl 
spraying, topping, harrowing, rolling, soil 
analysis, lime & fert applications, grass 
seeding, aerating, fencing, ditching etc. 
FACTS & BASIS qualified Agronomist.
Based nr Taunton, we cover a large part 
of the SW. www.GreenPaddocks.co.uk   
 01984 667697 / 07525 670925
Qualified land agent, able to assist with 
single farm payments, environmental 
stewardships, cross compliance, land 
management, agreements, farm mapping 
& more. Call Gemma Sparks   
 www.blackdownconsulting.co.uk  
 07533 340847
Book keeper available. Mrs Amanda 
Cowley. amandacowley155@gmail.com  
 01984 629245
Swimming pool & hot tub construction, 
maintenance & repair. Hugh Gardner.   
 www.devonpoolservices.com    
  07929 960761 or eve 01884 820230
Gary Heal garden services, grass cutting 
commercial & domestic.      01598 710458

Top money paid for Vauxhall Brava’s, 
Isuzu Rodeos, Toyota Hi-Lux, Nissan D21 
& D22, 4x4 or 2x4, any cond.                                                   
 07809 461389
WW2 jeep or similar. Rob Uren.   
 01548 521278
Nissan cabstar, Mazda vans, Toyota vans, 
petrol or diesel, with or without MoT.   
            07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Pre 70s motorbikes, cars, tractors, 
engines & spares, workshop manuals, 
memorabilia, bulk timber & planking, 
architectural salvage, antiques. 
agpickers@sky.com.  01271 867285 / 
867803 / 07860 214303 / 07881 666251
Toyota Landcruisers 4.2 & Nissan Patrol 
with 4.2 diesel engines & petrols.   
 07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Store lambs top prices paid.  
J Symons 01805 603250 / 07801 650401
MF135, 35, 65, T20, 148, 240, 165, 550, 
590, 188 & 290 + all other older MF 
models + all makes/models of tractor.                           
 07860 423139 / 01462 743843
Tractors & machinery from small farms. 
Rob Uren.  01548 521278
Whole barley. Contact Stuart.  
  07740 399138
Ford P100 pickup, Cortina or Sierra 
model. Any cond.  07860 423139
Beef store cattle & store bulls, for finishing, 
can take from TB clear or restricted 
farms.   
A.Dare.  01297 32992 / 07971 541670
Store cattle, cows & bulls, no pre 
movement test needed, over 12 mths. 
Can take TB cattle, top prices paid.   
J Symons. 01805 603250 / 07801 650401
MF 265 4WD + loader; also handbook.   
 01837 82158
Urgent, high cash price paid for Toyota 
Hi-Lux pick-ups, petrols, 4 or 2 wd. 
Also Nissan D21 petrols, 4 & 2wd, any 
condition taken.  07860 423139
Deer wanted, dead or alive, excellent 
price paid, willing to collect.   
Robert Hawker  07967 698153
Relief milker wanted to join a family run 
dairy farm willingness to work weekends 
desirable. For info call Ed 01805 804417
Small/heifer portable cubicles required 
looking for at least 60.   
James  07841 574245
AI flask, complete.  07970 215325
Property / estate maintenance person 
wanted, experience in tractor driving & 
property maintenance / building preferred. 
Mechanical / welding skills would be an 
advantage. Must be able to work on own 
initiative & have own transport. Immediate 
start £8 - £15/hr. Taunton. Greg Day.  
greg@daylage.co.uk  07971 513029
All models 4x4 pick-up single & dble cabs, 
good, bad or ugly. Also 2 wd pick-ups, 
petrols & diesels.                
  07860 423139 / 01462 743843
First pony wanted, section C or a Darmoor 
hill type, 12 - 13hh, approx 8 - 10 yrs old 
for old establish family run riding school on 
large farm good price paid, must be 100% 
with traffic etc, home for life for genuine 
pony.    devenishpitt@btconnect.com  
 01404 871355

Plough 2, 3 or 4 furrow, preferably 
reversible.    
Robert  07826 450440 / 01643 841833
Part time poultry worker required for 2 - 3 
days work per week in Hemyock, Devon.  
To work at a free range laying unit.  Must 
have a reasonable level of literacy & be 
clean & tidy in working habits. Call Russ or 
Becky on   01823 602711 / 07815 059823
Wanted dry, weathered but sound barn 
siding or structural timbers, shed timbers, 
for restaurant build project, as a decorative 
feature. Can dismantle & leave site clean 
& tidy. Anything considered.   
Jonathan 01823 681155
20' long x 9" x 3" timber purlins.   
 01823 490718
Jack donkey buy or loan to run with Jenny 
knowledgeable home. devenishpitt@
btconnect.com  01404 871355
Full & part time general farm workers for 
beef & sheep farm. Must be experienced 
with farm machinery. Full time will be 
required to work 5 days a week to inc 
some weekends & part time 3 days per 
week to inc some weekends. Immediate 
start. Postion Culmstock Devon.  
Call  01884 849369 / 07971 978767
Springer Spaniel Bitch wanted 9-18mth 
old. Pedigree not essential. 07968 172949
Grass keep with or without sheds.  
  01884 253847 / 07745 843925
Silkie & Minorca chickens 07860 423139
Farm worker required on beef & sheep 
farm, full time.   
Devon.      01837 52275 / 07974 947124
S/H frame/shed for lambing, sheep. Min 
size 30' x 45', 12' high. Will dismantle if 
req.         01837 83381 / 07876 106057
Person/s required to work on modern 
organic dairy farm. Suit 1 full time or 2 
part time. Duties to include milking, care of 
calves & youngstock & some tractor work.   
Experience preferred, but not essential as 
training will be given. However, aptitude 
for livestock essential.    
 01769 580087 / 07967 120148
Good quality old garden & carpentry tools, 
also galvanised baths, pans, buckets & 
milk churns. Perris, East Brent.  
  01278 769493
Free range shed for 150-200 layers.   
 01364 643309
Isuzu 3.5T & 7.5T trucks, any cond. Also 
Mitsubishi Canter trucks 3.5T & 7.5T any 
cond.  07860 423139
Classic & vintage cars, tractors, 
motorcycles etc.   
John          01761 479225 / 07947 348106
Best cash prices paid for motorhomes & 
caravans. 01271 866333 / 07769 754968
Store bullocks 6mths old upwards.  
  07745 843925 / 01884 253847
Land Rovers early series & 90 defenders.  
 malcolmclark.avm@gmail.com  
 07714 017769 / 01892 891051
Pig arks within local area. 01598 740150
Top prices paid for 4x4 & 4x2 petrol Toyota 
Hi-Lux pick-ups.                 07860 423139
Cull cows, ewes & lambs wanted. Prompt 
& good rates of pay.  07976 321686  
 01823 352228 / 01823 283576

Best quality forage; hay & straw (barley, 
wheat, oat, rape) & haylage. Any size 
bale, delivery throughout the South-West.  
Competitive prices & reliable service. Hay 
wanted. M.R.Horn.    01837 861443   
                 07970 600800 / 01404 823333
Barley & wheat straw & hay for sale, all 
baled & delivered by us, please ring for a 
keen price on delivery throughout 2015, 
we may save you hundreds of pounds on 
your current suppliers mark up on bought 
in straw, baling & selling straw for 25yrs. 
Tel  Alexander Mckie.  07836 547930 
Excellent horse, sheep & calf hay & barley 
straw, traditional bales. Also square bale & 
round bale hay.   
     07977 930045 / 01769 540405
Horse hay  Yeoford £3.75.    01363 84357
Quality round baled haylage, hay & straw. 
Small baled hay & straw, del possible 
Winkleigh.    01837 83381 / 07876 106057
Big bale hay wheat & barley straw, 
delivered to all areas, for the best prices. 
Call Ian Webber.  07831 364644
Approx 10 acres mowing grass for 1 cut. 
Taunton / Wellington.    01823 461315
20 acres fodder beet, from field or 
harvested per Ton. Also Serap 10400ltr 
DX tank.  07721 634605
Good quality round bale & clamp silage 
made 2014 Okehampton area.   
 01837 52364 / 07415 064989
Big bale wheat straw, big bale spring 
barley straw, small bale wheat straw, 
square bale haylage. Taunton.   
       07971 847819
Good quality round bale meadow grass 
haylage made June 2014, McHale Fusion 
baler stored on hard standing, assistance 
with loading.  
Hatch Beauchamp.             07793 316705
Top quality meadow grass small bale 
haylage. £5. Exmoor or Tiverton collect/
delivery. 01643 831480
Straw & hay bought & sold in any size 
of bale or load. Also bedrap, bedmax 
& white small flake shavings for sale at 
competitive prices.   
     01458 447833 / 07889 064294
Barley & wheat straw + hay & silage in 
various bales, available at competitive 
price. Also fodder beet. Wadebridge. Call 
Alec: 07792 373202 /eves 01208 851786
Small bale horse hay £3.50 per bale. 
Delivery possible. Newton Abbot / Exeter 
area.                           07833 098215
Oat straw, round bale, £13 per bale, 
Bodmin. 07836 552642 
Good quality wheat & barley straw for 
sale. Delivered throughout the South 
West. For delivered & ex farm prices call.  
 07966 239837

50 bales good silage, to be collected - 
EX16. £18/bale.  01398 341847
Good quality 2014 small bale hay 
Sherborne area.    07974 422838
12 round bales good quality haylage. £22 
ea collected.  01884 840340
Meadow hay, 270 sml bales, June 14, no 
chems, collect Barnstaple.  01271 374089
Quadrant wheat straw, round & square 
bale haylage & silage, fodder beet, 
delivered, Tiverton.  07850 222929

For Sale
Forage crops

20 Ton+ Basalt/upvc mix ex horse arena 
surface ideal gateways, tracks etc. 
Sensible offers.  07866 891954 
Toyota HiLux 2.5 extra cab, 58K miles, full 
service history & long MoT. Very good BF 
Goodrich tyres, v reliable. £10K + VAT.   
 01598 710202
Hot air balloon flights throughout 
Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset & 
Wiltshire. Family run business with over 
20yrs local flying experience. Number of 
launch locations + possibility of flying out 
of your own grounds. Flights for groups or 
individuals, 12mth open dated vouchers.     
 www.ballooning.co.uk  
 Call Aerosaurus Balloons  01404 823102
Home Pine Furniture for solid oak pine & 
painted furniture, visit show room at Buller 
Rd Barnstaple Devon EX32 8JP Standard 
ranges plus furniture made to any size 
sale now on.   01271 323608
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Parsons Russell Terrier stud dog.  
  01460 221763 / 07887 572908
Field trial award winning cocker spaniel 
dog at stud. Black with white blaze.  
Throws all colours including golden & 
roan. Very well bred dog with field trial 
awards & no faults. Honest, steady & 
reliable in the shooting field.   
Call Justin.  07538 882694

Tiverton Balloon & Music Festival 10- 12 
July. 40 + hot air balloons; 40+ bands 
on 2 stages; Children’s entertainment; 
planetarium; falconry; flying displays; 
stunning night glows (10th & 11th); car 
boot sale (12th); food, drink & crafts 
pavilion; diverse range of refreshments; 
bars; camping. Raising funds for Devon 
Air Ambulance & Children’s Hospice S 
W. For tickets, balloon flights, trade stand 
applications & info.  
 www.tivertonballoonfestival.co.uk   
 01404 823735
Sheepdog & handler training throughout 
the South West. Contact Caroline:  
caz@rackley.fsworld.co.uk. / www.
allaboutsheepdogs.com /  07703 197823
Ashreigney Country Fundraisers. Vintage 
gathering, auto jumble car boot sale to 
inc lawn mower racing. Saturday 9 May 
from 11am. North Heale, Ashreigney, N 
Devon EX18 7PH. Evening entertainment 
& BBQ in the Barn, camping available. 
Contact Derek Turner  01769 520286 /  
 07771 738212
Bratton Down Horse Races. Nr Bratton 
Flemming. 17th May. Pony racing 
11.45am. 1st race 1pm. Great family day 
out.  Bar /food /bookies. 01598 710495 

9T & 2T digger with operator. Competitive 
rates.          01823 669090 / 07813 600430
Skid steer loaders, from 44” to 66” wide, 
both with buckets & dung grabs. Also 
1.5T to 5T mini diggers, available with 
post hole auger & breaker/post banger. 
Self drive. Richard Smith. North Molton.  
 01598 740406 / 07970 914070
14T log splitter 6’ tracked chipper stump 
grinder compact tractor.  
  01884 820839 / 07766 168162
8” tracked or wheeled wood chippers, 
diesel, with or without operator.  
 07970 059622 / 01769 574096
BBD Marquees – in widths of 3m / 6m 
/ 9m / 12m / 15m & lengths to suit. We 
supply high quality wedding but can cater 
for any occasion. Contact Rachael on   
 01805 804041 / 07719 587577
Stump grinder, removes any size of 
stump, with or without operator.  
 07970 059622 / 01769 574096
Mature Limousin bulls for hire. Ped & 
quiet, BVD & Lepto vac.   
John Robinson.  01363 866310
Cherry picker, 50’ reach, ideal for gutters, 
chimneys, painting, tree work etc.   
 07970 059622 / 01769 574096
Ped Limousin/Angus bulls. 07885 145311
Marquee/party tents 6mx12m & 12mx12m 
chairs, tables, heaters etc.   
 marqueeandtenthire@gmail.com

At Stud

Events

For Hire

To Let

AJB Welding, metalwork & repairs. Farm 
machinery & metalwork made & repaired, 
gates & railings manufactured & fitted.
Stable partitions & building repairs. Quick 
call out mobile welding & cutting. Free 
quotes & site visits in Somerset.  
 07866 616064
Aitchison slot seeding the time & cost 
efficient way of improving pasture. We 
can sow clover, grass seed, kale, stubble 
turnips & wild flower seed into grass 
or stubble. For prices & avaliability call 
Robin Gabriel. 
  07802 530534 / 01884 35681
Four Seasons Tree Services. All aspects of 
tree surgery grounds maintenance stump 
grinding/fencing/hedge-cutting/gardening 
info@fourseasons-treeservices.com  
 01884 820839 / 07766 168162 
Freezebranding & livestock scanning. 
Defra approved, reliable, efficient 
service throughout the south west. Email 
luxtonfreezebranding@gmail.com   
Call Brett Luxton  01837 880331  
  07889 275937
Sheep shearing - flocks of 2 upwards -   
 www.sheepshearing.org  
Call Andy   07835 247520
For professional garden & pond design 
& creation & top quality landscaping. 
Garden maintenance & makeovers. 
Garden stoneware & slab suppliers.   
 www.cornerstoneprojects.biz  
Cornerstone Projects.  01643 705856 
Pre 70s motorbikes, cars, tractors, 
engines & spares, workshop manuals, 
memorabilia, bulk timber & planking, 
architectural salvage, antiques. 
agpickers@sky.com. 01271 867285 / 
867803 / 07860 214303 / 07881 666251
Direct drilling service for grass, clover, 
kale/rape etc with Aitchison drill into 
grassland or stubble. Either stitching in or 
complete reseed. South Devon area. For 
info call Graham Stephens   
 07754 968129 / 01803 813396
Freeze branding for clear ID, guarantee 
results indefinitely, straying & missing 
heifers & are a lot easier to trace with 
a F/B. Alphabet & numbers, full size & 
calf irons, also branding crate carried 
for calves.  Cattle scan, qualified all at 
competitive prices.   
Russell.  07860 574159
Colin Weeks Fencing, specializing in 
agricultural, equestrian, also sand school 
construction, security & all other types of 
fencing undertaken.      www.colinweeks.
co.uk    email info@colinweeks.co.uk  
 01769 580096 / 07713 248744
SCL Water specialise in the supply of 
quality pumps & filtration systems. We 
offer outstanding service & value on 
Grundfos, DAB & Lowara systems. www.
sclwater.co.uk / info@sclwater.co.uk. 
Ring to check our prices.  01769 575990 
Slug pelleting with bike, Devon / Somerset 
area. 07967 362137 / 01984 640321
Turn your barn into a house? A Dutch 
barn or Atcost shed or other barn type, 
converted into a house or houses, is 
it feasible? The new regulations allow 
the conversion of 450m² of barn floor 
area into up to 3 dwellings. Chartered 
architects & energy assessors. Talk to 
studio ok & see our blog.   www.
studio-ok.co.uk         info@studio-ok.co.uk
Professional pond & lake clearance 
tidying  &  drainage, pond & liner repairs,  
pond planting & pruning. Pond pumps 
& filtration suppliers & fitters. Pond 
design & creation professionals - www.
cornerstoneprojects.biz, call Top Notch 
Gardens & Ponds.   01643 705856  
Stonepicking throughout the South West.
Call for info/prices.  07958 162239 
Freeze branding & concrete grooving. 
Covering Devon, Cornwall, Somerset & 
Dorset. Reliable worker at competitive 
rates call Tim.               www.swfb.co.uk              
 01237 431713 / 07920 161438

Reduce your reseeding costs, slot seed 
with Aitchison drill or use the overseeder 
for all pastures with Kockling grassmaster, 
heavy duty machine. Also dry rolling 
grain. Minerals & mollasses can be 
added. Also crimping. Brian Dullam  
 01769 550443
Farm fencing, post & railing, gate 
hanging, hedgelaying / restoration, flail 
hedge trimming, ditch cleaning & general 
countryside maintenance; wooden 
stable/shed doors & stream gates 
made, domestic/garden fencing, decking 
& gates. Over 20yrs experience. Call   
Robin Gabriel.   
  07802 530534 / 01884 35681
Colin Weeks Forestry & Fencing, for all 
your forestry requirements, from thinning 
to clear felling, we buy diseased larch 
& all other species of standing timber, 
hardwood & softwood. info@colinweeks.
co.uk  01769 580096 / 07713 248744
Richard Cory hoof trimming, NACFT 
regd, fully licenced cat1, competitive 
prices, fully insured, experienced hoof 
trimmer.  01271 850525  
 07538 350810 / 07585 950130
Do you rear animals for the freezer? We 
collect from abattoir in a refrigerated van.  
Hang, cut & pack to your requirements in 
our cold store & cutting room & deliver 
back to you if reqd. Sausages, bacon & 
burgers no problem. We also sell local 
beef, pork & lamb in boxes at competitive 
prices. Located Broadhempston, Devon.  
 e-mail: richens96@btinternet.com  
 01803 814250 / 07764 660456
Smalls of Devon, industrial & 
domestic roof coating specialist. High 
pressure painting of rusty barns, slate 
weatherproofing, exterior wall coatings, 
high pressure cleaning & re-slating & 
tiling service.    01626 680239  
 01626 821537 / 07754 856859
Hedge laying tree felling scrub clearance  
in Devon & Cornwall.  07515 420883
Concrete grooving! With cows being so 
valuable, it seems a shame to lose or 
damage them through slippery yards. 
To groove & make safe those vulnerable 
areas ring Macattack.  Prices at www.
macattackptnrs.co.uk  01225 891750
Grass maize & whole crop silaging part or 
complete job. Maize drilling with Amazon 
drill. Power harrow, drilling, ploughing, 
round baling with standard baler & 
wrapping or combination balers. Square 
baling with Claas 2100 or 2200 also 
wrapping & stacking dung spreading, 
slurry tanking & all other operations 
undertaking. 
 Richard Jarrett 07850 222929
Farm View CCTV systems. Observe, 
record, review. Take the hassle out of 
farm management by using a Farm View 
CCTV system. View on your own TV.  
Call Rob 0800 0930625 / 07970 963450
Heifer rearing, do you need to keep more 
cows, grass keep getting uneconomical, 
I my be able to help, I've been heifer 
rearing for 9yrs & at present sending 
heifers home at 600-700kg at 26-27mths, 
been TB free for 14yrs. Near Axminster.  
Call John Searle.   07968 691549
Casualty cattle with certification for 
human consumption picked up. Prompt & 
good rates of pay. Call  07976 321686  
 01823 352228 / 01823 283576
Steve Lerwill foot trimming specialist, 
whole herds undertaken, competitive 
rates, NACFT member, large bulls not a 
problem, all areas covered.  
 07915 608139 / 01769 572699
Dan Toogood available for ploughing, 
power harrowing, maize drilling, slurry 
tanking, dung spreading, foraging, round 
& square baling & wrapping.  
Based nr Wellington.  07754 080254 
Fodder beat drilling & harvesting with 6 
row self-propelled machine. 
  07843 663205

Holiday caravan on working farm in 
Ruthern Valley, mid Cornwall. Large 3 
bedroom static, sleeps 6, garden. Lovely 
position.         01208 831300
Harlyn Bay near Padstow, comfortable 
3 bed holiday cottage. 500 yards from 
safe, sandy beach & coast path. Enclosed 
garden.  01271 850658
Riverside caravan & camping park, on 
the gateway to Exmoor, set in 70 acres of 
parkland, 4 star family park, open all yr, 3 
specimen carp lakes, luxury statics www.
exmoorriverside.co.uk     01769 579269
Algarve Portugal, 2 bed villa on Rocha 
Brava resort. Pools & tennis on site. 10 
min walk to beach & golf.    01271 321584
Algarve villa, between Silves & Messines, 
sleeps 6, aircon,  pool, BBQ.  45 mins from 
airport, 25 mins from the coast. Set among 
orange groves in a rural yet accessible 
location. Email: glebelandsfarm@
btinternet.com    or phone 07889 825796
Farm cottage, sleeps 2, overlooking 
Sutton Bingham reservoir, 15 miles from 
West Bay (Broadchurch).     01935 862251

French Alps, sunny chalet apartment in 
pretty farming valley, nr Megeve, sleeps 
5, magnificent mountain scenery.   
 01548 550514
For rent 3 bedroom bungalow AO tie in 
village nr Bridgwater on a farm - garden 
but no land included. Suitable for someone 
employed in agric or someone retired from 
agric - option to work in lieu of rent for the 
right person - available end of May.   
  01278 423201 / 07709 253366
Mobile home to let between Porlock & 
Linton area. £60/week.        01598 741162
To let grazing land, Rackenford area.   
 07500 528546
500 square feet plus storage/office space. 
Illminster area.   07885 145311
Grass keep 34 acres sheep only. Until end 
of November.  01984 623518
South Spain, Andalucia, 3 beds, 2 baths, 
lrg country villa, private pool, south facing 
views.       Email gilliancobley@icloud.com

J.C. Contractors. Offering: Mower 
conditioner, Topping, Harrowing, Rolling, 
Fertiliser spreading, Post banging & All 
Fencing work. Any size job considered. 
Exmoor & North Devon area.   
 07748 338275
Dairy heifer replacement rearing & beef 
calf rearing available. Also cattle sheds 
available for rent. Chepstow area.   
 07860 620976
Lime, fibrophos & basic slag delivered & 
spread.   Sand for cubicle bedding. Also, 
rotaseeding service.    David Petherick  
 01363 82487 / 07967 304394
Sheep shearing contractor, reliable, 
competitive, any size flock, covering whole 
SW. All shearing requirements covered. 
Wool packing crate & tier available.   
 07807 455160 / 01297 680535
Gold services S.W. Ltd, agric buildings 
& repairs & modifications. Also new 
buildings erected & kit form buildings. 
Phone for free quote.  07734 690278
Trailer-towing.com. Fully qualified driving 
instructor, 1 to 1 training, courses from 
£445 including test, also refresher courses, 
discounts available, tax deductible. Visit 
website or call for info.   
 07810 738331 / 0800 1120060
Andrew Hawken first class professional 
foot trimmer, deal can be done, For 
friendly & polite response.  
Call Andrew.  07907 796836
Farm buildings built, repaired & altered.  
James Gardner.  07807 359847
All contracting work undertaken including 
slurry tanking, rear discharge spreaders, 
ploughing, drilling. Tel Richard Jarrett, 
Tiverton.  07850 222929
Freeze branding & concrete grooving. 
Very competitive rates. Call Martin Hares  
 01749 678685 / 07860 958157
Stillmans (Somerset) Ltd. Private killing 
& cutting service for beef, pork & lamb 
at local, BRC & Red Tractor approved 
abattoir. Killed, hung, packed & labelled to 
your requirements at competitive prices.  
 Contact Paul or Tracey on 01823 272661



DIARY DATES

4 May
North Somerset Show Bathing Pond Fields, Wraxall, BS48 1NE Tractor pulling 
competitions, terrier racing, pony club games, livestock 01749 813899 nsas.org.uk.

May Day bank holiday, MVF branches open normal hours 8am-5.30pm

5 May

Uplands Grassland Reseeding Event, Kingsett Farms, Horndon, Mary Tavy PL19 9NF. 
Dartmoor Hill Farm Project. 6pm start (signed from A386). Working demonstrations of 
reseeding, followed by discussion and complimentary hog roast, Please bring own drinks  
Contact George Hill 01822 810302 or Marcus Trivett 07812 733258
Renewable Energy Seminar at MVF Yeovil with Ben Sander-Jackson of Moleenrgy. 
There are 4 seminars during the day, 9.30 am, 12.30 p.m., 3.30 p.m and 6.30 p.m, plus 
guest speaker from Lombard Green Energy Finance. Book your place at Yeovil or call the 
renewables team on 01769 575674. 

5-6 May Dorset Horn and Poll Dorset Sheep Breeders May Fair Exeter Livestock Centre. All 
classes of quality sheep. Genetics from country’s top breeders. 01392 251261 kivells.com

7 May Grassland event*, Bath & West Showground, Shepton Mallet.

9 May British Simmental Cattle Society Show Worcester Market WR4 0SQ 01884 255533

21 May Beef Expo, York Auction Centre, Murton YO19 5GF - a festival of British Beef with the 
very best in commercial and pedigree cattle and much more. nationalbeefassociation.com

21-23 May Devon County Show*, Westpoint, Exeter

25 May Whitsun bank holiday, MVF branches open normal hours 8am-5.30pm

27-30 May Royal Bath and West Show, Shepton Mallet

4-6 June Royal Cornwall Show*, Wadebridge, Cornwall

10-11 June TotalDairy Seminar, Tortworth Court, Wotton-under-Edge 01768 868472 totaldairy.com

16 June NSA Sheep South West*, Higher Nichols Nymet Farm, North Tawton, Devon by kind 
permission of E W Quick & Sons 9.30am-5.30pm more info sheepsouthwest.org.uk

19 June Lundy Trip raising funds for RABI, FCN, Addington Fund, see left for more details

12-15 July
Meating and Milking the Cream of Cornish Grassland. BGS Summer meeting, three 
days of stimulating and diverse technical tours. More information call BGS offi ce 02476 
696600 email bgsoffi ce@britishgrassland.com   britishgrassland.com

13 July Stithians Show* Stithians, Cornwall TR3 7DP   sithiansshow.org.uk

molevalleyfarmers.com

ALL PRICES IN 
THIS NEWSLETTER 
EXCLUDE VAT  
(where applicable) 
EXCEPT WHERE 
STATED OTHERWISE

For information on these events, contact the Show Team on 01769 575653  
or see www.asao.co.uk (Assoc. of Shows and Agric. Organisations)

www.molevalleyfarmers.com/mvf/info/general/Community *MVF attending
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Saturday 16 May
7pm till late

Walking from Barnstaple, Bideford, Instow, 
Torrington, Saunton Sands, Tamar Lake

Register online at nightwalk.co.uk
or call 01271 347224 or 01271 347232 

email nightwalk@northdevonhospice.org.uk

ADDINGTON FUND

Trip to Lundy - 19 June
Join us on a trip to Lundy off the north Devon 
coast, sailing from Bideford Quay at 8.30am 
return 9pm. All profi ts from the trip go to 
the Addington Fund, RABI and FCN. Tickets 
£35. To book your place or fi nd out more, call 
01297 680218 email glaspers@btconnect.com.

Unspoilt and unique island experience

Abundance of wildlife

Marisco Tavern - good food, ales & wines

ll llll ff

South Molton 
Vintage Rally Club 
Spring Tractor Run
On a lovely, but slightly chilly Sunday 
morning, South Molton central carpark was 
a hive of activity as hundreds of vintage 
tractor and lorry enthusiasts arrived for the 
Spring Tractor Run. 

Due to its popularity on previous occasions,  
a separate vintage lorry run also took place 
but on a slightly different route to the 
tractors. The run was supported by a wide 
variety of vehicles, several of which could 
have been spotted in miniature on that train 
set layout of the 1940s and 50s era!

Taking in several miles around South Molton 
and Filleigh, the tractors enjoyed a private 
tour of the Fortescue Estate. Lunch was 
held at Filleigh Village Hall followed by a 
slow meander back to the car park in South 
Molton to load up on trailers and head home 
for a bit of repair, tinkering or just storage 
ready for the next trip!

South Molton Vintage Rally Club’s main 
event is their Annual Rally, to be held at 
Coombesland Cross, near South Molton on 
30-31 May 2015. Their main charities are 
Children’s Hospice SW and the Devon Air 
Ambulance Trust.

smoltonvintagerally.co.uk
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